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ABS R II CT
Cryogenic storage systems for the extended
	 rniss—ion.,; C•: 1h(
future will require more fluid capacity than curren t
 systcms, and
thus new design and development techniques will need to be evaluated.
AMU
This report describes the results of the first phase of	 a prograr»
to investigate high performance external insulation systems for
use on flight weight cryogenic gas storage systems. 	 "External
insulation" here means anything added to a cryogenic storage system
for the purpose of thermally protecting it from its environment. 	 This
definition excludes the vacuum 'annulus of a dewar. 	 The fluids stored
	
°	 r
•
are hydrogen and ,oxygen.
f	 :' This report-covers the period March 2, 1970, to July 2, 1970. 	 The
purpose of the work performed during this period was to: 	 (a)	 perform
'	 •
-
a,literature search - on all of the available material concerning external
s
insulation studies	 and/or evaluation,	 (b	 provide a complete bibliography
of the material researched in (a), above; (c) furnish a synopsis for
each of the most useful r(^fercr,ccs contained in the, bibliography, end
(d) cate g orize the results of this work to facilitate'evaluatior,L end
assessment.
I%
S	 N
the past few years. However, there is no sin-le source which
evaluates these various studies end assesses the relative merits
and/or deficiencies of each concept. This study is meant to brink
together all of the available information in a single sourc--  manual
and provide the basis for determining the areas in \0iich future
development should be
.
 undertaken.
This present report describes the first phase of a complete program
designed'to accomplish the above objectives.	 This report describes
6
the literature search and presents the bibliography and synopses of
each relevant study. It concludes by categorizing the studies into {
-patterns according to the principal materials and concepts involved.
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	 CRYOGENIC INSULATIOi` SYSTE.MIS
,Insulations used in spacecraft must -,. , ithstand a variety of en-,Piron
mental. condition-s, ranging from. those during ground hold througli
launch to space flight. To meet these conditions several insulatioi -
placement techniques have been developed. These general types of
insulation are discussed now in order to cy ive nersnective to the 'nnrtic-
lbar rier be planed over it.	 A.-ter t'szis process h::s been con pleted, y
I•	 y ho%vever, the tank is quite fragile and must be h aiiciled
	 to
prevent. damage, to the insulation.
2..2 Internal Insulation	 .
'In this technique, which is applicable primarily to large t.an :s, the
insulation is placed inside the tank shell.
	 Tlie major advantages of
sash placement arc'-
o The insulation does not need to withstand aerodynamic heatinb
and pr essures during vehicle launch.
o Mechanical handling of the complete cryogenic tank is simpler
than that of a tank with a fragile external insulation,
a The `insulationi is not penetrated by external lines and projections, t
G The disadvantages of internal insulation arc -
e	 The insulation must he attached securely to the inner wall ind_'the
4
cryonenic liquid must be p evcntcd (by `a vapor barrier) from leaking into
the insulation.	 If such leakage occurs, the liquid will vaporize at, or
near, the warm wall and drastically reduce the insulation's effectiveness,
	 `.
© Defective' portions of the insulation are hard to locate and repairs
are difficult to make.
o	 Any separation of-he insulation from tine wall caused by ^;h&r+^^^Hl
A
x .
I
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contraction, vibration, or sloshing % i:ll result in an 'increased heat leak;
loose sections of the insulation can plug the liquid supply lines.,
Jettisonable Insulation
An alternative, applicable to 'Large space-Vehicle cryogenic-fluid stor.-pe
tanks, is to jettison the insulation after launch. In this case, illc i.nsu-
.lation is effective only during ground hold and for that time period
during launch when high extcrnal pressures (dynan-iic) and te,rnperatures
arc experienced. Jettisoning the insulation prevents heat absorbed 1:)y
the .insulation during launch from being transferred to the tank. The
,^ .-	 iy„a^CLi'^lt6SriA:Cr3iw.:'stis. :^ .t13r.ttt:7t,t4D:T •	 ',day	 .:e:•"	 +-	 :'s. 	 ,e.	 '.,,yy,. .i'at,w.:e- :aawrnr.,,.:.wia.....et..saS+.vet4.%».s.a.,,o-:...:ht3 Ys.R.....:N..yr	 ti.5ts :^.Sm:. I^U.+++*. .wtl+`«yei^h,A71lS'i8.93w'. .aseuaFt't .	 `
I
3, 0 MA'T'ERIALS FOR INSULAiTION SYSTEMS
.Insulations can be cater, orized according to the form of the materials,
such as: loose fill (c. ^, , bubbles, fibres, flakes, granules,	 and powcler:y),
flexible (c, g. , batting, blanket, felt,
	 and mult:ilayer),	 rigid
	
block,
AdM_ board, brick, honeycomb, and molded, foamed, or sprayed-in-place
materials).	 In addition to design criteria and economic consideration,
` the choice of insulation materials is usually dictated by the operating
4-temperature range.
The weight of insulation materials that are to be used in'space-fli,;ht
applications must also be optimized. 	 For these applications, flexible
materials are typically. employed.
	 Loosc-fill materials, either` cvacu-
4
ated or at atmospheric pressure, arc employed for storage, transport-
.. ation, or transfer of cryogenic fluids. 	 Rigid insulation matcrials are
used for both space-flight and terrestrial applications requiring nlechallicril
f -strength.
;Y 3.1 Multilayer_Insulations
A multilaycr; insulation'usually consists of many layers of altcl4natc radiation-
`
r
reflecting shields separated by low - conductivity spacers.	 This;asi^crnbly
is placed perpendicular to the flowof heat. 	 Each layer contains a thin
ryi la".4 tMa	 cS+E+^	 t t a`  ul4a}11	 N wJii tAiV	 4 Yla^r:ueu, a >	 a.1 z	 .. .4 + r wAr. wewwL: aLt1:. J.Iw xw 	 ed.'a ? s^+;s w.a +hlC idly .aS3W9V aF	 gal
low-emissivity radiation shield enabling the layer to r^z:lect :a Iarge	 j
percentage of the radiation it r, eceivcs from r: %%- arme. •truce. The 	 ?
radiation shields are separated from each ot} , er to reduce tho heat/ t rans	 i'
fcr"red from shield to .shield by solid con-duction. Tl-w g as in the space
bctwe,--n the shields is removed to decrease the -conduction by gas 11.1ole-
cules. Each component of the insulation is designed specifically to
.X perform a particular function:
oRadiation shields - to attenuate radiation
o Spacers to decrease solid conduction
•
o Evacuation - to decrease gas conduction
When the designer selects materials for multilayer insulation. lie
endeavours to reduce- each of the three possible heat-transfermodes.
Technological_ advances resulting in more effective radiation-shield
materials, low- conductivity spacers, and improved gas-removial rinethddb
show promise for mult• ilayer insulations. The above discussion rnakcs
r
	 no allowance for the existence of non=separated . multilayer insulations,
such as crinkled aluminized mylar.
3.2	 Foams	 l.'
Organic and inorganic foams are commonly used as insulating materials
in industrial and. construction applications,' Because such foams have
j	 many advantages zor cryocnic anti sp ce--chicle applicaticsns, 4f;orts
h'Zve been made'tb develop suit-abt foam formulations; c,,gablish the physic : 10
T- T 
aiY
cherrlical, and structural properties o r io.1111s; and. ` 	 ''' ^	 :aY c,,^ 'a^^ :0;:131 
/
thermal insulation sy► stcnzs. Ha  in s
 a cellt.l..r structure of t.isc. c•io or
interconnected voids, the foams provide effective insula tion.
Inorg anic foams are difficult to produce in dens ities of 1 to 5 11.) It3
(0. 016 to 0. 08 b/cm 3 ) and generally have inferior physical propertie --t
these low densities. Organic foams can be readily l zade in this low-	 ^j
density range and exhibit good physical properties. , For many insu -
lation applications, low- density organic foams offer certain advantages,
Qcellulose acetate, polystyrene, sq} r cnc-acrvlonitrile copol%•n:ci•,
polyvinyl chloride, polyhctylen :, and polypropylone. o r
 dies.,
 fo:rl11s.
polystyrene and polyvinyl chloride are by far the most conn2:lon.
Polystyrene foams can be subdivided into t a ti-o basic types: molded
expandable beads and extruded foam. Limited use h. -is been made of
COP'
polystyrene foams in cryogenic insulation applications; their utility is
limited by low-temperature embrittlement and inability to ,%,ithst.and
\y	 g	 y,	 polyvinyl chloride foam.-.extreme thermal c clirn	 Until recently,	 most 	 ^
were flexible formulations, which also ,suffer from severe low-tcniper-
aturc embrittlement, Recently, _rigid polyvinyl chloride foams of high
VI %"cif'cr h	 r -%P, :'I-.1,1	 A 4. 1,r..r ^....^ ...- ,.i f.... :._
;.
uu.+3izJ1Eir'duSii'tistc3of3.'ac .:•	 • 	 .:	 '.t `^I^G.Sri'!k!'.^+.r'1>,6iu'ia`L'i^t:1SrC^Aii{wJ71$1.3>$it.'a."c.^SaLa:.:B.:iac.+^1'a:t vl.....:?.i r
	 r.a .^tiii.ia.^..:.'•.uea.:!a .aa...aaw....Y:.suarwr3'..er3e.+xr,..wSdasu``.....w^a..uI+.n.lwtckrin>K.:JUn:^tS.'W,A^aunutii
catalyst and highly volatile, flammable blow: ing a eats.	 Epox%,
 fo;::Ils
have had only limited use because of ti:c difficulties in saILisaactorily`
cont-rolling the foaming. 	 They also exhibit only fair physical proporties 	 t
and are relatively expensive. 	 J
M Among 	 thermosettin g Foams, polyurethanes are by far the n-iostb	 P
widely used in industrial and building applications and in cryogenic
insulation.
3.3 Powders and Fibers
The desirable properties of an evacuated powder or fiber insulation are:
© Low thermal conductivity
o Low density
Particle size small enough to obtain the pres'sure- dcpenOQnt
 region o£
gas conduction in a mod erate vacuurny
o Distribution of 'particles by size to minimize effects of shock: and
vibration
o Low vapor pressure at the operating temperature
The vapor pressure of the material should be as low as is consis t ent with
	
i
the desired modcrattily low operating pressure.	 Furt^zr_rrnorc,, it ^insfcs'
of'matcrial in the vapor , phase from  the warmer to the cooler portion of <;n
	
.w
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.'awr.i^0+ii+#^ .^'rAtw'.nLd^s^uZi2C.'.7us'.rat -a.YwL^^ 'rl,w,5'd'•
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•
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Silica acrogel is prepared from a gel in %., hich «, ater is replaced %%-ith
an alcohol. The alcohol is subsequently renno%?-ed, leaving a skeleton
submicroscopic structure which is retained as the solid is ground -to
powder. These materials have been mixed with fine rnetallic po\.,c?,L•rs
or flakes (such as copper and aluminum) and carbon.
0
Preheating permits the efficient removal of absorbed gases and part cu
larly moisture." . After preheating, fine powders are effective absorbers
of reduced • residual bases; therefore, their exposure to the atmosphere
should be minimizedi ed prior to use.
The choice of particle size to obtain . a dosired . density -and to provent
f..r.ist:z..ltG.Yi^y$v.^L'.LP^^'c^^^.i.3^,^rah6au. 	 '	 Y-u^r5^3ca.,*.:.kct2'*watttit^zds'i^.sPa:,•..^^.`s.'^-'" ""„'{	 ^_stnras..xss ...t:a;z^ .7,^>,+.sac....rcc.,..^:.:e...s.r.^.t..,.:^wr^^hhs 	 • •.-;n^.c^Si,+&.ia,.:^,..:.......s.:;,:.zecxs.eu3+,it^` ^.^s,k `ri;^`
expected, fibers have distinct _advantages, For cr yogcn.ic -:pplic;a ions,
submicron-diameter glass fibers have bee n
 %videly t:sed. Very simil r
cons ide rations govern the use of both po-,% , der and fiber in.sul, tions.
When fivers are used as spacers for multilayer insulations, to reduce the
postiib'lity of outgasaiEng, they zire prcpa-rod without :uiy ►
 binder: or hlbri-
r
	
	 cants. Fibers with low-vapor-pressure binders have been used as supports	 11
to space an inner vessel from an outer shill., To insure t " hat :multilayer
insulations interposed between them are not subjected to compressive
loads, such'
 supports have been designed to take acceleration lords.
3.4 Composite Insulation
The optimum insulation system should combine maximum insulation
	 t
effectiveness, minimum weight, and eas-e of fabrication.	 It would be
desirably to use'only one insulation material, but since no single insu-
lation material , has all the desirabl.,: physical and strength charrccteristics '
	 },
i required in many applications, composite; insulations have been developed.
These composite insulations represent a compromise between thernnal
effectiveness, handling p 	 ciroperties;, and adequate service life. 	 For
t	 ^fi
,cryogenic applications, composite insulations cons ist
 of a polyurethane
F
foam: reinforcement for the foam to provide adequate compressive strength
adhesives for sealing and securing the foam to a tank; enclosures to prcvi nt:
	 ~ :
" dama;^c to the foam from mechanical contact, vibxation, and ae`rodynarnis
t•lea u~tg; and vapor narxic.rs to n^azntain a separation bctvecn the, zortni and
at.-.zos pile ric gases.' 	 -
..,
:^,^tiir=;^JS.:ah;14
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3.4.1	 Hon, vcomta- If o a m insulation,.
Several external insulation systems use honeycomb structures.
Phenolic resin-reinforced fiber-glass-cloth honcycornb is most con-
monly used.	 The honeycomb is bonded to the tank.« . it i _a suitable sc-al,
and a vapor barrier is applied to the exterior of the honcycornib.
	 In
such a system, the cells in the honeycomb can be interconnected- and
evacuated through external pumping, interconnected and purged with
helium, or sealed and allowed to reach a low pressure witliin the scaled
cells when the tank is filled with a cryogenic liquid.
The effectiveness of a honeycomb insulation can be considerably improved
.J if its cells are filled with a low ,density polyurethane foam.
	 Several
	
•A i
techniques. have been used for preparing foam- filled _honcycomb.	 For
example, the liquid 'components can bc.foamcd in place to fill the IIOIICy-
.	 -	
f
r systemcomb cells.	 This	 has not proved effective, howeve r, because	 ' !
of large waste, nonuniform cell structure in thc_ foam, and nonuniform
e ,filling of the honeycomb cells.	 The most common method of preparing
 honeycomb is to press, the rigid, phenolic resin--reinforced
fiber-glass honeycomb into a preformed sheet of low-density foam.
	 The
thin honeycomb walls cleanly cut through the foam so that it fills each cell.
However, the foam is not scaled or bonded into the cells; it sirniIy lies
within them.	 T his lack o bonding has certain di sadv._nta-e s because 
•	
I
atmospheric gc'i. ses or hcliu-n can diffuse throu ah the insul at- ion.	 131 t^ii:^y;
t
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3.4. 2
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as in other honeycomb insulations, the , honcycomb p ovides compre :: VO
stre.n e,th and allows the insulation to absorb stressc s crcated' by differ en-
`tial c :pznsioh between the insulating materials and th y: iank (hiring
chilldown. A helium, purred, externally sea-led. i:o::^^ti^coiz1 sysicezii
was developed for the Saturn S-II insulation sy.sten-i.
Scaled evacuated honctircomb insulations
One concept considered.for a cryogeriic insulation was a se sled homy-
comb in which the residual air in the individual cells was condensed to
Vt
dL`atftw #sL#:5^.'s7acd..	 - ;6>b.,.+.'+`'^K?^'5381 '	 'fa.:i .r.^:.ws^t`^e.. .tan7ut+-tr.r+x.',.	 .s..ars .e.....,.r., . no.. .r	
-
•
+rua.r.46s,n:a+a.4
.» 	
,, a	 A"
systems for the tanks can be c cs= :gnec: to r~corporate in C%torior
meteoroid bumper together	 ener -y bso1 bin.,
	
i
r
material between the bumper and the Cann wall to pro ,:P ide m tc•ol-oi(i
protection.. Attention has been g ver.:o u^:%ng SLrL'C'► l:r ^' •S1111il. to
scaled exterior insulations as sc,lf- scaling :;hi,clds for m'icrometcor-
itc protection. If a cryogenic propella nt_ tank is penctratcd-by a
micrometeoritc, the cryogenic propellant will solidify when it en
counters the vacuum of space.	 If there is a porous medium around
the penetration, the solidifying propellant will cling to th is medium and
plug the hole. Tests were made by filling a hosirycomb with porous
media, such as fiberglass and an open-cell polyester foan-i.
The most favorable self-sealing results Nvere, obtained with thy, open-
t
cell polyester foam, Whichproduced scaling of punctures as large ;LS
0.050 inch in diameter. 	 -
,
I	 . 3.5
	 Other Materials	 j
A large number of other materials have been screened as possibl y
	!
candidates. Those which have proved useful are corkboard and balsa
wood:. Although balsa wood is a ' ood nonporous insulator, it is brittle
and difficult to fabricate into ►.hug. sections.° Corkboard is readily avail-
able and relatively nonporous, A lso, it Ilan a la y=a therma l cor c3ucti^^i^ty buty	 p	 _	 g
i
High density which limits	 for s1)ac4 vciIicles . Cork})o;-:YcI c^nc}, f o IlI
- z	
separate and crack near the tar p ;: walls 0lurin g eooldo%-vii. Like balsa,	 ^
it is difficult. to labL katc in f't,T a. ` L d s'c,C,tio I s
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Several \ation.al Documentation Centers which hole, the ray.,
 Yz,;Iteri: l
for technical biblio g ra phies in computer searchable forms were used,
in this study. They were chosen to insure currenten.ess, completeness,
and timeliness
Such searches
.
 are current, as these. cent:ers.izsci•t acquisitions ona '
 i3aily
	 x^
k
basis, rather than periodically (e. g. ,_such as the Chen-heal Abstracts do).
They are also complete, as They cover every entry source, as opposed
to, for instance,' only 'the acquisitions of a given library, or only a
limited field of literature (e.g. , the chemical literature of the Chemical:
Abstracts),
Such searches arc normally quick,` thus insuring timeliness. Some
conve-ntional library. searches: may never catch up with the rate the
lteratur;c is being produced. Computer searches are much faster
(2 - 3 days in some instance-s for a cornplctc search) than human search
and are therefore quickly accessible.
In addition to t:he natior.ul docu^^enta ti,on centers, nr i rate lit^rar
of the principal investi g ators were uscd, chiefly as a ch;,^ek.upor homer
1,	 `
..
C'
•,li..:+a.+aw:.^.'.1-.E-,..rw...w•ar _ r. :.w...w::l	 , t	 .. _	 -	 ..	 .	 ..
r l .	 1'	 L• we re 	 f '.	 l	 r 1 N• Y f s	
to
wclZ ^ f,	 Cc.ntcr., ^.  co y ^.r in (1s ti -_c. H e ld.	 Also, a ^ ^.. } t...`:ul
bita7zc t % r'``phy and set, cf r epri.-its were ' surplied by rhe ,Tech.nical
Con tr>_	 .,cj. IMonitor, 1r1r. tit. L. D vis, of the Pov. r erGcnerati:on Branch	 >•.	 ,
4 jnSA Manned .Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas. Thisat thr
bi1^7.zcl%p aphy is in Section 10. 0
The t;.,
1;jI:ers used for this study, their characteristics and capab ilities
•
zi'l. to this program are described in the following sections.
esselil 
	
4.1	 1Vatio};;;) Documentation Centers
lletc literature. search was requested of each of the CentersA coirll
dcs c 11 ::1 below. The specific re q;ucst was:
,
?lease perform a literature search on the topic of:
-EXTERNAL INSULATION SYSTEMS FORCRYOGENIC
STORAGESYST'EI.iS
Cryogenic stora c systems for the extended space
F missionsof the future will require more fluid capacity
tjian 'current systems, and thus new design:
 and develop-
mental techniques will nee' to e evalu ated.	 r	 -'fq	 d	 b	 u	 . ^'l c .wish {
•.	 r
o investigate hibh "performance external`..insulatirn systems
	
r
for use on flight wei ght cryo g enic gas storage systems.
13y "ex-ternal insulation" we mean, anything added to a
.	 r
S v'
	
•	 w
	
v	
y
f 	 ..	 -
if
This statement was deliberately designed to include all possible
relevant keywords to insure a complete, valid cornputer searcli,
and was made of each of the Centers.
The National ^Durcau or Standards Cryogenic Dz to Centor
F
r
Y	
•
cryogenic interest- is rnaintai.ned by t} e regular review
of nearly two hundred periodicals cover to cover, by a
,tvcckly review of the "Current Contents" service, by
reviewing some fifteen abstract journals, and by :noting;
references in cryogenic documents. 150 to 200 iteAnis
are noted weekly.
Literature Procurement: Published literature is obtained
. frorn local, national, and foreign libraries.-
	 A sizable.,
portion is obtained on' microfichc'from the Technical Library
	 ^.
at Delft, Holland.
	
(The service from Delft is economical,
fast,- and quite comprehensive.) 	 'Repo.rt literature is pro-	 i
ry cured mostly,
 from the large national centers (NASA, DDC,
and the Clearina}:Ousc for Federal, Scientific and Technical
,Information.' Marty' nets reports are obtained directly from 'corporate
'
sources as a part? f the Data Centcr.'s program of information exc}^.^n e.
Cat^►l.on_Coc3n^, and Mac}nine Processing.	 In addition_t'o
standard'library cataloging of pertinent literature selected
	 for
the system, it is coded into nine main subject categories such
w: asproperties of` solids and of fluids, cryogenic processes and
•
equipment, instrumentation and laboratory apparatus, cryogenic'
teclniques, etc.	 ;Further characteristic coding; is then assign c:d.
t
^.
as to the typo of document, temperature range, type a:n^i r.-::zgc
of data; etc.	 This is xollowdcl by comprehensive subject co.t 1"g,
x T
Bib.Liocranhic Storaje z.nd Petrie%'al.
	
All cz-talo-in- and js
-= coding is converted to machine readable form for automated
processing on the Boulder LaborL tories' Control Data Co r-
poration 3600 computer.
	
The principal programs used are
for searching, dictionary term identification, and for rata=log
tape output.	 Smaller programs arc also in use for addition.al
indexing, tape updating, corrections, etc.	 Customm b bl:ographles
are prepared for specific subjects or for broad subject areas.
Current Awareness Service. 	 Weekly lists of 'new literature
of cryogenic interest are prepared and distributed to subscribers.
•
Custom'B3iblioryraphies. 	 Over 60, 0'00 accessions of cr'yogcnic
literature have been entered into the Data Center's system.
Approximately 30, 000 of these on properties of Materials (for
both fluids and solids) have been processed for machine searching.
Detailed and or extensive bibliographies can be prepared with
,
computer facilities. 	 Likewise, some 4,-000 patents, -:10-1-000
articles on processes and equipment, and 5,000 articles oil instru- ^.
mentation have nout been processed for machine retrieval.
Local Use o£ the Data Center.- Visitor s are invited to use the
Center!	 libr -6'	 world literature file,	 catal-or; axed ahstr ct	 K	 °^^ x
^.
mom
J	 b
files, microfilm facilities, etc. , t►. iEe^^:c\°er it is coM • Cnic:+t for
them to do so. The sta_f of both the Data CompO n t ion ,: nda ti:tt
Documentation units are happy to help•v,, ith	 to auestioris,
to aid with hard-to-find type-of literature, or to offer ::d., \-ice as to
best sources of information.
^.. This,
 description isperhaps laborious, but is me a nt to indicate how
important and unique this Center is to the current progran-i. It did
^Jn fact provide the fastest, most complete a-id most rele-,ant bibliogr.lphy,
see Section 6. 0. In fairness to the other centers, it should be mentioned
that NBS was queried first, and duplications in other bibliographies
were removed, thus shortening them.
1
t_ ^..•	
L
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Inquiries are answered reg+ar ding
_.r
i
information about rosearc : planned
or in progress. 5IE s approach allows it to serve aoM t.:e sPeciiic
neeci.s` 'f individual projects and the broad rcquirorz^^nts of research
program' reviews.	 This role applies' to all echelo=ns of rnana ;ome lit
responsibilitie=s, from the bench level Scientist managing ::t single project.,
to the scientist-administrator responsible for n-ultirnillion dollar progranis
covering thousands of projects.
The capability of the SIE system to select and - retrieve any 'combinatioii
of information elements has led to a wide variety of information-products
and services.'	 Fifty_-five thousand requests for- information 'were answered
last year._- They ranged from very simple ones to large: computer list.;.
ings, compilations and tabulations of thousands of selected inforin..ation
elements and printed catalogs covering all current research in broad
subject fields.
SIE bridges the gap between the start of projects, and their. subsequent
publication, one to several years later,
	
thus .complemr nting the work of
libraries and docurientat<ion centers that deal with the published results
of research.	 Through it, program strengths,' ^Vealcnesses and ovcrl.jp
or duplication can be spotted before rather, thaii after the fact and coordin-
ation of concurrent efforts can be achieved. 	 L
-
The k,,:;ynote • of the SIE system is fIc!xibility for eeTin^ ; ox,. , 1".mands
combined-with efficient production capabilit y conditioned by over 20
years of actual demand and service to the nation-al rese::rch m anageI11ent
community. Last year, app_• oxizrate ly one nillion ' repori s on research
currently underway were selected and distributed to meet the specific
information needs of thousands of users.
The SIE is thus the means of finding literature on research still in
rprocessing system to retrievo repo: of :.,p cial i n terest to user
organizations.
{	
-
It supplies full-text copies of these reports', on dex-nand, either in
L'.	 standard-size or in microimage formats.
t
t
	
	 The DDC supplies bibliographies of technical reports having special
topical relevance or other unique interest and value,
It also announces the availability of new 'additions to the technical
report collection through the Center's Technical Abstract Bulletin,'
. which describes the classified and limited distribution docun,onts,-.. 
	 '
and through the Commerce Department's U.S. Government Research
and Development Reports, which contains announcements of unclassified
	 i
4.
technical reports of the Defense Department and other Federal agencies.
Both announcement publications are distributed twice each month wit.h
companion volume indexes which; provide comprehensive search tools„
The DDC is essentially a clearinghous'c ofinformation concerning current
Defense-sponsored research and exploratory development activities. •
f
E> The Defense Documentation Center provides a bi.bliobraphy ,
 servicc.
Users nay request r 'repox!t biblio graphies."	 Upon rccci;nt of request
5..:1J..','"'FTN'"i3Ci^^"""
-
HUALd'	 b	 '^^-•.	 .°.... .. ^.. dfn'AYN:4 Y'.4Ti1LYN iX•LraCi.L:1.:Mi+:E.°fYC^ T'r;Yd^li .xlklLl'^ {S1iN3kY4,'.4wr.JW1J4^:]t(CYYM•?•ieu:+neFarvaiwM6iw.wWSl.YneiNJ]ia•' •.a+Kic`Szw^Ai4^5 `°..z!"`L.^YS"^'-"i^.^'.a.•r"-.+iu.,.:L4^Mil^Yl. •^i^:i4U.Tii.iPY.1.UA'LI'.^1l i.Y.w:«iwt$	 ^^
•	 DDC will make a con7puter searc hk of the collection: to loc:, t4 thoscw
technical reports most pertinent ro the user's rese irch	 ')ro1ble:.1 or
project.	 Re questing organization specifiers hov. r far b.-ck to
s ear ch, C.. g. , six- months, one y9ar, 'thr ee
 years, or .?ny Bile span
desired.
The user describes his research problem, project or other subject
interest in his own words. DDC converts description to it's_cornputer
language for processin g. The resultant bibliography is sent to user
in the form of a bound document. Each pa^c contains a description of
a single document to enable the user to determine its pertinence to his
current efforts.	 Average DDC processing time (excluding postal,.
e
transmission) for bibliography requests is three workdays.
The DDC bibliography used in this Program is in section 8.0.;
x.1.4 The NASA Scientific and Technical Information System
a
NASA's scientific and technical information system as,scmb-1cs the results
of worldwide aerospace research and development activities.	 It surnlz rrr -
a_
,	 , and stoics this l.no^.lea e. 	 Itzes.	indexes	 -	 ^	 'g 	 individual pc- rsolas 
find and benefit from the` particular parts of this great mass of technical
literature that are most likely to help them solve t<hcir problems.
The X- ASA information bank now contains more than half a mill on document Pi.	 ^..
f	 ,
l-1
Viousands rnor e arc added to it ever y month.
These government, industry, research institute, an.d uniN-Or.sity
	
1
•:	 re'for%s, journal articles, 	 and rcvic ,^ ^., s contain the doails-of findin-s	 -
. R
of INTASA personnel,
	 contractors,	 :subcontractors,
	 rind ^r• .^t t^lic^lcic•r: .
Along with .t-hese itcros,the information bank
	 Orly receives new
technical literature and specialized report's such as project records,
patents, etc. , from other
.
 U.S. GovernnZent agencies, laboratories and
" institutions supported by private industry, and other major sources of
aerospace knowledge throughout the world.
The NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility
	 in College
Park, Md. , receives hundreds of'documents daily.
	 These are chcckcr,3
-.-to avoid, duplication, examined for relevance, ,
 and cataloge d descriptively.
Each document a cceptcd as a ;poter_tially, valuable addition to this inforhi
ation-bank is then given an accession number and, if appropriate, i
... recorded"on microfic'fe. 	 The accession number serves as a unique ident-
ificatiori t ag for the document• 'thenceforth,
	 and both compact and full-size
copies of every page can be made from the microfilm for storage and
t. distribution as needed.
4;:
^.InAdexers.examine c-:ach itknn ^=.,hcn it is deposited in the system, documCnt
'*.
tlic biblio graph i c
 data that accornpanics it, and select terms under which
	
j
Twl
it is listed in subject and other indexes.
•	 z^a
p
^u
I^';r: Abstractors react the abstracts suOnn itted wi l&h docunionts, soi^^^^t s^:es
edit and condense these summaries, and % ,.-rite zwst r::cts of _duct Tents
which, have been received %,-, ithout thern.	 Then,- after further rc%,io xin ,
complete bibliographic records are placed in the memory of a high -speed
electronic computer. From then on, the machine provides ready access
to the citations of all documents for all users.
From the clay a document is _acquired, it can be located quickly by its
Ironically, the categories were themselves cate-ori cdl.
	 In 0,1,o courso
of the study, - approximately ::0 leads ., ere found in the liter;:ture and
220 of these were deemed of sufficient is Ierest to w;:rreiit :icquirini,
bard copies and studying. One hundre-d 	 pared
Fil'1v 'di L; t1,u n-lX' !• ..1I viv.V 4x-%-v%Q1AL 	 11 o c :l ur3t!' trlic tochilC)louic"0 b.'kile '°i A14
indeed so broad, it was decided to prepare t.^. , o types of categories: 'One
dealing with Materials arid, Concepts; the other dealin g .vith specific
if
properties necessary to •assess the utility of the insulation. These
two categories are described below.
4.2.1 Material/ Concepts Categories
: The categories selected here are eleven in number_ and are:
1. Publication Categories - indicated by r,I, TB, RV, AT, PR,
	
ind
PA in Column 1 (explanation bclo.=/)
	
w
20 Materials Catebories -_ indicated by Sl,i MC, CK, FM, HC, CA and
,:. IN in Column 2 (explanation below)
3. 'Shroud Mount
4. Vapor. Cooled or Refrigerated
5. Continuous_ Wrap	 ..x
i
G, Blankets, Panels, or Shingles
i. Pum cd, evacuated, or Cr onurr: ed`P	 y •	 _	 p
s 8. Purged or Cis Filled
e
lt
9. Perforations, Pump C-.annc_s
10. InAallation - includes i)ondil,. , scaling, tap ing, I)^•.Z^•II'.^ 1U7:;;,
and supports
11. Mission Studies, Economic Studies
In order to convey as much information as possiible, the P'ta 3L1C MOX
CATEGORIES were in turn broken down, and given .-i two letter code.
The code winch appears inColumn 1 of the tables of Section 1?. 0 is;
(1.) EI:	 External Insulation. Technology
External Insulation as defined in this progra.:n, actual.
tankabe data
(2.) TB:	 Technological Basc;, `includes:
o	 Clos ely r elat c,d In s ulation Technicities <
Techniques closely related to the category 1,
(EI),, orig inally intended for another purpo-sc
but applicable in concept to th is program.
j o Related Ernnmricism and Test s
Empirical studies 'and tests contributing to the
technological base of this program
o	 Lon-.-'Term Stora;e:
Not necessarily touching upon external insulation
plicit,1 , but still contributing to the technological
^	 e
a'
1)cas G' t
•'
r rm" Mme..
A'
'i
29 ,t
-
r'	 e
(3.)- RV: Revic%:Ils
General review articles, some part or all of v. , hich touch
upon this technology
.
(4.) AT,: Analytical Techniques
(5.,) PR: Properties of Materials, Rcicvant'Tests, and Technilques
(6.) PA: Patent
Likewise, the MATERIAL CATEGORIES were .coded ill column' 2 of the
tables of Section 12. 0, and the code is:
(1.)	 SI:	 Super Insulation, non- conducting layers separated by re::•lectins;
shields, or reflecting shields alone
(2.)	 MC: Multilayer Composites, layers of non-conducting material
not separated by shields
(3.)	 CK: Cork
(4• )	 FM: Foam
..(5.) '	 FIC: Honeycomb (nearly all are foam filled)
CA: Composites - aggregates
' Conglomerate materials not necessarily in layers	 -
(7.)	 IV:	 Internal
The next group of categories refer to specific TECI-iti\IQUES or APPLIC-
ATIONTS.	 An (:) appears in the appropriate c0lun:n of the tables of
Section 12.	 They include:
f:
-.-	 •
30
I{
(1)	 Shroud Mount
(2)	 Vapor Cooled or Re.frig.:;r ated
(3)	 Continuous Wrap
(4). . Blankets, Panels, Shingles
(5)	 Pumped, Evacuated,
	 or Cryopun-nped
(6)	 Purged or Gas filled
• (7) Perforations, Pump Channels
_
9
The finial two categories of the tables 	 of Section	 12, .
marked with -an (x) if• appropriate are:
INSTALLATION
Includes bond !ingy , scaling, taping, penctrat 1ons, suppor s..nnd:
MISSION STUDIES, ECONOMIC STUDIES
4. 242 -Assessment Categories
_Given all of the above information, it is now productive to pull it together	 .,
for theur osc or assessing the information, 	 patternp	 p	 b P rcco nation ^;
and providing a ;systematic basis for choosing one scheme over another.
Accordingly, fifteen . Assessment- Categories were selected, ' They arc::
1.	 Density
2 6	Effectivc the'ri-nal con'd.ucti.vity
i
3.	 Por os it%x 1
4.	 bsorptivity, includhng :any, 	 scaling `rcQ^.Iircn-, nt s.
5.	 Radiant hcaL transfer cropertics
rjo
»,: 	 ^u a	 ^ .	 , .	 sM.^.^m..;w.eta.c^u...r...»^.^ia.:7aim.:^.yri'-......v„a,.^yy'	 ,	 . ter;	 xct..s,a...i.a:rc;...,.w . K	 ..;,..	 b.:	 ...^,.^+sa.,s•rASa,^^.as.vc»..e:+a:^:..^;;+:^.^?:_:^
Envlronrne.ntal con-i-patibL:	 2S." 1^ uc39n"	 i?n C
susceptibility to ground- hold,	 Boost,	 a n d s pace .•1:^; !ii c•::\':I'7:II'l:c'nI ti.
7. Mechanical properties,	 including , any sup,)ort = equirc^z,;c•IZt::.
8. Useful life
9. Bonding methods, incluciinb any problems associated, with boliciilz,
10. Forming methods, including any problems associated with Porn ins;
11. Reusability
12. Ground hold requirements
13 • Approximate cost
14. Availability, e.	 ma r -manufacturersob	 J
15. Notes:	 any other property or informatio'n considered necessary and/
z
or helpful in assessing possible uses of an external insulation Schen-je.
The data. of the Synopses (Section 11) and o:i the Material/Co nc ept
Categories (Section 12) are then lumped into general types and di. iplayc d is
the' assessmentCatcnores,	 Section 13.
s
•
f^
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1 ,	
R
hTASA -1 thru NASA - n, for the
	
i,	 B1 bl:oar:x nI2 	 $Cfit i oil t?. 0.
t
e
and TCM-I thru TCIMI-n, for tine Technical Contra ct Monitor
Bibliography, Section 10.0.	 .
All are left open-ended to provide for future additions,
,
The SYNOPSES \'UMBER is also simply a• serial number assi f to,, nod cacll
synopses as it was made.
	
it is a locator for the Synopse.ti in Section 11. 0,
and are indicated S-1 through S-n.
	 They, too, are deliberately ope-n-ended.
Tile: AV'AILAB I lLITY is the source from wh ich each doCL1Y1_1Cat * niay he obtai ne d.
Often a document is available from more than one source.	 In these cases;	 {
the preferred (quicker, cheaper) source is listed first. =	 ;'
,
The"availability cods and sources arc:
-; C FS TI
Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific
and Technical Information
Springfield, Virginia ; 22151
v	 •.
E
'&'M' 
I C; {..	 r	 <
N.
_	
-	
_	
^^^
'	
3
•j ,t ' J''	 ^	 Y 	 ,i
.	 LI.A1iQL'Y7^P .LaJ.bTYi :is.^$ (TwW^:2LFS " +4'iS:^u..^Whw'Jy^ StSL.'a^iAi,(	 '. :t ,.	 YIIfiC'iti'ILKi+.fY3XrlifGli}wY.}2•.<oWYPY134tiSY. .N^d^YYia ^WEC{. .^xiAiJwrlL +iit^atiCAaYiM1	 ---:'4Awl! ¢r^YTttcS/.R.r •: •,LwLSbLib'^ LMji'i3LY^. '^ `L^ISW^t^Y.
4 The followin^^ unit price has hcen estab l ished by CF ST?: 53.' 00 for hard
copy, $0.65  for microfiche.
' The CFSTI is the preferred source,in alznost all cases.	 NY'ht•n ordering,
give the com plete citation as it appea,rs in the bibliography and an ► o ther
identifying numbers that appear with the availability such as the AD number,
NASA number, c tc.
While these _cosies identify other , availability sources, they also aid the CF.STI
in acquiring the documents rapidly.
a
NBS
f
The _NBS number is NOT to be used for ordering, documents, as the NBS	 #,
Cryogenic Data Center-does not supply copies of docui-nents. 	 Thi,S IlUmber
is the NBS Accession Number. 	 It is used by them in prepa ring cust•onl
y.` bibliographies, and i 's given here to facilitate comparison against any	 1
future bibliographies that may be prepared. 	 =It is useful for this purpose
only, and should NOT be referenced when ordering documents from other
sources,
r
t	 M .
y
NASA
This is a. unique identifying number assigned to each docurn nt'that'i
J .
acquired, by NASA or AL-%A, for proccssing and ,torage In the NASA
Information System	 The letter " -" identifies tlic- refe rc:zce as :s toci3tiir:► 1
report, and the number "69" tells the user that it was abstracted and
announcr:d in STAR in -1969.
4
assigned b y the Dt;-fenbe Documcr:tation Center	 Section •1. 1.	 AD
reports are most -conveniently obEa ined fr onn the C I STi, and -will br obt.l fined
more rapidly if the AD number is given in tine order.
In but=, `Imury,	 the re 4row two pri ncipal	 of {'opic.-; Uf 014.• 1'c'lll>rts	 ii; tvd
in the bibliography.
If CFSTI appeals,' order from the Clearinghouse' for Federal Scientific and
• Technical Information (address above)..
If AIAA appears, order from the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (address above).
In addition, anyone wishing to consult NASA publications and sponsored
.docurnen.ts'may do so at a large
_
number of, public, university, and other
	
1
libraries.
	 The most nearly complete, collections, however, a r c available
at the public libraries (usually the central ones) in the following cities:
CA LIFO }NIA: •Los A'ngcics, iE1tT JERSEY:	 to il
San Diego.	 _ NEW YORK -. Ne,,t. York, Bxooklyn
COLORADO: ' Denvcr Buffalo, Rochester
COINNECTICUT: Hartford OHIO: Cleveland,:- Cincinati,' Dayton
DELAWARE: Wilmington Toledo, Akron
Institute Free Library OIKLAFIO ^1A: OIc2^^h nla C t} T `
MARYLA ND: Enoch Pratt t'ENNESSEE: Aempli's
Free Library Iialtmorc: TEXAS: * 	o:	 Worth, Dallas
- J
{€
FAlso, NASA's technical documents and biblio g raphic tools .aro deposited
in 11 special libraries.	 Each "Library listed below: , is prep.-,re d to furnish
to the general public services of personal re'	 interlibrary to ► ns,
l hotocopies; and help in obtaining personal copies of NASA cloctime:its
by microfiche if reduasted.These special libraries are looted ,zs
follows
CALIFORNIA: Univ. of MISSOURI: Linda I- all Library
California Library, Berk )Iey Kans,^is City
COLORADO: Univ. of NEW 'FORK: Columbi a Univ.
Colorado Libraries, Boulder New Fork
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: PENNSYLVANIA: Carnegie Library
Library of. Congress of Pittsburgh
" rEORGIA: Geor ;ia.: Xnsti- TEXAS: Southern Methodist Univ. ,
tutc of Technology, Atlanta Dallas
ILLINOIS: The John Crcrar WASkil\rGTON:' Univ. of 1'^'ashin;tot^
Library, Chicago Library, Sc-ittic
MASSACHUSETTS: Mass,
Instit. of Technology, Cambridge
_ M
F
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NBS- 1 EXTERNALLY -BONDED A1D SEALED !NSULATICN ' ,'01'\%
 LIQUID-
HYDROGEN- FUELED ROCK -ET TANES.
Gray, V. H., Gelcer,' T. F.
•Advances in Cryo g enic En g ineerin g , Vol. a	 1 31 - 3.'
	 ^	 u0	 ^ •
	
1959
Cryogenic Eno, Conf.), Plenum Press, inc.
	 N. Y.
S - 3 	 CFSTI; \B.. 3..53 1
NBS-2' LIQUID HYDROGEN TRANSPORT TItiiE LIMITS IN SPACE.
Love, C. C., Jr.
ARS Structural Design of Space Vehicles Conf. , Santa Barbara,
Calif. (Apr.
	 1960) Paper No.	 1037- f^0.
S - 35	 CFS'jT I; NBS- 10095
NBS-3 DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM INSULATION WEIGHT.
Orr, J. A.g•,.	 ' Am. Rocket Soc. J. Vol. 31, 269 (Feb.;
	 196 1).
S ` 336	 -	 CF ST I; NBS- 1.0316
NBS-4 ORB ITAL STORAGE OF LIQUID HYDROGEN
Olivier, J. R., Dempster, W, E.
Natl. Aeronaut. Space Admin. Tech. Note No. D-559 (Aug.
	
1961).	
_
S - 36	 CFSTI; NASA N62 '71 133; NBS - 11043
  
	
-
NBS-5 TRANSIENT CONDENSATION ON INSULATING SUBSTANCES FOR-
CRYOGENIC APPLICATION.
.Clark,Clark, J
.
	A	
i
,
1 Advances in Ceyo g enic En-in erin , Vol. 7, 360 -66
 (Prot, of 19'61
Cryogenic Emy . Conf. )°Plenum Press Inc., New Yor lc (1962),
S-37
	 CFSTI; NBS- 1120
NBS-6 EXPERITMENTAL PERFORMANCE AND SELECTION OF CRYOGENA,
ROCKET INSULATION SYSTEMS.
Frainier, R. J.
Advances in Cryocy criiC En g in eerinb, Vol. 6, 20-31
	 (Prot. of
1960 Cz;^ogenic sang.	 CJonf ) P?enunz.Press Inc.; Ncw Yor..,l: (1961).
S_36'CFSTI; NBS- 1. 1302
	
t.
NBS-7 THE INSULATION OF TAN XS FOR THE STORRAGE OF LIQUID
' I-1YDR.OGEN,	
z_ ;
Wilkins, R. G.
Rocket Propulsion'Establ. (Gt. Brit.) RPE Tc-c1 .
	 200 0	 .-Ir	 1961 j• ^;
S'-5 138	 CFSTI; NASA 'NTo.	 100', 7C	 NBS-1 1840
0
s: <
iBS-^ E}.TER\` ^L I^;SL"L:?TION'I'. C i\IC^U^" S :'O:1 T _IQ^'ll7- i^'i)it7c,F N
TANKS.
Merrill, H. X., Murphy D.
Advances in Cryogenic Eno.,
	
Vol.	 S,	 393-7,( Proc..	 C.• %f o' onii:
Conf. , Los An g eles,
	
Calif) (Aug.	 1-1-16,	 1962).
S - 39	 CFSTI; N13-S-133""I	 {
NLS-9 EX 	 PER F O R:^i -^; 	 r	 r	 ,:-' 'SCE O_•	 ^.OD.:.L I IQUID III I)i.C^C" ..^
SPACE TANKAGE W ITHI
 A CO.\ PRESSIBLE SUPER INSULATION.	 ,.
Lindquist, C. R., Niendorf, L	 rti.
Advances in Cryogenic En g . , Vol. 8, 395- .03,( Proc. Cryogenic 1'lig.
Conf),	 Los An geles,	 Calif.
	
(Aug.	 I•:- 16,	 1962).
S -40	
_	 CFSTI; NBS- 13353
NBS-10 ESTABLISHING PROVEN DESIGN CRITERIA FOI" CRYOGENIC BOOST
TANKS.
Spieth,	 C. W., Bell, J. ,E•, Connelly, J. G.
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.Cj	 1 Car(.:n (1967)
	 j^resE'.:1tCd c: t31c'_O re.Cic^ l d is cu s sion C) f 111u,11ila:y0.r
1
A
ins-ulation,
	 Equations Lr or radiation and conduction-\=,^°r^^ c3c=`°:^lc^3az^d
=rl	 i 3i ',ic:3.LWu duo radiation a bso_,ption and/or scau:c ring o± the
space=r material.	 A discussion of :sca tte ring theory is presented
to indicate that a,pa.rticular particle size is required to oiAiini_Lc
s catte ring .
i4
This insulation z-nodel was used to study the effect of
t
penetrations.	 A two dimensiona l ntuncrical conduction with one
dimensional radiation analysis ,,,,,as performed for various sire
penetrations with prescribed ter_-lpera11ure distributions and varioxis
assumed thern-ial shorts to the insulation.
x
Irz general, this ealculatidn showed that filler may be used up
to the penetration, but high conductivity n.-late rla l must be Se3)ar2ted E
"'1	 1	 '7	 1	 '^. •i	 L	 '^froze. .^. -An optimum balance between latera l conduction and il^cr^.....^c.cl S
radiation was found for all cases,
	
Trey also mentioned the advania3 o 4
of cooling insulation layers with the boil-off gas.
	
(N	 S-65)
S-L Jolmson (1968)	 presented an analytical study of the therz-lal
degradatic_n of an eva=cuated alurninized Myla r external insulation
near a penetration,
	 Spacers were used between the Mylar layers,
i
Two models were analyzed for use in preliminary dr.sign	 the7.
results are preseizted botch graphically and in terms of curve fits of ^.
the analytic data,
Details of the model and its numerical•  solution vrc rc given, s
Tha first 2-nodel stud, icd va M a muliilayer buttcd a gainst a pemAral; on
ith ,lltcra' conduction and radia.t ;on pe:.-pondicul4 r to tha layers.
The second erode-1 i_ntcrpose	 a non.-era dint-ing block ofins-ulatio:
YV
,ffccts ofl^cst^ T^c^cn the open-ended multilayer and the penetration.
contact r.dsistance were discussed,
It was noted that Lateral conductivi.t}r in ti:i71 films lz^a^r tie	 ill
order of n-iagnitude lower at low tcn:peratures than bulb rnatcri.:ls
S-3
x:wu:,i	 y'+QS.7.Y.efi^;.,::lc.w,a. 	 :3.w'•,: tia. Yia:..,.iY.ar'	 ^.+'•.^	 ..-.-	 waY-:w::,S...^.¢:ae, 	 -	 •.	 _	 sw...^....	 ..+........
clue to mean free path effects.
Curve fits of the numerical results indicated the insulation
degradation isproportional to temperatur.c squared. The buffer
ai
i
1'esults were presented. (N.BS-74)
Ruccia (19 67 presented an expenimcntal investigation which
measured thermal conductivity of 14 external vacuw-n-type 37nultilaye r
4
insulations mounted on a 48-by 27-inch tank. 1Mylar with various I:•
thicknesses of aluminum, gold, and silver wer used with nylon,- sill
fibc:rgla.ss, and urethane foarn. spacers.
The heat flute ,<<as sensitiN fe to the surface coating,with perf0r-m nc<r
	
!
inl,prov:41g with thickness of coatin(y and vAth application of coatings
to both sides.. _^. nzinilzzu^n heat flu_: of 0 31 BTU/hr. ft. 2 for r ooin
a
tvia-:perat-ure. to LN2 was foo-nd for 5 silver shields and silk spacers.
JN,ppro_xirna toly one--half-of #pis 1 csultc'd from conduction. Notc, the
zgold and .silver coatings reduced the flue-: to about 6: c'o of the a.lurni) rn
v}lucs,
insulation proved effective for conductivities less tha:z 0.008 BTU /1,r•
lt„ cA and width to height ratios of 0. 75, No expern—rental vcrification
was presented.	 (NBS-111
McMor,clie (1967L presented a short description of a 7ncthod
which can be used to compute the degradation of radiation shields
due toperforations. A typical case is solved usil:g the netivork
approach to radiation transfer. The net transfer is 'a function of
c.i-nittance, perforation area, niunber of shields and type of boundary
conditions..- No experimental data arras given. Gx•aphs of the numerical
79
F:s.: :.,,^.<1++!+ds^.^ . ,. ti •s.o,	 -._>.LL..4.	 ......,	 ^IDrNv^u:.. Kw.:^..:E-ye:usi^c^ ^a,.:^..r_v'C.:':,r^^sw:.:s^wc:. .w^.i^.^s.:...:..+^a....:
_r...._:,.,::._;.i^ ^.:s.>,.^ .w.^ .^:-x.,....+^,u c.:. ..a.^	 ...vC^	 .:.M :+: ;.bx+C
	
.....^.ss^.^.:aii+d.
r1 	 ti~i 	 j	 1 4 t	 1;	 sa nalysis o. t! e ^ C Ct o:	 lel^i xis 1. %^t.0 2 ti ^ ^I:al: l ata to.l ^^.'ZA 	 i
madc; and compared favorably 	L\5'o ca llbra tod le ak- tt'sts, (NBS-66)
S-5
	
	 Perk ns 0.965)_has pate itecl (for t"' `;ovc'rnli nt) an o' xte:-n l
cryopumped foam insulation. Relatively large panols of i— roon
blown polyurethane foam are sealod tivith a N•iylar-:alun -iinurn Mi ,lar
sandwich bonded -to the e:•:poscd faces us--,,..(, a polyester adhosivc,
The scaled panels are bonded to the tan';, and all joints are taped
closed. A thin layer of glass cloth is wrapped over the panels to
protect t-henz thermally, and a fibcralass or nylon filament is applied
to support the insulation against launch loads. A filament winding
machine may be used for the application. Tinder groilnd hold conditions,
2
thc: insulation conductivity is 0, 10 L'--in/hr, ft R. . (NBS-110)
S•-6 Perkins (1965) presented an c^perizncntal evaluation of
•	 e
,
externally mount-ed self-pumped shinglc- ype rnultilayer insulation.	 {
Shingles were made of impexmcable laminates of aluminized Mylar
scali.n4 alternate Jaye- s of 'open polyurethane foan? (, 02 s ' thick)
lt,
and aluminized Mylar shields, Airmvas pumped out and CO Was
	 `i:^
introduced to miniznize chances of air: entering and to talc advant.abc
	 E
of its low vapor pressure, 10 ° torr at 77 0 X. Thus, the insulation
cryopumps during loading,
,
All vacuum and installation joints were Myla r bonds us ing
I\arxiico 7.')4'D'/71 ')9 polycrcthane-type. adhesive. Permeability and
out-gassing tests were reported for a number of lviyla.r-typc films.
Load deflection and conductivity
	 were made. Cr}ropul-npilz y	4
and thcrrnal condu.ct.ivi't tests ^vcrc made in both fiat: plat y
 and' 30-inch '
diameter cy l indrical caloi: imete r.
Typical panels of 18 radia tion, shields -\'.T cighing 3416 Ilb/ft.-"
c ryopmriped to 5 x 10	 to ^: in 3 hours. Typicalpi  hca t fluxcs f r orn
so
1e:A ^ 	 ..	 - 	
..,.iAaiAGavar	 w -:.•:zuw^:F.:rw:.e^iv.^i4}1L">{ai.^i«.ta^+.iL:Y.t,:.x ana.ws.i_•^11rRn:....;...^x i+ ..a..,....a.l:_ai.^i 3.i.,....::u_ 	 'wises...:.:i::rsd:...ss^...:ri.:.....:_ a^.:..;.::.........> h. s s..^:.v..t-ja:.::we+:t-
V
a`
4
wY^C%R"y
room tomperature to LH :T:ere 23 i3/12?', ft, rvI- grot'nd hold)7
(1/4 that of hcliurn pure ed insulation)' ani:1 5, 1 B/hr, ft. ` in the
unloaded space condition. Miechanical vacuum	 provicieci
86 _n,/hr, ft. 2 compared to , 36 r/hr. 'r, for pumped, inulti l N-or
insulation. (NBS-85)
	 -
Fol.lcrnan (1968) presents theoretical and cxpLri?22^'IIt:^:l studies
of vacuum type  multilaydr insulation. Aluminized 1S), l,ar v., as used in
the crinkled state with one side rnetalized, and meta lized on both
sides with Dex-Mass paper, nylon net and dir pled sepa rators. The
nylon net provided the best conductivity-dens city product.
Considerable  theoretical study was re ported to dote rrnin` the
effects on heat: transfer of providing gaps betAvicen insulation2 bla1*1Rc;1:S
or perforations in the layers to enhance evacuation. The analys is
was : ompared with four test data points to indicate Borne de" ree of
i
correlation in magnitude .and trend.
A simple* calculation of heat transfer to a tank throu g h shroud
mounted (as opposed to tank-mounted) insulation 'was made. The
shroud mount climi.nates direct conduction, but increases the radiative.
area. The calculation indicates that the shroud area can be only 20 to
40 11/.) greater than thic tank wall to realize any benefit over tank-n-iowit-ed
insulation. It should be noted that perforat:imis and penetrations were
not considered in the shroud-tank mounted insulation comparison. (`.T rilS-100)
Mc.Laughl^Ln (1968) presents heat, kale mca.s'urenici nts for an
NrRC externally mounted vactmi-ii type insulation. The insulation v.,as
-iiounted on a flight-type 29-inch diameter oxygen tank 	 had an
integral vacuum, insulation with t4vo radiation shicIds,
y
i
."` ,
5-71
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Five, 25, 50, and 100 layers of insulation were used in
conjunction with a boil off vapor cooling line att<cticcl to the shell
and a 1 d conductivity (teflon and steel wire) tank mounting system.
The insulation was laid over the tank and cut and taped to accoma-nodate
	
curves and penetration e, 	 r.
Test data were recorded for environmental temperatures of
0, 70, and 140F. Approximately, heat leak dropped 30, 40,
and 5076 for 5, 25, 50, and 100 insulation layers, respectively. Vapor
cooling was removed in one test with 25 layers of insulation resulting
i
in an overall heat leak of 7076 of unlnsulated as compared to 6056 with
cooling.
Considerable time was required to stabilize the insulated and
cooled system. (NBS -106)
^,c^ Burkely (1966) evaluated a self-evacuating scaled cell system.
sIt consists of a "sealed cell sui:layer and a helium purged heat-
resistant outer layer. 	 The sublayer wa.s a Mylar honeycomb panel
having a density of 2.11bs /ft 3 and eac h cell hermetically scaled within
coverings of Mylar film and thin aluminum foil. "
	 "Under ambient
i
conditions, thermal conductivity values as low as 0.10 to 0.15 BTU-
.
in /ft2 hr °F were realized. " 	 No significant degradation was observed
after repeated cycling between ambient and liquid hydrogen ll';
tempo rature.
The report describes in detail the fabrication process and
suggests a possible improvement in density by bonding the Mylar
honeycomb directly to the hydrogen tank side walls.	 Some cracking
a
of Mylar bonds was noted.	 (NBS-59)
° Glaser (1969) describes primarily multilaycr insulation (MLI)
systems (alternate layers of reflecting materials and materials, of
low thermal conductivity), although other systems are discussed and
comparisons of performance are given.	 This system has the best
insulation performance yet attained with thermal conductivity u
(K value) at Least an order of magnitude better than the next-best
system (opacified powders).	 K values of 2 x 10 -4 BTU-in/hr - ft2
 -F
and better are reported.
i
MLI are particularly sensitive to the presence of residual gas,
` however.	 Glaser states. n The effectiveness of MLI is 100 times t	 x
' greater than that of an evacuated powder, but requires a gas pressure.`j
100 times lower to reach it. " IMLI must be maintained at pressures
- -4
below about 10	 torr to provide the desired insulation effectiveness. !t
MLI under one atmosphere pi essure have xr value s 0. 1 - 0'. 6 BTU-
an/hr ft2
	F.	 MLI; v., -1 ,out n od fication appears unsuitable for
_ uazahrouded tanks of cz rogenic -fluids in ffic at- osphere. 	 (NIBS-125)
83
•	 yr
Ra%vuka ( 1 966) investigated insulation of the inside surface of
cryogenic tanks. Foam was bonded with Lefkoweld 109/L\452
adhesive to the inside inetal surface with a reinforced plastic .liner
laminated over the . foam. The plastic film is polyester (Schel(lahl
Co. GT15) sandwiched between two layers of aluminum foil. Glass
cloth impregnated with epoxy was used to reinforce the _plastic
hydrogen barrier. Various foams and lay-up methods were tested.
.
	
	 The performance over long time periods (32 hours) was found
to be highly dependent on the type of foam and barriers used.
Changes in thermal conductance resulted from partial cryopumping
of hydrogen into the cells of the foam. Increase of the hydrogen
tank pressure caused increase in thermal conductance. The primary
reason for the increase is the nearly ninefold increase in thermal
conductivity of hydrogen over that of air which hydrogen. replaces.
"The Narmco 7343/7139 polyurethane resin used ixi combination
with type 116 glass cloth was the most satisfactory liner in keeping
the 3-D foam insulation thermal conductivity to a low value
.(0.025 BTU/hr ft 0F after 32 hours).	 (NBS-44)
al
F^ 1
S
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	 Glaser (1967) has compiled a textbook-like publication which
begins with a discussion of applications of insulation and principles
of thermal insulation systems. He then covers the more specific
topics of "cryogenic insulation systems, " "structural and noninsulating
components, " and "high temperature thermal protection systems. ^^{
The relative merits of external and internal Placement of
insulation are first--d i-s^c-tLss_ed _urdcr "cryogenic systems. It The
to
reasons given for the greaten popularity of external placement are
that complex shapes can be insulated, insulation thickness can be built
up as desired, insulation: can be Integrated witil pipes and supports,
84
8-13
repair is easier.	 Advantages of internal placement are froedorn from
f[tom' Y •
problems of aerodynamic heating and pressure, less ,lil<elihood of
mechanical 'damage, less penetrations by pipes and projections.
Regarding weight effectiveness, Glaser shows for various
systems the weight per unit area required to give a specified heat
transfer rate.	 For example, to limit the heat transfer rate to liquid
hydrogen to 50 BTU/hrft2
 would require about 0. 6 l /ft2 of vacuum
jacketed multilayer insulation, 0. 8lb /ft 2
 of composite foam and
multilayer or 3.01b/ft 2 of helium purged multilayer.	 Results 'of
thermal and structural tests are given for spacer materials,
	 radiation
shields, and vapor barriers.
	 Twenty-two different configurations
of multilayer systems are covered, as well as four foams, powders,
and fibers, and foam-filled honeycomb systems.
	
Shingle -type blankets,
application methods, and bonding materials are treated in detail, as
are purging requirements, effects of external pressure, and
01 conrjtrictions.
This is a very extensive work.	 (NBS-84)
Bonneville (1964) concentrates on multilayer insulation primarily
in a space environment. The author discounts the practicality -of.
shrouded blankets which would be able io maintain the necessary
insulation vacuum of 104 torr`or better in the ground-ho l d condition,"~
He cites problems of added weight and the possibility of leakage of
air into the vacuum space causing 'later build-up of pressure.
.. Most of the effort is devoted to very detailed analyses of heat
flux, and affects of penetrations, thermal shorts; speed of pumping iX`i
the space environment-, shield perforations, close spacing of shields
(radiation tunneling), etc -*'	 (NBS-19)
.' ri.^._+^i^<.c.^-^.awa_...a...iu..cf t.. 	 . u 'muti...t.w..d:z.;.s.•t.,,.. ...^.-.:+..:.^ ,..: 	 ,..	 ...	 ... ...a_..	 ^.a:v.+..;.^..f•^:.^.^.^.Y;:.^.,::..w:,.:.ai+ra...-
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Perkins (1967) describes flexible,' vacuum tight casings of
aluminized Mylar enclosing layers of polyurethane foam and
alunainizcd Mylar radiation shields 'that were applied to the cryo-
genic tanks shingle-fashion by adhesives. The casings were prefilled
with CO2
 which cryopumped down to at least 5 x 10 -3
 tor r on contact
with the cryogen. Heat flux of 23 BTU/hr ft 2 for an outside tempera-
ture of 70 0F was reported. This is stated to be about 1/4 that of
helium purged multilayer systems. Under simulated space conditions
(not self-evacuated) in a vacuum chamber at 10 5 torr, a heat flux
of 0.86 BTU/hr ft2 was obtained.
The effects of cofnpression of the insulation by mechanical
constraints or by the atmospheric pressure were studied. This led
to the use of the polyurethane separators as the heat flux was much
less affected by compression. The best cryopumping vacuum was
sometimes not achieved for several hours.
	 (NBS-73)
S-15
S-16
Dixdn (1968), in Part I of a two-part article, 'suggests the 	 Est
following advantages of placing the insulation inside the cryogenic
'tank: (1) avoids a possible cryopumping problem (of air), (2)
eliminates possible damage to insulation during handling, (3) permits
bonding to -relatively warm surface. The system consists of poly-
urethane foam tiles epoxy bonded to the tank wall, a fiber glass liner
impregnated with polyurethane resin, and finally a scaler of
. ,ol urethane resin. No performance figures are g iven. Sec Part II	 "rP y	 P	 g	 g	 ,	 ,•
below.	 (NBS-127)
Dixon (1963) , in Part II of a two-past article, included a section
on 'thermal control systems. Several insulation systems were
evaluated: -(1) helihuYl puracd with de.forn- ed Mylar paper or mesh
..
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separators, (2) nitrogen purged withf
 .a foam or cork substrate, (3)
evacuated bag with paper spacer and aluminized llviylar radiation
shields. The tests indicated that licliun-i pursed sy r stems are the
most attractive for longer missions. The time for the insulation to
become evacuated after launch is 2 to 12 hours. Effective thermal
conductivities are not given, but insulation efficiency - weight of
insulation plus boil-off _ weight of propellant ( the lowc r the figure,
-the greater the effectiveness) was used for evaluation. As as exan-,ple,
for a 30-day mission system (1) attained an efficiency of 0, 07; (2) 0. 08;
and (3), about 0. 1.3. See fart I, above. (NBS-109)
Y	S -17
	
Burge(FY 69L led a program whose objectives %vere to dcter nine
the design effects of various potential heat sources and losses on
cryogenic propellant storability during vehicle stop-start operation
in a., space environment. Various potential heat sources and losses
include pressurization system, insulation support systems, P. U.
system, feed system, 'venting losses, and thermal coatings.
He is to determine analytically the effects of the above items
on propellant storability and vehicle performance for an LI-12 /LF2
system. Optimum designs will be selected for each item and
incorporated; where practical, 'into a test apparatus for evaluation
in a 1-G space simulation chamber at the AFRPL. 'test results will
	 ^r
'be used to correlate and appropriately ,
 modify the analytical models
• for ,the purpose of reoptimizi.nw: the vehicle .design parameters. (SIE-1)
	
5-18	 McKellar (F* Y 69) was to develop techniques for the attachment
, 	 of advanced, composite, thermal control r^iatcriais to operate in
j;
the temperature range of 200 to 800 degrees X. Second surface 	 ^2
mirror materials used in conjunction with multiple layer insulation
systems have application for thermal protection of near-solar mission
spacecraft, areas adjacent to orientation or propulsion rockets and for
	
r
cryogenic storage tanks. The use of particular thermal control and
insulation materials is dependent upon attachment methods -compatible
with thermal conductivity, surface geometry, temperature, substrate
material, removal ease,. shock, vibration and dynamic structure
requirements, peculiar to the spacecraft. This work will result in
the selection and evaluation of one or more.
`	 The results of a literature search, hardware experience, and an
f engineering analysis will be used in a paramctric study to select
potential attach.-tynen:t methods. Experimental evaluation of the selected
-._	 methods will be performed to insure compatibility with general spacecraft
requirements. (SLE.-2)
s	 S
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DeWitt' (FY 69) worked to improve: the basic understanding of
full-scale multi-layer insulation systems and provide information
for applying insulation technology to fut:urla vehicle designs.
•	 S
Wide differences between theoretical perfori-nance of multi-layer
insulation systems and measured data are caused by complex inter-
actions not sufficiently understood.
	 In this task'the performance of
a full-scale insulation system will be measured as the nun-lber of
insulation layers is increased.
	 The work will be done using an
existing 7 foot diameter tank which has been insulated with up to
60 layers.
	 The number of layers will be .increased in steps up to a
.,total of -200 which would be required for long duration missions, e.g.
transit times to Mars.
	 The systematic full-scale program will
provide better design information by eliminating the inconsistencies
resulting from correlations of randorn test data.	 Testing is done in
a, 25-foot diameter vacuum cha nber with an LH2 cryopanel. (SIZ-3)
a'
y,
S-20 Loulcota (FY 69) was supported by NASA. to determine the ability
of fragile rnultilayer insulations for cryogenic tankage to withstand a
rocket launch dynamic environment. The application is to spacecraft
cryogenic propellant tankage contained within an aerodynamic shroud.
The problem is that multilayer insulation and their attachment methods
pose a serious design problem due to the high vibration, acoustic, and
longitudinal acceleration enviroarrients.
.A full-scale, 105-inch diameter cryogenic tank will be insulated,
placed in a shrouded rocket sled, pre-chilled with liquid nitrogen;
and accelera led to the maximum expected level of a Saturn V launch,
Vibration and acoustic levels from the rocket- sled will also be present.
At tin.; reporting date of February, 1968, no adverse effects of
the combined cmrirorLments were'detectable on the insulation system,
89
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composed of aluminized. Mylar and D e`xiglas spacers. A second
insulation system of aluminized Mylar and polyurethane foam spacers
was to be tried. (SIE -4)
Wood (FY 681 worked to continue development of flight-worthy
high performance insulation systems including all insulation
penetration such as structural supports, piping penetration, electrical
connectors and manhole covers for cryogenic and non-cryogenic vessels
with storage and stay times up to 60 days.
The use of high performance insulation has been studied and found.
to be a requirement on most cryogenic vehicles in orbit for Xzzore than
about air, hours. Additionally, high performance insulation iias been
considered desirable for.application to such vehicles as the Multiple
Docking Adapter, the Apollo Telescope Mount, and some of the Apollo
Application Program Flight Experiments. Studies involving rcliquefasction,
1
and slush necessitate development of superinsulation. Ultimate applica
-
tion will be. ors . future manned vehicles.
Wood was to continue development of light weight-low thermal
conductivity heii.um purged insulation systems. The next- objective was
to modify an existing tank system with more typical flight type hardware.
and structural supports and up-grade system design. Analytical studies	 i
will be performed and verified with component and scale tests. (SIE -5 )
Zim .^e rman ^FY 68) was to develop the analytical simulations
necessary to properly describe the performance of various thermal
protection systems and then to evaluate several complete systems in'
order to determine their relatives performance chara.ct(;xistics.
The application of cryogenic propellants to missions involving
long propellant storage times will, in general., require the use of a
	
t
cox bina . on of thermal protection technique s (m ltilayer insulation,
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low conductivity or vapor cooled supports, shado %' shields, zero i
venting deviceg , etc.). The cryogenic propell .axit regiairemcz:ts for
several unmanned missions involving long propellant storage t.inzes
t
will be deterrnined. Then several complete thermal protection
{ systems involving combinations of the above -1'nentloned protecti on
techniques will be postulated. The resulting performance characteristics
and potential problem areas will be evaluated. (SI:E-b).
a
S-23	 Nevins FY 67 was to investigate, design, and determine the
f
structural and thermal performance of insulation concepts for cryogenic 	 {
tankage. Emphasis was placed on non-integral liquid hydrogen .tankago
f
	
	 .
requiring storage time in space for 30 days.
4	 ",'
This program included the devclopmentof basic cryogenic tankage,
3
insulation systems, and associated hardware necessary for the
satisfactory performance of liquid hydrogen tankage. Both pre-
evacuated and purged insulation schemes were to be pursued 01rough
concept definition, .component test design, full-scales insulation system
design, fabrication assistance, and test surveillance. Promising is
systems were to undergo detailed investigation of problem areas and
necessary re-design to improve performance. Associated hardware
development, dissimilar metal joining, propellant line gaskets, low
	 F
conductivity structural supports, flexible vacuum jackets, etc. , were
als b to besur edp	 _u	 .
: Ao helium purged NRC-2 system was given thermal tests on a
105-inch diameter tank, A vacuum jacketed Li.ndc-SI-h: system was
applied to a second 105-inch diameter tank and evaluated in preparation 	 .
for simulated ground hold and space thernnal tests. A system utilizing
4
a I,Iyl,ar *Honeyconab for a substratc and . a. superimposed nitrogen purged
NRC-2 was discontinued due to difficulties in the Mylar Honeycomb.
(SIE-i}
a	
S-24	 Aclihammcr (FY 68) worked to gain an wider standing of the
relationships between the mechanical properties of polyetIlylelle
terephthalate and other polymers and their physical state as
determined by their method of preparation; and to determine, the
optimum physical state of these polymers in respect to their
Y
acceptability as liner and bladder materials for- use at cryogenic
temperatures. (SIE•-8)
	
S-25	 Hinckley (FY 1 was to evaluate the interaction of radiant and
conductive heat transfer in multilaycr insulation, since such inter- 	 f(
actions currently make the interpretation of heat transfer data
difficult. His approach was to evaluate multilaycr insulations to
determine the relationship between total number of layers, boundary	
I<
temperatures, shield emissivities, 1ayei: spacing, and total heat
flow. (SIE_9)
S-_26 Brogan (FY 69) conducted a progran-i to develop a complete	 ;J'
insulation system design for storing cryogenics in 1«rge-sirs tankage, 	 }K.i
such as the S-LtB-S-IV'C and modular nuclear vehicle, with a boil-off
loss not to . exceed 5 0/o/year. I-Ic'was to develop low heat leak - light 	 a
weight structural support-]s, analytical expressions £or the thcrmal
conductivity of insulation materials as a function of boundary tempera.o
tures and insulation assemblies including the meteoroid shield and
the purge gas system. The program. was to provide complete
documentation for application of insulation system to an LFIZ test tank
that can be scaled, considering both thermal and structural considerations.:
The approach was to perform flat plate calorimeter tests to	 ;j
determine thcr-I'l-aally- the best candidate insulation material. Tht"
Selected rnate rials vraa:e to be exten.sIvely studied for ou 4., .sassing and
9
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venting characteristics, adaptability to differ
and attachment techniques, handling qualities
with fasteners and tank attachment installed.
the ball and clamp, vapor cooled, and conical supports were to be
studied and the lowest; heat leak lightest weight design to be
fabricated and thermally tested. The optimum, insulation assembly,
selected strut design, purge gas system, and meteoroid shield were
to be integrated into a complete insulation system and tested on a
scaled LH2 tank.
Methods of attaching the insulation to the tank wall, such as
buttons and threads, Velcro fasteners, etc., were studied. Strut
designs were conceived and evaluated: Purge lines, meteoroid
shields, structural supports, etc., were integrated into a complete
system design. (S1E -10)
f
}
I
r.
ent- tank configurations
and tiacrn-ial perforinance
Strut designs, such as
S-27	 Burkiey (FY 69) led.a program to investigate, design, fabricate,
test and evaluate an advanced liquid hydrogen insulation meteoroid
protection system for large tankage, approximately 33 feet in diameter,
to be used in deep space missions. Problems relative to insulation
	
t
.	 3
1
thickness, insulation of structural supports, bulkheads and propellant
lines, manufacturing techniques, purge and venting were investigated.
The study was meant to be used to establish design criteria (structural
and thermal), evaluate materials application and manufacturing
methods. (SIE-11)
S^2a	 Phill ips (FY 70) was to obtain preliminary design information on
the structural integrity, and thermal performance of plastic honcµtcomb
insulation applied internally to liquid'hydrogen tanks. This :effort will
be used to determine the -cliabil.iq,
 of Ch is lig,latweight insulation under
93
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irepeated pressure cycles at liquid hydrogen temperature.	 The data
obtained will aid in the evaluation of utilizing liquid hydrogen in
conventional aircraft for specialized missions.
^^.	 At the reporting elate of August,
	 1969,	 cryoth,ern-i testing; of
' z
plastic honeycomb had been completed.
	
Radiant heave testing of non-
metallic,	 reusable, heat shield material was i.n progress.	 (SIE-12)
^29
•	 r
i
Leonard (FY 69) conducted a program to investigate integral and
non-integral fuselage-tank structures with nitrogen purged fibrous
r insulation systems 'for hydrogen fueled hypersonic airplane. 	 In-house
analytical studies were to be made to define an advanced fuselage-
+
i
i.,ki2-tank structure concept for hypersonic airplanes making use of
+
N2 purged fibrous iaisulatiox2.
	
On the basis of these studies, models
were to be designed, fabricated' and subjected to static loading and
N heating i.nvek; igations in the laboratory and to dynamic test condition s
in a. hypersonic wind tunnel that simulates correct dynamic loading
and ae rodynamic heating.
	 (SIE-13) t
S-30 YateslrY 69)	 was the principal investigator on a program to
develop manufacturing techniques and processes to apply hight r.
performance multilaycr insulation for long duration storage of
s
cryogenic fluids in space vehicles.
	
Manufacturing techniques developed
will be applicable to advanced cryogenic space vehicles for orbital,
` lunar, and planetary flight, and non-cryogenic space vehicles and
payloads requiring high performance insulation. 	 This worl^' unit- is
designed to support design activities
	
and to advance manufacturing
,
technology.	
x
fI
9
fManufacturing techn ique s tiVesC to be developed to e ,,—a 1 vi a tc
It preliminary design concepts applied to calorinzeters,
	 :CSt tanks,
and test fixtures for thermal and structural testing.
	 Results
expected include design data., fabrication methods,	 inspection tech-
- ^
n>igucs, tooling and equipment information, cost information, and
production techniques.
In this program a high performance insulation system (altuninized
Mylar and Dexiglass) was applied to a 105 inches diameter tank and
' successfully ested on a rocket sled which subjected the insulationY	 J ^
structural support system to Saturn V acceleration, vibration, and
acoustic loads.
	 Several small test tanks were insulated for thermal
tests.	 (SIF-14) r
S - 31 Lindquist (FY 68) worked to develop a lightweight, self-evacuating
multi-layer insulation system for liquid• hydrogen tankage.
	 The system
thermal performance is meant to be equivalent to purged systems on
an 8-clay mission and must be capable of. being handled in modular 1
packages.	 The approach was to optimize an insulation system consisting
of radiation shields and spacers enclosed within a CO
	
filledimpermcd- 4
ble case.	 Exposure of the case to LH 2 temperature condenses the CO
and produces a self-evacuated multi-layer insulation (SEMI) system. 4
"	 x=. Optimization of the system requires development of better spacer.
,i. configurations and better casing materials.
	 Techniques for application
of the system to varying geometry tankage will. be
 developed.
r
At the reporting date, March 1967 ., a system having; a demonstrate d
G
Q/A of 22 BTU/ sq. ft. -hr. in ground hold and .8 BTU/ sq. ft. -hr. }
under space conditions had been do velopcd ,
 for cylindrical t2n,kagc.
t
Ultimate vciCLl'LTlns achieved within the ixldividu4'.l pa11C's were in the
z„
range of 10 -^20 I' ic_rons„	 (SSA-15) ,.
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Lindquist (FY 69) conducted a program to develop a lii;ho"vciglit,.
self-evacuating multi-layer insulation systein for liquid ii),cirogen
i
j
017a
tankage. The system thermal perforn7ancc was to be superior to
that of purged systems for mission times up to ' 8 days. The system
was .meant to be contained in easily handled modular panels.
The approach was to investigate the effectiveness of an open
space separator for increasing cryopumping gas transport within the
panel. An 82-inch diameter spherical tank was to be insulated with a
30-shield system to determine the thermal performance history during
an eight-day mission profile. The effectiveness of the total system
was to be demonstrated by subjecting it to a 30-day pre-launch
environment and repeating the eight-day mission profile test.
By the reporting date, March 1968, cylindrical application of the
system had been demonstrated. A ground hold heat flux of 12 BTU square
feet-hr and 'a space heat flux of 7 BTU/square feet-hr was obtained
with no degradation of the system after being exposed to the atmosphere
for 33 days. (SIE -16)
i
S'-33 Burge (FY 68) - was'to obtain a test device to experimentally assess
a thermal performance comparison of shroud-mounted Luperinsulation
with tank mounted superin.sulation utilizing the cryogenic propellant I-iZ.
He was to modify an available 8-foot diameter spherical tank
utilizing essential thermodynamic characteristics, instrumentation,
positioning, and penetrations as the basic test article delivered 'under
contract AF 04/611/ -107.r-0. The primary differencc in the two test
articles was to be that the basic test article had shroud mounted
insulation and the 8--ft. tank had insulation mounted directly to the tank
Wall. Both articles were to be tested Dui is the saint simulated space
ex^ ,,ironmental condi uioz s at the AT4 P^I 1^. (S .a17)
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S-34 Gray (1960 investigated several nonvacuum insulations for extornal
^^ laminate fo,application to booster sta g es.	 Cork and various phenolic 	 atr
filled honeycombs were examined.
	 Thermal conductivity, tensile and
shear strength, bonding techniques to aluminum and resistaaice to acro-
dynamic heating were experimentally determined from room to liquid
hydrogen temperature.
Polyurethane foam filled honeycomb showed the best overall performance
of the 6 fillers tested.
	 Cork, in general, performed better than the honey-
2
combs.	 A mean conductivity of .0167 B/ft,
	 hrF was found for cork; it
i
resisted temperatures to 850F in sonic airflow and had a tensile strength
of 60 psi at room temperature'
	 The 'honeycomb had about twice the conduct-
ivity and three times the strength but its resin flowed under heating.
.i" 1 Mil Mylar- filrii was used to seal the surface to minimize condensation.
t'
z
Epon 820 epoxy was adequate for bonding the insulation to "air blasted"
• a i
aluminum surfaces.	 The reduction in thermal conductivity of epoxy by
addition of glass spheres was shown; this material is suggested as a filler f	 t
insulation for fittings and penetrations.	 ! -(NBS-1) tE`
',	 5 Love (1960)	 presented a parametric theoretical study of heat transfer
to an external multilayer insulated hydrogen rocket tank in the space en-
vironmerit.	 Curves of sun originated heat absorption as a function of distance
and surface radiative properties -were • presented.
	
I-Teat load to the hydrogen
was calculated for various radiation parameters, insulation conductivities and
thiclmesses typical -of evacuated Lindy S! 12 and S' 4 su perinsulations.	 Effects
97
n .
of typical fiberglass tank supports and insulation bet^w-een the oxygon aald
hydrogen tanks were shown paramctrically.
A typical space mission was examined to determine hydrogen storage
lifetimes. f
	The results were presented as a function of bisulation conduct-
ivity. The effect of permitting pressure rise from atmospheric to 35 psi
extended the mission greatly. One year storage of hydrogen was 'predicted
for very large volumes with pressure rise and 14 percent venting using the
optimum rnultilayer insulation scheme. (NBS -2)
S-36
	 Olivier (1961) considered various design parameters for long term
storage of liquid hydrogen. in space. Analytic comparisons were made
between vented and nonvented superinsulated storage modes. It was
pointed out that venting not only reduces delivered payload but it suffers
from the complication of venting under zero gravity conditions.
Typical calculations for a 18 ft. diameter cylindrical tank with external
insulation showed storage'times up to two years for nonvented subcooled
hydrogen. Curves and equations were presented to show effects of heat
_transfer, coefficients,' surface coatings, tank geometries, radiation
geometries and the transient effects of cyclic heating in addition to vented
1
ji
vs, nonvented performance curves.
The chief disadvantage to nonvented.. storage is that the cquilibr_iui-
pressure is determined by the highest local,tempe;raturc while venters storage
prc.osurc generally depends on the Dull: temperature,
	 Thus, a random
orientation is required for nonvented. storage to minimize direct radiation
to-.one side of the tank, and local heat lc ks ar,ay be troulAe"some. Th ey
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noted that albedo and earth infrared supply 54 1" of the solar radiation
D.ux in a 300 n- mi orbit. 	 This "two sided" radiation eliminated shadow
shields from consideration. (INIBS-4}
S-37	 Clark (1962) presented an analytic study of transient condensation of
.
warm pressurization gases on internal tank surfaces. The analysis
showed that adding internal insulation which ',as low density and specific
heat can reduce the amount of pressurant required to pressurize the
system..
The low conductivity combined with low thermal inertia permits rapid
warm up of the ullage volume walls and thus reduces the ai-nount of conden-
sation as compared to metal w*alls. A sealed foam is the recommended
insulation material. The detailed e quations are presented. (NBS -5)
S-38 .
	
	Frainier 1961 presented a theoretical study of externally mounted
blankets of SI-4 superinsulation and fiberglass layup for use in hydrogen
space storage.
	 His results were plotted in terms of weight penalty, i. c.
insulation plus boil off, as a function of time from filling.
•
x
	
One minute of atmospheric pressure operation was assumed for the
t VL	 .
calculations on a 6000 lb. cylindrical tank. It is shown that fiberglass is
s ^^1
the most efficient for less than 82 hours of storage with the superinsulation
	
^a
significantly better for longer missions
Using the sum of the insulation weight and boil. off expressed
 in terms of
insulation pararneters, an opti-mum insulation thickness was deterrinincd for.
any mission time by mathematically minimizing the weight penalty. Tli'
superiority of fliberglas s for short missions %vas attributed to an over- Insulated
condition for the multilayer due to xr-Inimurn thickness rcq iredifor appl-ication.
_^.v.^...y.. 3wiwSaV
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A concept for liquid nitrogen shielding of oxygen tank: during
ground hold is also discussed. (NBS-p)
5-39
F y
Merrill (1963 studied unevacuated ex--ternal insulation for large
liquid hydrogen cylindrical tanks. A multilaye. of eight layers of
fiberglass and aluminum foil with helium gas purging to eliminate 'air
condensation was tested. Its thermal performance was adequately
predicted by equating pure conduction in the insulation and purge gas
with natural air convection heat traxisfer to the surface.
The second insulation consisted of a cork substrate scaled with
Myl1r and several layers of unpurged fiberglass. The 'scaled substrate
provided insulation for the open layers to prevent air condensation.
Mechanical tests showed that a fiberglass mat between the cork and
- U51
the aluminum tank was required to bond the material with Shell Epon 11820
epoxy-, These test results also verified the conduction free convection i
predictions. No test data is presented. (NBS-8)
40	 'Lindquist (1963) studied the effects of bearing pressure on flexible Nr&ir
I^
scaled superinsulation consisting of 75 layer's of ,fiher'glass paper and aluminum
foil._ An 18 inch diameter cylindrical hydrogen tank was used to evaluate
the insulation. A surrounding shell permitted tests at reduced pressures.
-4
An atmospheric load conductiv ity of 4.7 x 10 B/hr ft 1? was measured.
Condtictivity measurcinents at other pressures were not reported.
Curves showing ;layer's of insulation per ir?ch of thickness as a funyction, of
presst rc were reported and show little scatter over five pressure cycles or
r_	 ..
extended pre s stir ization periods. Insulation wrapped at 110 layers/in,,,
scaled, evacuated and loaded to 1 atmosphere returned to 7210,, of installed
height after pressure cycling. The insulation expanded uniformly ^Lith
decreasing pressure load until a pressuro below 100 microns teas reached
where no further change was noted. Evacuation times were long so no
estimate was made for the expansion-time behavior with rapidly changing
pressure load.	 (NBS-9)
S-41	 Spieth (1958) reported plans for testing the effects' of acrodynamic
heating on a typical missile tank. The report concentrates .on the structural
design and plans to investigate insulations. (NBS-10)
S-4Z
	 Hn ilicka 1963) presented a brief discussion of the relative merits of
NRC type super insulation,; A comparison was made with a typical foam
type insulation to dem.onstratd the weight and,perforrnance benefits'of
super insulation.
A general discussion of lay up techniques was given and the importance
of penetrations and insulation joints was pointed out. A number of typical
thermal conductivities for foams and fiberglass in Toth uncvacua,ted and
S-43
evacuated configurations was presented for comparison. (NBS-11)
Per loins1964 performed thermal conductivity tests on a 48 inc}
cylindrical tank with ASME head: and 70 layers of Linde SI-62 evacuated
super insulation appl ed ,extc rnally. The insulation was jackctCd ley a
laminate of 1-mil aluminum saner=niched etAveen 1/2-mil 20ylar films.
101
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The insulation lay up method is described in some detail.
nlain cellophane tape was used to fastcn tl-&, c various layers.
Overall thermal conductivity and insulation thickness .%,ore
-3
measured for external pressures from 4x10 ATA-i to 1 .ATNi. Con-
-5	 -5
duct-i,vity values varied from 90x10 B/hr. ft. R to 5x10 BAr. it. R as
external pressure was decreased. Internal pressure was less than
.5 micron Hg.
The can,!,_ictivity ranged from 50 to 100 0,'o greater than flat plate
color.Aecer data. This effect was attributed to pressure exerted by
the vacuum jacket, possible gaseous conduction and lay up techniques.
(NBS -13)
Z «44
	
	 Johnson 1963 performed a literature search for theoretical means
of calculatin g
 thermal conductivity of nonevacuated powder insulation.
Reviews of theoretic gaseous conduction in the continuum to free molecular
regimes were presented and discussed. Effects of solid-gas parallel
conduction were described and interparticle contact resistance was discussed.
It is noted that interparticle resistance is poorly understood but generally
quite -high therefore it is not a significant parameter in the total heat
transferred.
The difficulties in calculating radiative transfer in the packed bed were
noted. They point out'that the n onevacuated powder conductivities show a
Kam,
definite pressure dependence to very low pressures so it was concluded that
radiation is not large for most conditions studied.
They pointed out that beds filled with small, particles are subje c t to
_4	
1
zLgglomcration resulting in conductiO. , ity properties normally assiociatcd with
,..: NO	 11111111111
i
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lamer particles.	 •J
Calculations were presented for several bed models indicating
-3
that conductivities as low as 1. 25x10 B/hr. ft. R may- be achieved with
atmospheric pressure and nonco-ndensing bases„ ' (NBS-i5)
	
S-45	 Haskins (1962) measured thermal conductivity of three glass finer
reinforced phenolic honeycombs with helium purge gas and internal
3	 3
evacuation. The cores were 1, 2. 2 and 5. 5 lb/ft with 2 lb/ft poly-
urethane foam filling the lightest honeycomb. For mean temperatures
near LH2 , the evacuated conductivities were 0. 010, 0. 013 and 0. 017B/ft. hrF
respectively. -Adding one atmosphere of helium increased the conductivity
an order of magnitude for 3/8 in core, 3 in thick honeycomb: (NBS
-^16)
	-46	 Sv 
. eY_. 1965perfors-ned an experimental study of the heat transfer
Through an evacuated multilayer insulation with a flexible Mylar- alunninulzl
Mylar jacket. The system was mounted on a simulated flight design tank
which included pipe and support penetrations as well as a removable manhole
port.
I
The insulation lay up scheme is discussed with particular reference to
the penetration. It was found that plumbing heat leak could he red`uccd
k
about 50°1/6 if wall mounted valves were placed inside the tank to permit
easier insulation lay up. The .fiberglass tank support structure was wrapped
with insulation which interleaved with the wall insulation. The supports
represented about 50% of he total beat lcak.
The flcx.iale vacularn jacket was sus-eptsablc to pinhole forination a,1: throe_
corner folds a.nd sh(_-i rcd some permanent set after evacuation wad nressur-	 Q
1,
r ,, ization cycling.	 Flight,	 msize tankage required several pup-)p 	 port:
V!i
to achieve good vacuum in reasonable time and also were required to
perform meaningful leak checks, (NBS-17)
S-4'7	 Van Vl.ict (196 5) presented an iterative technique for• calculating
heat flux through composite multil...yer insulations where conduction
f .	 and radiation act in series. The technique uses radiative heat balances
in series with, conductive balances where the total heat flux is constant
for each layer.
A flux is prescribed and various surface temperatures are determined
from both a conductive and a radiative equation. The two temperature
for a surface are appropriately averaged and a new heat flu: is calculateu
from thet  radiation 'balance, this flux is avcrabcd with the previous inter-
action and new temperatures are calculated. No estimates of convergance
requirements are given.
The solution technique points out that solid -insulation materials are most
effective near the hot wall where small temperature differences result in
large radiative heat fluxes. In this location, relatively thin conduction
insulation can provide more temperature drop for the sane heat flow; thus
j,
t
a number of radiative shields can be replaced by a thin solid insulator. (I BS X27)
Taylor 1966) presented an experimental and analytical study of heat
transfer t .-Lough a polyurethar_c and helium filled phenolic glass honcycomb,
external insulation. la su mm.ary Of face convection corrcla:;ions was presentr!cl
104`
1	 and their applicability to various geometries is discussed. The
^'^CL^	
J	 V
correlations were used to predict heat transfer in gas filled honcycomb;
l
the values compare favorably -%vith test results. The correlations were
then used to predict performance with partial filling of polyurethane.
Experiments conducted on the helium foam system indicated a two
fold reduction in conductivity by filling 50 6 of the voids Nvith foam, This
conductivity was essentially as low as the 100 1,o filled honeycomb but a
considerable weight saving was realized. The optimum foam placement
is midway between hot and cold surfaces. (NBS-30)
S-49
	
	 Cohen (1965) presented the results of LN2
 boil off tests ' conducted in
a space simulator using .Linde and NRC evacuated cxtcrnal insulations.
The simulator was erluiped with vacuum capability and sun and earthX,
radiant heat sources. .Active (retractable in zero gravity) tank supports
were simulated by cooling the one-C supports with 
T,N2 
and installing a low
gravity secondary wire support system
210 layers of Linde SI-62 and 200 layers of IN -2 (crinkled
	
'Y	 y	 1 R C	 (  led alun^in^rec3	 !,
	
Mylas) were used. Vent and support lines were wrapped concentrically
	 I
with insulation; no `special treatment of the penetrations was described.
SI-62 was used on a 3' -x 6' cylinder, 4' sphere, 8' sphere and 2' sliperes; i
NRC was tested on the 8' sphere. Ther:-nocouple and boil off measurements
are reported.
The NRC and SI-^62.' il.ad comparable performanco l ut the NRC weighed
approximately 30%o cf th y: SI- 62. aupport:s and penetrations provide a
!arse percent of the ^toa,t.: leaks
105
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vas+
	 of LH2 becornes practical for tank diameters in excess of fifteen feet. (Nl3S- 31)
m
	S - 50	 Parmley (1966) presented experimental data and analysis for evacuated.
externally mounted shingle type multilayer in sulation. Alunninized (one
side) Mylar was bonded to 26 inch diameter aluminum test ranks in a shingle
pattern. Penetrations were insulated -,vith concentric' fiberglass battings.
Both analysis and tests indicated a performance degradation of approxi-
mately 40 °/o for 28 inch long shingles compared to parallel layer insulation due
to radiation tunneling between layers and conduction along the surfaces.
Various shingle lengths were tested.
The principle advantages of the insulation are case in application, ready
IOZRI
	
	venting of trapped .or leakage gas, and positive support against flight loads.
Also, leakage gas is vented locally, minimizing the insulation area affected.
Flight simulation tests including thermal shock, rapid pumpdot^,,n, vi-
bration, acc<c etration and acoustic loading did not degrade performance. (NB.S-32)
	 <
McIntire (1948) presented a general review and discussion of the conduct-
ivity of styrofoam.	 Atypical conductivity at room temperature of 0. 021313/
ft. hr . R was given. The effects of cell size -anti density were discussed.
A fifteen to twenty percent reduction in conductivity was achieved by a dding
small amounts of powdered aluminum to rr-^ducc radiative transfer. (NBS- 33)
Y
	S - 52	 nawson (1965) w	 has patented an internal insulation of the shingle type.
Th e principle is to trap boil off vapors in scaled passages fer i-ned by bonding
U shaped overlaping shingles together and at their uppermost edge.
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The shingles arc formed from thin metalic foil: to pz*o;, ide 	 lon',
vertical slit when assernbled against tine tank « , alls or to 1ov..'er substrate.
The slit is open to the cryogen at the bottom.
	
During tank cool do,,-n,
boil off vapors enter Lhe slit and become the mode of tr.lnsfer perpendicular
to the wall.	 Very long shingles are used to miniinir.c axial conduction and
the shingles may be 3 or more deep due to their length..
The pressurized (due to liquid head) vapor provides mechanical stability
for the thin wall shingles for resistance to forces produced by acceleration
or liquid sloshing.	 (NBS-34) !
S-53 Gett	 l96	 performed thermal conductivity measurements in a small I
calorimeter on eleven types of evacuated external multilayc-r insulations.
All insulations were layers of aluminized Mylar with some provision for
a
sepa.r acing ,thc layers. i
Both NRC and Linde superinsulations were tested.
	 Other configurations r
of spacers included nylon springs, nylon flocking, glass cloth and i-nat and I
one where spacing was maintained by application of tension.
All results compared favorably with published information, ' where
available.	 With some experimental background, reasonable predictions f
can be made.	 The Mylar in tension provides a pure r,diaton bench mark'
for comparison.	 Compared on a kacat flux vs insulation weight basis, the
NR 
	
type Mylar without separate spacers had about 600 lower flux fora 4
given weight than spacer type insulation.
The emissivity of alun in.ized IMylar was found to be .04 to . 65,	 (NBS- :5)
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S- 54 	 Nast (19u6^ studied the purgin char a teristics of three c:,t^rz:ally
,.	 l	 y
mounted multilayer insulation systems on a ^6 b}^ i i inc h c:}IindricaI
tank. Aluminized Mylar with spacers, crinkled Niy lar la yers with
fiberglass substrate and aluminum foil with spacers -,were tested.
Purge bags were made of heat-sealed Aclar film. Pure inlets were
located at the top of the tank and , exited at the bottom to take advantage of
helium's bouyance effect as compared to air.
Exit gas was analysed to determine the air content and in several
instances a hypodermic needle was used to sample the residual gas
within the insulation. These samples did not differ appreciably from the
exit bas.
In all cases, approximately '5 system volumes of helium were required
u
r
i`
nam
NZW
S-55
to obtain a steady ruin-imurn. air concentration. This equilibrium level was
a strong function of purge bag leakage.
	 (NBS-36)
1-Tertz (1966) performed thermal conductivity, ultimate strength, and
elastic modulus tests for 12 "structural" plastics which may be used for
tank support, Data was taken in a helium environment from room temp-
	
.	 <^.
° ,erature to 423 F. Various filled epoxys or resins were used.
Typical fillers tested were: glass cloth, cotton fabric, cellulose, acrylic
fiber andof ester fibre. In addition Kcl -F nylon and polystyrene werep Y	 Y 
investigated. Samples were lxlxl/2 in. thick.
Polystyrene and Nylon were subject to thermal shock failure.. All
mater ials tested shG,.;fed decreases in conductivity	 and increases in tensile	 f
strengt1i as the-tempera4are dec' eased.
e
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Based on the ratios of density anti conductivity to strength, the
glass-reinforced epoxies were the most efficient materials, Kel-r
produced the lowest conductivity.
Curves of thermal expansion -%vere' also presented for each n rItCria1.
(NBS-37)
' 56	 ' A. D. Little Inc. (1962) published a quarterly report on a study of
storing cryogenic propellants in space. Their insulation schemes were
based on external evacuated multilayer types.
A simplified trade off analysis of weight penalties of insulated vs
refrigerated storage was presented. 	 Their analysis resulted in a
parameter which describes the region in which rcfrigeration becomes
attractive. . The analysis assume refrigerator weight proportional to its
I capacity. Typical calculations ' show a savings using refrigeration for a
8 ft. radius teak if storage exceeds 4000 hrs; a , 4 ft. radius requires 2000 hours
of storage.
A two dimensional heat transfer analysis of thermal degradation of
'a r insulation penetrations wascompleted.	 The insulation w,
assumed
m ti! ye i _
	
p n, 
 to be thermally shorted to the penetration. An included temperature
differential variation across the insulation of 10% or greater was considered
to be the criteria for serious degradation,	 Based on this criteria and the
assumption of large insulated areas, typical, maximum allowable penetration
wall thickncssos werc calculated, { assuming large D/t for the penetrations).
Typical allowable wall tidickness for one inch of super ir sulation (alu"M,inized
^n	 w5	 .^6
itiiylaz) are Z. 2 x 10 S , 3. 9 x 10	 and Z. ^ x 10	 inches for T611lon, stainless
steel, and aluminu.na respectively. Doubling the insulation thickness : in-
Ali
-
^,,
rcreased the allowable penetration thickness by about 2. 5 times.
y
A number of thermal conductivity tests were run on 1P.Vo cv .cuated
insulations. Fiberglass. matting and 10 layers of aluminum foil 'with
-5
fiberglass spacers had conductivities of 4.8 x 10	 and 1. 7 x 10 13/hr. ft. F
respectively, at a mean temperature of -140F, (Room to liquid nitrogen).
A discussion of the meteoroid shield design problem is given. It is
pointed out that fibergalss may be as effective as metal for this purpose
because of its energy absorbing capability and low weight.	 (N13S-39) 1
z fJb
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S-57	 Nast 96Qpresentcd a semiemperical study of the flow of gases through
a multilayer insulation in the direction parallel to the layers. Both
continuum and free molecular flow regimes were considered.
Mult'ilaycr insulation composed of aluminized Mylar and fiberglass
spacers was studied. Equations for flow parallel to the layers were devel-
oped for continuum and molecular flow regimes. The mater, ial permeability 	 k
and free molecular flow diffusion coefficients were experimentally detci mined
parameters for the analysis. Numerical. techniques were used to c:aIcul.ate
,
the pressure in the insulation as a function of layer density, path length to
a vent and a Saturn type external pressure history. Loth nitrogen anti- heliurn
•	 i
were considered in the insulation.
Experiments showed that the premeabilit.y decreased by t ,.,^, o orders of
magnitude when the layer density ,,., as doubled. Path length also was a stron;^
-5
effect with time to reach 10 torr fr oxn atmospheric increasing from 6 to lE
to 50 minutes for 2, 5 and 10 ft. lengths using a 6 minute external decay time.
110
RNitrogen required twice as long as helium but due to its lowor conducti-6ty
the nitrogen system resulted in less boil) off.
	
(\BS-•=l)
S-58	 Allen (1963) has patented the use of externally rnountod Styrofoam,
filled with helium, for surrounding and filling voids in clusters of cryo-Onic
tanks.
The insulation is enclosed in a mylar bag -,vith stainless steel retention
straps. The insulation is jettisonable by destroying the straps and inylar
bag using a "ripcord" cable.	 (NBS-45)
S-59	 Hnilicka (1966) has patented what appears to be the basic NRC'external
IOut
l
a
='r
}
multilayer insulation„ It uses crinkled layers of vacuum deposited alu2nlliva»
on a Mylar substrate.
The aluminum should be less than one microinch thick and the Mvlar
ab out . 25 mil thick. 	 A packing,dcnsity of 30 layers to the inch is recomYnencl-
ed, It operates in a vacuum. Heat flow can be regulated upward from the '.1
minimum by providing a device to compress the insulation. No installation
means or vacuum. barrier is discussed.
	 (NBS-47)	 F'
S-60
	
Tariel (1967) performed comprehensive material behavior tests at
'	 cryogenic temperature for an externally mounted polyvinyl chloride foam
(Klcgeccll G - 300). ` The foam is filled with CO ? , air and Freon 11 at 3
atmospheres without significant- leakage. Tensile and compressive modu ^s
and, strength were measured.
Tensile strength is of the order of 60 psi ?nO comoressi. , ,► e st rength' i s 	
h
i"^4Ka•w+.'.w.^.:.".l•Y*'ra>.--•----+-:*+.-.*,.s-s=+ra.nr:...^,.fir':rra^-vF•^ra.^ninn'nan"+.; r..a.M,
	,-•.4*."-e'-"`.rr^"" '^.,p`•:.v.p«.. ,.,,••.,r*..sa^^•vrs-* ,r`*.a.^+s'R^'.^*,+^+x-F-s3Mmn+-+-r—.-.•.-t,.^...,.x.:r-nm.*•.,.a..,-,^"`S'
•:,bout 90 Psi.
	 Thcrmal ccrttr::ction a::c: sn,•, .r 
mean thermal conductivity of 1. ^ x 10
	 %r: y " ; ,•	 ,
temperature.	 Its density ^:.:ies f:o:;^ 30
The foam is applied in formed P: ► nels ^^.it:l ,,04t.r. ;,., : , . 	 , eive and
a fiberglass cloth external coating; to ::u port the r:;..t. r:..i t.r.•:. r bunch
loads.	 (NBS-48)	 i
S-U 1 	 Nast (1967) investigated the effect:. 0:3 t:., : r:;. ► 1 cUi:t:t:. twit} ui lr::k:^^•e
into both shingle type and multil aye r in:,ul: ► :ion.
	:► :t:::^i::i::^. c: .',:} :, ► r :.I3in^,le::
were taped to a substrate of purgedfi:.er;;lae;:: or
	
,)t,lyU.-C',11:1TIC fo:1111.
Multilayer insulation %vas coniposccl ofa1u:::i::ur1^ fc,."A. ^^ lilt I)exi i;l:ts spacers
and double aluminized Mylar with Dcxii;las h,^:.ecr:..
Controlled leaks of hydrogen and helium v.-ere int rodticc:d and boil off
0	 from a 26 by 36 inch tank was measured. The Shingle type insttl;ttion tiliov"t•cl
almost no dcgrad:,tion due: to lcakai;o in the i;lt area.	 This was .-Otrib-
uteri to the rapid out-sassing and localiz-_cl venting through individual shingh-t;.
Leaks introduced into the shingle substr:,t y or the :1Zu l:.ilayer sho\vc • d large
degradation clue to gas trapping. 'i he degradation increased linearly with
increasing lurk rate.
C	 Hydrogen leakage resulted in twice the deer. da:ion caused by a helium
leak of the same flow rate.	 (NBS- 50)
S-62. 'Th omas (1967) discussed installation of vacuum type multil.tyer in.sul.,t-
ion on a shroud surrounding the tanks r abler than on the tanks themselves.
in sulations were co`'iSidered; Aluminized .1iylar an( l. paper, cllni-pled M yl.^r
with coatings on both sides and NI RG.
3
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The concept takes advantara of tale lob:' radi tive it -; ns fer th2'C)uph
multilaye r insulation. If mounted on the outer wall, no direct conduction
occur ti and the radiation dominates.
	 Thus both the low radiati\ l o transfer
property Of the material and the non-linear radiation effects (low surface
t'emper aturc S.'Urrounding the tanks) are exploited.
Other advantages include case of installation and handling, minimivazicli
of lowics due to penetrations and case of leak detection. Also, long runs 	
J
for tank supports and plumbing may be utilized since their radiative envir on-
xrment 'is not as severe with the shroud mounted insulation. Disadvantages
include an increased area to insulate, increase in ground hold
	 heat leak?
and the insulation is subjected to aerodynamic heating.
A theoretical study of a typical mission showed no weight or heat leak
,,
differences between the concepts for vacuum service. Thus trade off must
depend on installation, maintenance etc.
	 (NBS-51)
	
S -63	 5rnith (1967) reported the results of experiments designed to determine
if nuclear radiation causes thermal conductivity degradation in foam insu-
s	
s
lati.ont). A radiation environment would be present for cryogenic insulation
	 s
on a nt.iclear rocket,
rotii types of foarn were tested at roorn ternpera.turc and LIN temperature
both ljo f:or c and after typical gamma irradiation. 	 Essentially no change	 i
in the conductivity vas noted fo^^ .do g es up to "' 3,x lU ergs/gm(C).
	 (NI^S-52)
l
	-6	 C;r,f^^n {196	 is a summary of carla.^r ttrorl:epaztr^d in C ohen (196-5),
See S-'J9 ^ NBS-3 (='CBS°53)	 •
Both NRC and Linde type insulations were applied to a 26 inch dianieter
i
y
hydrogen tank. These tanks were subjected to acceleration, vibration,
acoustic loading and the pressure decay associated with a Saturn launch.
Heat leak measurements were made before and after
- the environmental
exposures.	 No detrimental conductivity effects were noticed.
	 It	 as
noted that the outermost layer of aiur_•ninum foil was degraded by acoustic
loading but aluminized Mylar did not degrade.
An analysis of thermal stress in a sphere of foam insulation was given.
An integral equation was developed and solved by the rnethod of successive
a.nproximations.
itlo data is given.
	 (T CM-12), (Sec also S- 66, NBS- 54)
S-66 Nels•on11966) tested foul: types of external multilaycr ,
	vacuum type
A
insulations to see if they could withstand typical, launch mechanical Toads.
•
.
Tests included a base point thermal performance, then acceleration,
1`
vibration, acoustics and rapid pump down.
	 Finally another thermal
performance test was made.
	 None of the insulations showed significant
 p	d
thcrnul or mechanical degradation.
	 The four systems included aluminized
Mylar and Dzxigl.as spacer., aluminum foil and Mxiglas spacer, fiberglass
substrate with an overlay of Dacron and NRC shingles and sealed foam
substrate with NRC shingles.The layered material was fastened with
plastic rods and buttons.	 No details of lay up or bonding to the tank were
1
given. 	 /
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This paper refers to the same study report in TCM-1 1- but gives
n
a different discussion.
	 (itiBS-a•l), (Sec also S -65, TCM-14.21)
	
5-67	 Pa r mldy 1966 has patented a shingle type c-xternal insulation which
vents to space. A'filrn of Mylar is bonded to the tank wall. Shingles
made of Mylar with strips of vacuum deposited alurninunn running; laterally
on the shingle arc bonded to the substrate. The aluminum strips provide
small gaps in the lengthwise conduction path: -Successive shingles are
arranged so the gaps do not ,overlap, ensuring radiation protection. An
o pcn weave fabric material forms an outer boundary to support and locate
the shingles.	 (NBS-60)
	
-68	 Crawford 1966) presented a study of the evacuation problerns assoc-
iated with gas purged NRC external insulation. Tests were conducted en
large specimens to simulate the conductance paths expected on full scale
tankage.
j
-3Plain super insulation could not be pumped below 10torr in 20 hours.
Analysis of the trapped gases indicated t14lat air was being desorued. 'Thus.
tests with nitrogen purging only compounded. the effect. Conduction tests
{
:............ ^r
y
—
.
t
r
i
The combination of hot (250 0 1 ) Heliuin pur. t,Jno and . 5 percent
s.
	 perforations resulted in the best performance in the study. A one hour
purge and subsequent pump down resulted in 10 torr in ? hours And
2.8 x 10
-5 
at the blanket midpoint after 4 hours. The heat flux was
reduced to .approximately 4 times the predicted radiative flux. Solid
conduction was responsible for the excess over radiation.
Thus, the result of purging and perforations effectively eliminated
gaseous conduction. Some data teas.
 presented on the effect of ar'range-
ment and size of perforations on the pump down time. 	 (NBS-G1 )
S-69
	
Glaser (1967) presented a brief review of the various types of insula-
tion in use in 1967. Powders, Fibers, Foams, Honeycomb and Multilayer
insulations were included. Representative data showing the effects of
boundary temperatures, interstitial gas pressure, cmissivitics and external
applied pressure were presented.
7
The discussion described the important modes of heat transfer, install-
ation means, weight, and space . requiremcnis of the various insulation
types.	 Seven multilayer combinations were included in the conductivity vs..
external pressure information.	 (NBS- 76) 	 4
	S-70	 Murray (1968) measured the thermal degradation associated with a
penetration in 50 layers of double alum nixed. Mylar separated by 1]e1;igl ih.
The heat leak down the penetration itself was determined by measuring
^^.  nces in a brass element of }mown conductivity and areat mpera ure differe 
installed in series with the penetration. A constant boil off rate was maint ail
ed by an au_xilary heater to rninnnize changes in heat leak in vent and con-
Centric fill lines.
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Heat leak in the insulation and radial + enineratur e Drofiles
were measured for direct' ,shorting and with 1 and .'. i-nch anlzul,+r
intermediary insulations. The penetration ,vas one inch in diarnetor
2
while to total insulated area was 17 ft
An optimum thickness of intermediary insulation was -felt to lic
between the 1 and 2 inch sizes tested. The shorted insulation showed an
increase of 5% in total heat leak. There was essentially no degradation in
perfo •rmancc with the 1 inch annulus and up to 7°,0 for 2 inches when
tested with LN2 . Data for LH showed a 20?o degradation in the shorted
2
corliguration. Intermediaries were not tested with LH 2 .	 (NBS-77)
	
S-71 	 Crawford (1967) this appears to be a re-hash of the data and analysis
presented by Crawford (1966)-
See S-68,- NBS-61
	 (NBS-81)
	S-12
	 SZ hall.a (1967) presented a theoretical optimization study of several
external insulations for large cryogen tanks
.-id Saturn a 	 post-SaLu-i
missions were considered.
	 Comparisons were made on a weig)rh pona.Ity
basis which included effects of payload reduction causes: by 'boil off at
various phases of the mission,
_Multilayer systems with vacuum, helium and nit-.rogcn purges wereinvc sty
ig ated. Vacuum systcrrls were considered to be less reliable than purged
	 }
systems
Shadow . shiclding was rnentioned but d scardcd for reliability, Orientation
and imprecise thermal control reasons. Refrigeration systems were con-
sidorcd too heavy. .A, cliart of a 3vantages and disadvantages of these sy5tC!MS
Comparison of helium and nitrogen purged systoins resi.:)f ca d in tho
o
choice of helium to save the added . , eight of the sealed insu?;ition substrate
required to prevent nitrogen liqui£ication.
	 A set of general %,.:eight pcn:^lt.y
equations were'used to calculate optimum helium purged insulation sc°hernes.
considering ground hold, ascent, storage and subsequent restarts.
It was found that thicker insulation on the ullage portion of the .
 Cant:
reduced weight penalties by minimizing stratification caused pressure rise
during boost. This idea resulted in a 4 010 savings over applying insulation
uniformly. Graphical results present the weight loss index for various
missions and vent modes.	 (1\Ti3S-^)
S-73	 Middleton (1968) has patented (for the Govt.) an externally mounted
cryopumped honeycomb insulation. An open cell fiberglass reinforced
phenolic honeycomb is bonded to the tank wall with a vacuum scaler of poly-
i ester. and aluminum foil bonded over the cells.
On filling the tank, the residual air and gases will be cryopumped to
provide vacuum. An external layer of scaled heliurn filled honeycomb is
i
bonded over the vacuum cells to increase the insulation quality. This
layer insures against fo i—ning excessive solid air resulting from atn-losphcric
leaks. Punctures woxld only allow helium leakage to the tank.
Thcr g al performance is about four times as good as a typical helium
purged foam filled insulation. At -a incan temporaturc of -200F the con-
2
ductivity is 0. 017B 7 /hr. ft. F for insulation ,%, cighing . 5 lb ft and about
6 in. thick. Some aerodynamic loads might be supported by such a scherne.
(NBS- 96)
.	
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S-74fix Faddoul	 1968)	 presents anoti,cr dlscu'sslon-of thC.' CrVOPIII1:pc`d
external shingle experiments reported in Perkins (1968).	 TT't:i 1 ;	 pa1) c'`r
discusses some alternate spacer confipirations and sho ,,,. , s tl,;it their
final performance , ,/as not changed greatly from the original Perkins
(1968) (NBS-d5, Ste) data and analysis.
	 (NBS- 98)
^- 75 Leupold (1967) presented a theoretical optimization study of a col:)posite
NRC-2 external insulation mounted on a polyurethane substrate. Polyvinyl'
chloride was investigated but it showed excessive %% , eight losses in a vacuun-1.
A two component polyurethane adhesive was used to bond the foam.
Permeability tests lead to selection of a 13 micron aluminum, 25 micron
Mylar and 13 micron aluminum laminate for vacuum, control on both the
substrate and the super insulation.
	 This material withstood 2000 in a
.vacuum without -degradation.
	 Weight penalties based upon insulation weight
boil off and stratification pressure rise were computed for typical 4, 20 and
200 day missions.
A 10 m n foam layer was adequate to maximize ground bold performance.
	
r
60 layers of NR C with the foam resulted in a weight penalty of 40 i g for -a
200 hour mission for a 15. 24 m' tank.
	 A limited amount of LN 2 boil off
data was presented but excessive spurious heat leaks minimize the use-
	
r
fulness of the data.
	
(NBS-99)
S-76	 Ilezthanan (1968) presented an experimental' study of. liquid hydi rogen fuel
tankage for a typical hypersonic cruise, vellici.e.	 The report includes taco
structural and fluid management designs as well as an ex-ternal helium filled
j_jjS
	
l '-j4jol-, syStY:2'T'+	 T' nvlroni>ZeI11	 tempera-	 -0 for the outer surf:^oe of..	 +^
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S-77
insulation was about 1200F.
A permeable all-quartz fiber (Micro-quart;:) was selected for insulation
because of its high . temperature properties, reliability and fabrir.;Obility.
The insulation was formed into removable blankets, contained in a -,ti,irc:'
cloth envelope ' secured by '
 means of wire lacing betAvee n
 studs on the tank
and blanket. The blanket was buil t_ up to 4 inches by sandwiching quart:
"felts" compressed to 4.0 lb /ft 3 between layers of wire cloth .using wire
tufting on 4 inch centers. A convection barrier of stainless steel' foil was
included to break the helium natural convection: path.
The handling, formability and installation ease proved to be txccllent.
Blankets were butted together under compression to take tip effects of
thermal shrinkage. No thermal conductivity was reported but boil off
data in the 1200 F environment indicated a conductivity of the order of about
0. 0082B /hrftF.	 It was felt that considerable moisture was absorbed in
the insulation.	 (NBS-103)
f'
1
,i
Hammond (1968)_ presented an anal},tic. study of the thermal conductivity
for a freon expanded foam filled and scaled honeycomb external insulation.
Limited conductivity tests verified the theoretical prediction of . 001B-/hr ftF.
for room to liquid hydrogen temperatures.
The model includes radiative transfer throui h the foam, conduction in th e
-honeycomb, ^;ascous freon conduction in the foam, diffusion of air into the
foam and its contribution-to gaseous conduction. Limited diffusion tests
indicate that the mole fraction of freon in the ,foam is reduced to 50 <aftcx
10, 000 hour shelf life.
I
It was assumed solid conduction and radiation in the foarn; aft i_n partillel.
.	 ^-^+'.s1W.k:•: ^u^.t.+LS^..-. 	'.^w^c.. .a^t.-._L:..ti^s ...:_._;	 .. _....»s......... ...... .	 wru...AS:_a.t.:.n....ti....^..1vi"ws:_x.ac4.ww._::,.d::.xs..;_...:..wr+,..:,ar.sss: i.;awtw-....rriuf:.re.v^.....
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Loam conduction was assumed neglit,;ible rand its radi; tiv-^ propt•r•tics
were estimated from limited absorptivity measurcrile ts. C;a soous froon
and air conduction ,vas assumed in the insulation rt • ,tJon which remained.
above their respective condensation temperatures.
	 Sim;larly, ;,sir con-
duction was computed using diffusion data to find partial pressures in the
insulation region above the air condensation temper: attire.
	
(tiTBS-10.1)
C
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Hammond (1969) reported on an analytic calculation of effective con-
ductivities for three externally mounted honeycomb-freon expanded foam
insulations.	 The analysis in'all cases was the same as noted for 1- animond
(1.968). The results coinpare favorably with the limited test data reported.
S-'7 9
Freon expanded foam in a scaled honeycomb showed conductivities
typical of helium alone. Cryopumped scaled Mylar honeycomb u, as found
to be mechanically unsuitable for thermal cycling but installation of an over-
layer of helium purged foan:`fia eliminated the problem. 	 Analysis of this
insulation resulted in conductivities of 0. 0l7B-/11r-ft F but helium diffusion
was found to degrade performance rapidly. Since Mylar is less pernneable
to helium at low temperatures, it was recommended that . Purging should not
be initiated until cool down had started. The insulation analysed in 1 aininond J
r
(1968) (NBS-104, S-77) was also reviewed in this' paric'r. (NBS--107)
F
z
Schweikle 1969 discussed the neccl for zero gravit y cxpei`in-ients to	 ^ A
determine. the operating characteristics of cryogenic tanks. A discussion
of differences to be expected between space fl,igl^t and ground tcSts w iS
prescntcdp
Areas of interest include insulations, stratification, venting and tra y fT:r
oIt w is pointed. out that multilayer instilations often differ fro.zi pre-
dictions by 100% when installed on a typical tankage system. :also,
no multilayer insulation had been flown at that time.
As built experimentation was highly recommended for insu),Iticxis
using vacuum chambers with, particular attention paid to local thicknesses
and separation of all sources of heat leak. Typical experimental programs
e
were suggested for the stratification, venting and transfer problems in 	 S
zero ;cavity.	 (NBS-111)
S-80
	
	
Wilson (1960) reported on a theoretical investigation of the thcrmal per-
formance of the Centaur vehicle on a typical synchronous orbit mission.
The tankage was insulated on its external surface using 4 jettisonablc panels.
The panels were made of on'e inch thick freon blown polyurethane foan-L
3(2 lb/ft and conductivity equal to . 01 B/lar ft . F) sandwiched between , . 10 roil
layers of resin impregnated fiberglass sheets. A helium, purge space of
.1 inch was maintained between the panels and tankage by fiberglass sp;.iccrs.
The panels were held in place by 2 stainless steel straps.
The bul <head between the LO and LH2 was insulated with non-impregnated }
fiberglass which cryopumps on loading.
	
This material had a conductivity
•	 , •	 r	
r	 r	
^•	 `
of 0. 0005 B/hr, ft F.	 Typical heat transfe r calculations were inade for this.
insulation using unreported ground, boost and orbitGl environment parameters.
^.	 t
(NBS-121)
V
	
	 TawiljlL presented an extensive experimental study of INRC
vacuum insulation degradation caused by practical application problems.
T,ypiCc` tl consider atio.ns include means of supporting panels for handlin g and
-	 .
a3
and attaching, effective and repeatablo s^axns, purnndo:'. • n, and install,
repeatability:
The measurements were made in a calorimeter to silizill:etc• is thc•riz1:rl
control system for a manned spacecraft. All results were rc^£^^r^^nc<<cl to il^c^
O_ n i
.,rJ___..
unmodified blanket effective emissivity defined as: teff: - A (`1'
i
'i _ T •},•
.1 .
Ts
1
7
Joints wcrc specified as at per foot of joint per ft' insulation.
	 .Other
factors were treated similarly.
No difference was noted for .15 and . 25 mil mylar substrates and an
insulation blanket shelf life of one year showed no de g radation. Metaliring
both sides of the Mylar produced no significant thernnai iniprovenZC'lit. K.zpton
substrates provided the same thermal performance as Mylar but a weight
penalty resulted from the unavailability of very thin films. Pressures of
5 x 10 5 Torr were required.to
 achieve maximum performance,
A number of "layer retainers" were tested for ease in handling and to
provide installation means.
	 A scam joint which provides a snap type fastener
to ensure the joint repeatability was tested. The final joist provides
scam coverage of 4 blanket layers resulting in a degradation of about 301/0
for each foot of joint per ft 2 of panel.
It was noted that Mylar will burn freely when i gnited so all blankets vaei e
sandwiched in non flamable Kapton.
The result of the se tests were applied to the final, as assembled, LM
insulation system showing a Leer final performance twice the flat blanket value.
ght data showed a.further degradation of about 80 11;o which was probably due
to Local: 11:1hinir.,s, or pinchin g effects in the assembled unit, 	 (NBS•-1 26),
1
•
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	5-82	 Sumner (^ 9 69) 'reported tests of polyurethane insulation foan-lod in
place on 22 inch diameter spherical liquid hydro l,;cn tar.'::;. 'I'wo mrthods of
foaming 'were tried. The first method rnade use of a cylindrical form around
the sphere into which the foam constituents were poured. This n-icthod'gavc
rise to problems of structural integrity when the samples were cooled down.
Cracks and eventually severe structural and thermal de g radation were at-
tributed to distortions in the growth of the foam caused by the constraints of 	 9
E
the cylindrical form.
A simplified technique in which the foaming agents were poured directly
onto the sphere without a form allowed a radial expansion and Save superior
results. The foam produced in this manner remained sound throughout the
i
simulated ground hold, vibration, and space hold tests. Foam density of	 is
2.14 lb./£t'' '.
 and an effective thermal conductivity .
 of 0. 079 I3TU Ahr ft oF) were
reported.
	 (NBS-123)
	
5-83	 Oberding, (1964) analyzed the thermal problems associiitcd with an orbital
k
• r'a
S-8 4
mission to mess. Solar and planetary ,radiation heat loads were calculated
and heat transfer through insulation, fill and vent lines, etc.
	 Optimum
l
uisulation thickness was calculated. Superinsulation was assumed (radiation
shields separated by an insulating medium) of the Linde company designated
^imurn thicicr_css.for one year sto. age turned out to he 3'.1SI-44. T11  op
inches. Feat transfer in t}.zc vicinity of ears ^* ,ould be 2.12 B'T'U/hr for a
five foot spherical rank containing hydrogen at the boiling point.
	 (NTP,S-7g)`
Gleniso r 1962 evaluatcd twelve urethZU'le foams z*p ith the primary concern
of dotormini. b dimcn s'iox;al. stability with time, temperature and hur idity
1:_L1e :ra;,•..^:.^..,.	 ,.._..—.r"!1^..^._^..,...^^- -- -
	 -.
	 n'f -.._..^ •-r .: .Z_ ! r,	 . ^. _ -:	 ..._t	 n	 r^	 ti .	 -.
6...•,.aa-.-w.....,.r-. r.v....a,._^... 	 ...	 .a.	 aa. .^, ^.•rie_	 ... dwW^...r...^.^w-.«...
an erratic but pI'Ogr.'. SiVk
.^	 All of the foam.-
flit the thici:ness s omctinIcs	 S+cd, vin^ :lll;i	 ;.
width measure.-.
„11 chan,,cs were attributed pri::l:.ril^	 t o ilun11c11:^
decreased.
	 DA
j,lost resistant to nnoisture %,vcr e the n.osi stable.
conditions.	 F("
A ..tf "E" exhibited t he lov. • v5t gro-% th rate of 11. OoO . , i
The brand de-sl
14d Ilarnes corresponding ILO thy ' COdO IL'tter 	 be
in/ in, /« , eck.	 T:.
t
	
	 l (,;)r , on a (iced-to-know basis.
	 (N13S-112)
obtained from t:.
I (,:scribes tests of multilayer blanlcct insulation for
S- 85 	 Sterl)cnt•r. (1
^.^ ,1t'oy lunar mission.	 Of concern wore the ability
application in an
1 1o.-ir attachments to withstand boost loads, pl•ovide
of these, blanket.,
,,01 orbital insulation.	 Also, optimization of t:,nk support
ground hold, bc.r.,
1,11, :0.	 The blankcts consisted-of helium purged fiber-
systems was inv .,
,., ff ;c1ed by an Aclar purge ba g , alternate layers of doublt•
glass substrate
., + j):xiglas spacers (3 . 6 each).	 These %vere attached
a1u1111n1l,ed uy l:ar
fasteners.	 The tanks with insulation in;st::lled "verc
by buttons and v(
,, ims tical tests, space exivlronnic'nt tests in a vacuum
given vil , rution ar:
, .,t ion tests in a centrifuge.
chamber, and ace
,1,.-gradations were observed incluc.ling nnyl:tr fi1::1
anci loosening of velcro fasteners.
	 The 11cat flux
	 1'
-4ft^ con-iiared to 0, 83 x 10	 as pre(licted.	 Thi:; vvas
()1 of the thic kl:ess 0 in l0 2 ILA iIl variatiun) of the
180) for details of Ciis s;,ldj• . (N BS -64'
Son -le 1111nor 1'
puncture by the
was 1, 25 x 10-4L,";
a;arib-uted to poc,r
blankets. Sec
:vc a talk on z.dhesively Donc!c:1 cryogenic
.ice on Structural Adlicsi;ve Bonding (:::::rsil::;': Sl^.,ce
s^-A-ems for th(.
i- ..:
-isuc.-air .:.e:.,. .^...e...i:u:.I..._:t.. -.  ilr. :N..tr 's "^a..:..w..:.:ri'....:.e..md.^ .3iHa.lk`e1`iYir:L^
	 .^..=wy. ..,ari..•is...e...w..,..w.'ia- iii-i:»w
	os•nv..;^:^o. _r..,iui S^	 aa.^:.:.,.uus .s.	 II:.i,.,.^:,ss'	 ..-.•o..^...^rt.::siaidvteu:^^:ity. Ohl t«
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Flight Center). The specific type of insulation discussed 	 a
ZiZultilayer blanket system applied over a helium purged, fiberglass
substrate,
Lcfkoweld 109/Llvi52 epoxy was used for attachment of fiberglziss
reinforced members, Velcro fasteners, and thermocouples, strain
gauges and other devices.	 Six adhesives passed the screccniilt; for boiid-
ing the velcro fasteners and Aclar purge bas:
	 Pittsburg Plate Glass
K-218-34, Narmco 734317193, Dupont 46971, Dupont 46971/RQ05,
Lefkoweld 109/LM52, Dupont rubber base tape on Mylar. 	 Tensilc or
peel strength numbers were not given.
	 (NBS - 62)
S - 87	 A2isa (196.6)first reviewed ground hold liquid hydrogen insulation
I
syste.^ms.	 These were cate ry orized in Table 1 as (1) helium g zas p-ur ged
(2) scaled-cell, cryopumped, and (3) vacuum jacketed, cryopound. 	 The {
requirements for prelaunch conditions are best satisfied by a sealed con-
struction.	 This type of system has at least four times the thermal effic-
xency of helium . gas purged systems.	 Since a small puncture could degrade
'	 a large' area of insulation if large continuous vacuurr , jackets were employed.
Goodyear investigated shingled multilayer blankets.
	 The best thermal
conductivity was listed as 0.04 BTU -- in/ft2-hr-oF.
This report is concc r, ncd with microm,eteorite protection in spacc.
With the objective of developing a lightweight :-ni.cromet:coritc: bu)rnpc r a
test lir oo;ran1 was undertaken,	 From hypervelocity isn ' act: tests two
:	 composite insulation systems were developed.	 The first consisted of
ao f 0. 015 in fiberglass c?oth imp regnated with polyur eth ane, reranhuziZp^r	 ^-	 P	 a	 P	 ^
overlaying a 37 layer, gas pur g ed -a inized % ylaL - foam blanket. 	 Thu
eleven layer layer aluminized iv;}• tar -ioain MaIII:et in Contact Nvith the.
tang. The second type substituted a 3/8 in cell M}• lar hone\-comb in
contact with the tank. Some permeation of the scaled CO., cryopunipe(
honeyeoml) was evident e&using dogri;dation of tho in!j% .,ition to : ► 1wm 0. 1'P11'. V
in/hr ftzoF:.__ _ (NBS -6?)
S-88
	
	
NASA TECH BRIEF 66-10024 (1966) describes the invention of	
i
Aluminized fiberglass sheets which may be stacked in layers with spacers
of permeable material. This arrangement allows rapid *evacuation
in the space environment. Address for further inquiries is given. (NBS-71)
S-89	 Anderson (1966) gives some of the same material as Sterbent'f IS-85).
An additional description of a shingle system of multilayer blankets was
described. A graph (Fig. •7) shows that thermal-conductivity data decreas-
-5	
-5
ing from,32 x 10 to 8 x 10 BTU/hr ft °R as the shingle length increased i
from 8 to 28 inches. This is due to the longer heat path in the longer shingle.
	
	 1r
Also shown clearly are changes due to nZUltilaver density and residual gas
F
pressure.
r:
?	 In regard to acoustic tests it was interesting to note that aluaninurn foil
I
	 1
radiation shields suffered failure in acoustic field of 150 db. There are
Problems with both aluminum foil and alu.r inized Mylar. The' high thermal	 &,
C
conductivity of the for ner is liable to cause thermal shorting and its low	 .
strength rriakes it susceptible to tears; 'While alun-ini.cd Mylar Carr 1)c i-norc
transparent and is subj,cct to poor adhesion of alun7lr--urn_to the Mylar.	 (I\.IBS^.l2)
1i •
r'
Anderson (1965) made a snore cornplote surnn -iary Ui tilt' 1210CIlanical
degradation tests on external multilay r insula-tions repor-ted by
Nelson (1966) (See NBS-54, Synopsis No. 66). (NBS-3q)
	
5-91	 Key (1964) reported the results of tests made to dote rn-linethe
explosion 'hazard associated -:v ith the Saturn S-al:l insulation. They
conclude that the probability of an explosion caused by oxygen
enrichment of cryopumped air is not great but should be considered.
The insulation system was composed of polyurethane foan-I bonded
to.a tank with epoxy adhesive. Phenolic fiberglass honeycon-ib was
pressed into the foam to reinforce it and an unspecified vapor barrier
was applied over the composite.
Permeation was found to be 10 -10 SPU (cc gas through 1 crn
of material in l sec. under l cm Hg differential pressure) which was
considered negligible. Various samples were purposely damaged
and exposed, to mixtures of LN 2 and LO2 and air. The panels were
subjected to-ii-ripacts; explosions-re suited for oxygen concentrations
greater than 20 percent. In the natural cryopumped air cases, the 	 [
reaction was a function of the tank wall temperature indicating oxygen
fractionization as the tank warms up creating higher oxygen
concentrations. (NBS-28)
-	 5-92	 Faddoul (1968) reported on an exj_)erimental investigation of loan-I
i	 spaced aluminized Mylar shingle insulation. Heat flux, compressive.
'	 strength, outgassing, load deflection, and pump-out were investigated.
The shingles offer improved cryopumping performance as corn pared
to continuous super-insulation.
Large blanket-type shingles were fabricated from 02-in. she ets
of open cell urethane foam and alternate layers of double aluminized
Mylar. The multilayeL ^.;;as seale I in a 4-ply laminate of alurninirc;d
Mylar bonded with Na.rrnco 7343/7139 adhesi-, T c (urethane:).. Polyester,
.	
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if
nadic methyl anhydride .-and epo>.y adhesives were investigated also,
b 'izt each was subject to leakage after fle1xirg at to -%, temperature,
Panels were bonded to a tank using the urethane adhesive, and
all joints were sealed with strips of 4-ply alurninized Mlylar. The
shingles are laid up to provide 3 layers of shingles at all points
providing a net of 18 shields. Average ernissivities for the al«minurn
were found to be 0.03. The interstitial gas, CO., cryopumps by
diffusing through the shingle to the tank.
The vacuum jacket permeability was 10 -6
 cc Fle/S/ft 2
 which
should be adequate'for 30-day storage in air. Both continuous
spacers and spacers with holes were tested.. A. heat flux of about
6.5 B/hr, ft. 2 was found for
,
 both types of spacers when tested between
room and LH 2
 temperatures. The open spacers did provide significant
pump-down improvements. The heat flux was a strong function of
external loading, but the spacer area did not affect this result
significantly. The overall weight of the insulation was 21b /ft3
 and
had allowable compressive loading of 22 psi. (NBS-120)
S-93 Dunning (1968) presented an analytical. study of the-feasibility
	
r
of * using existing refrigerators to improve the performance of a
i^.
` ` .nch diameter' advanced Apollo tank. The available refrigerators
	
ii4
.	 i.a
t.f
«•^: -i^ ar eviewed., Typical caleulat.i.ons were made to show increi sed
g irt no specific weight tra de -offs were made.. He
	 •	 ^,
co,.xcludcs 1: lai, a Stirring cycle refrigerator operating at 260 to 350R
	 I
f
at 10 watts and weighing aboLit 1 pound per watt- would be acceptable.
North American Philips and Hughes Aircraft- wer.c developing  such
systems with coefficient of perfor.-n-iance of about 02; a COP of 1
would be required. ( T CM-l')
Foro rc ( 1 96 has suggested the application of a substrate of
fiberglass when installing polyurethane external insulation. The fo;-trn
is subject to cracking loose: from a tank gall when exposed to thermal
cycling,
129
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Effects of latinc:h date, vehicle orientation and u:Ic:e rlain"ies :an
kt	
conductivity'or specific heat v., cre studicd and four:d to be relati%.Cly
insignificant-. ( TCM-4)
S-97
	
	
Dearing (1966) elaborated some addition;. -tl test data for tli
Saturn S-IV internal reinforced ioarn insulation discussed ill
TCM-3 and TCM-4. As not(.-,d in the other reports, the Conductivity
degraded with time due to diffusion of hydrogen gas into the'
 foam.
Conductivity vs, time data were reported here showing a 50 "o
degradation in 50 hours (, 025 to . 037 B/hr. ft. F) n
 Scale model tests
resulted in essentially the same conductivities as the caloric-peter.
Mechanical tests a: LH 2 temperature showed conlpressive and
tensile strengths of 220 and 160 psi respectively for the reinforced
foam. No thermal stress cracking was noted. (TC1\,••5)
S-98	 Cryogenic Engineering ?News (1969) presented a sunu-nary of
thermal conductivity. data for 21 powders and fiber insulations.
Apparent thermal conductivities were shown for various mean
temperatures.
Effects of internal gas pressure and density on Perlite's
thermal conductivity were given. Six other material thermal con
F	 .
19-99
ductivities were shown as a function of density.
The conductivity of Perlite and Silica Acrogel were shown as
I
a function of amount of aluminuri-i powder opacifier added. (TCM-6)
McLauahlan. (1967) reported on an experimental determination
	 k
of heat leak reduction due to adding vacuum type NRC-2 external
insulation to a Dendix "Phase Bit oxygen tank. The tame }ias a'vacuuin
annulus with vapor cooled shields and a 25-inch diamctcrP ressurc
vessel.
F_
PRECMING -PAGE BLANK NOT FILMS,
The vent line was wra ppcd on 6-inci, centers on tho out?'11• shell
Ya- and 25 layers of 'N"RC-2 	 =rcrc ao piicd over tl:c line ant? sliel'l. 	 A
teflon insulated ring served to attach •1,
	
Steel
I. mounting wires about 3 1/2-fect long.
	
The supports .%ere required
to limit thermal shorting of the cooling and insulation scheino. 	 All
identically mounted, unmodified tank was tested simultaneously in a
vacuum chamber. 	 The insulation and cooling reduced the heat lea}:
(boil off) by about 30% over the entire supercritical density range used
in Apollo applications.	 (TCM-9)
5 -102 Roberson (1969) reported on the thermal performance
(equilibrium constant pressure vent rate) tests on a. 39-inch diarneter
single -wall supercritical externally insulated tank.
	 The vent gas
was expanded through a Joule-Thompson valve and routed around the
pressure vessel outer wall.
	 A 2-inch layer of polyurethane foam
was used to accommodate ground hold requirements.	 One hundred
f	 ' cis of NRC-2 were applied over the foam to pro v ide vacuumlayer 	 pp	 p •
performance.	 Fiberglass rods supported the vessel in a vacuum
clla.nzber.	 The J-T valve regenerative cooling reduced the heat leak `f^
by about 30 %. . An as-installed conductivity of 4 x 10 5 B/hr, ft. OR
E
was measured for the 100 layers of NRC installed at 50 layers/inch..
(TCM-10)
S-103 Cryogenic En^ineeiingyNews (Jan. 1969) presented a brief
f
introduction to cryogenic insulation and some representative thermal	 I
1
conductivity and density values.	 Several powders, fibers, multi-
' layers,	 opacified powders and fiberglass were included.. Typical
J
conductivity vs, interstitial gas pressure curves were presented for
' four materials t ( Fiberglass,	 Perlitr 1 Santocel and SI-62
S-104 Coston (1966) has presentcd additional data on the spaced
alin-ninized M y rlar and Nl-',.0 extern.al insulation pumpdown charac-
teristics reported in Na L . (1966),	 (NBS-41,S--57)'. Permeabilities across
.133
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` the layers for r'D0 to 60 layers of e.ithe:Y•
 1.1:sUlati01	 erc• ;11)0ut
1
-7	 22.0 x 10	 ft	 ^^.• hile 136 layers of s p,a	 ed.z:zate •^ r ia'l pr ociu<<• d	 r
permeability of 9. 72 x 1 -10	
I
.0 	 ft".
Diffusion coefficients parallel to the layers tti , erei also n^e• a5tzred,
Spaced Mylar material resulted in diffusivity ► of abo,..t . 3 ft^-/See
2
spaced aluminum foil gave 1. 38ft /sec.
	 The crinl:lc• c; \`ylar (NRC.)
g ave the highest values, (3. 73 ft2 /sec. ).	 The density of layers (lid
not have an effect on the parallel diffusivities,
	 (UDC-7)
S -105 Jackson (1966) presented a study of CO	 filled external fibrous
• insulation for application to hypersonic airplanes.
	 The environment y
requires exclusion of air at 1500E for long periods of til-ne.
	 Under i
these conditions no adequate reliable sealing system \ ,,,as found for use
with foams or multilayers.
	 Helium purge was ruled out by the
excessive volumes required.
-	 . The CO	 system would eliminate the sealing requires-rents by
^!
utilizing a trans piration effect.
	 Fibrous insul atiOTi w OUld be applied ^
directly to the tank.
	 A mix urc of He and CO
	 would be introduced
during ground hold; the CO
	 forms a frost layer near the tanle,
-Experiments showed the CO
	 frost density was proportioz,al to its
partial pressure in the He atmosphere.
	 Twcnty-five lb, /ft, 3 was
found to be optimum when considering both flight loads and heat leak.
1i
CO	 sublimes during flight, absorbing heat; secondly;
	 its vapors
. intercept heat in the insulation by transpiration and minirnize_s counter ;a
diffusion of air to the tank.
Presence of insulation didn't affect the frost density, but did ?i
promote uniformity due to'the case of lateral mixing compared to :t}
radial diffusion,,	 This system appears to be lighter and more reliable
than an on-board helium purge system.
	 Analytic equatioiis for
optimizing the COZ deposit were given. 	 (NASA-7),_
T^T
	 T	 T
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5-106	 Middleton (196-) presentee: an experiinex tal investigation of an
externally mounted cryopuinped honcycomb insulatior:. Mylar
honeycomb was sealed by bonding 2 rril Myl ar to the tank ,sir`O Atli
polyurethane adhesives. At the outer side, a 3 Ia:il alulninunn film
was. bonded on with epoxy phenolic. The sandw : ch was boslded to the
tank with polyurethane adhes?VC.
This system, operating in a vacuum, had a conductivity of
.0113/hr. ft, R at a mean temperature of 2 908 and a density of •f. 511/ft ,
A second insulation scheme utilized the same honcycomb with a
hellurn purged perforated phenolic honcycomb bonded over it. Alunzinunn
..film bonded with epoxy phenolic adhesive provided the outer seal.
This material . had a"conductivity of 0, 016 L/hr, ft, R, and a density
•.	
3
of 10 lb/ft	 The outer aluminum foil was selected. to Withstand
aerodynamic forces. Caloriineter and 70-inch diameter tank tests
showed good agreement.
Typical. tensi le and colnp res s ive strengths were g iven for LAIC
various joints at temperatures for 325 to -423F. (NASA-12).
t
is
i`
4 a
S-107
1	
'+t
t4:at^`
'Tshaghoff (1963) described a method of field installation of
• quilted multilayer insulation blankets. The blankets were designed
for ease of manufacture and handling.
SI-12 insulation was handsewn loosely to plastic sheets on each
side of a 26-laycz: lay-up. The wcb-type glass fiber filler permitted
folding of the blanket without damage. At the edges, the aluminumn
-foil was cut evenly with the spacer extending beyond the foil to eliminate;
shorting. The plastic material extended beyond the filler.'
Metallic clamps hold the end of each blanket to provide a rnechanical
attachment paint. The blankets were butted tog;ethc r during installation
and the joints sc%vn.. Glass .-cloth tapes were tied circu.nferentially and
longitudinally to further suppo;rt the blanket systern, No data or,
perforn-iancc was .giver. (: N`ASA T 16 , NBS--12).
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Nakagawa' (1465) reports on experiments %% Ah multilay reel
aluminized Mylar-glass cloth insulation. Of particular intork , st was
the reduction in thermal conductivity by at least a factor of three
brought about by cruinpling the alun.iini7ed Niylar. . As an example,
at a pressure of 5 x 10 5 torr, a 40-layer cruunpled shield material
showed a thermal conductivity of 8 x 10 K cal/nz, hr. 0  •\ti he re :-
non-crumpled specimen of the same number of layers -,avc
7 x 10 -4, K cal/m. hr, °C (apparently a factor of 8. 7 higher). The
effect of residual pressure was surprisingly small. hz the range
-5	
3
to 1. 8 x 10
-
10 
	
torr a 20-layer specimen increased from
. 1.45 x 10
-4
 to 2. 59 x °10	 K cal/m, hr. oC.	 ( NBS-S (, )
S-109	 Caren (1968 analyzed mathematically the heat traiisfer due
to anisotropies in multilayer insulation due to penetration. Te chniques
for arranging the multilayer geometry around penetrations to
minimize the degradation of heat flow are given. It is stated that
in actual applications the thermal conduction through multilaver
systems is at least twice the conduction in idealized latorato<ry appara-
tus.. These latter thermal conductivities i-nay be as low as
1. 73 x 10 - 7 w/ cmoK.	 ( NBS-112)
Burkinshaw (1968) reports on the properties and suggests uses
of PPO (polyphenylcne oxide) foam.. This material is 'less brittle
(4% elongation at -3240F) than- polyurethane foam, The PPO foam
has an open cell structure so that air or water can pass through it.
Tests with liquid nitrogen, however, showed that when the cells on
the warm side were sealed off with glass reinforced polyurcthant;
resin and a metal sheet, the liquid penetrated only a shoat distance
(0.5 cm out of 6 cn-.), Thus, the author suggests using the foam as -
an internal insulation bonded to the tank N ,rall. Penetration of liquid
hydrogen has not been tested.
	 1 .,t
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An effective thermal con ductivit^}^ cai t?^e :.^.¢i^::s .sot :ven, but
the value.for the resin 'rnate real itself is given at -- U 6 IF as
20.174 BTN-in/ft F. (tiI;S-87)
	
S-111	 Crawford (1967) evaluated the space evacuation ofa multilayer
insulation NRC-2 (National Research Corp. ). This insulation consists
0
of crinkled 1/4 mil Mylar film with about 400 F,'. of luz:^inun^, deposited
on one side. Blankets of this material are purged with helium gas to
Yprevent condensation of air while in the ea -th i s atmosphere, A
problem exists in the evacuation of this material in th(t space environ-
ment.' Tests showed residual gas pressure of 10 torr and greater
persists after several hours in the. space environment ; , hen pumping
is from the edges of the blanket. Perforations amounting to .5 010 of
the surface provided sufficient evacuation spend, but caused cxc4ssivc
radiation heat transfer.
zs''	 ] ^	 1	 a 9- o	 N	 ♦ 1 	 n ry C% C h ;r,!I tA development p r ogram. gave A A s •h. ^v a p. eC h....1G, I f%".......2..^ t.	 3t.,
which apparently solved the outgassing problem. This consisted of
purging the blankets with hot helium gas. Hot• helium removed the
-abs -orbed g as where ilot nitrogen did not. This purging \ , as coupled
with a small amount of perforation to facilitate pumping. (NDS-90)
	
S-112	 Clay (1965) reported the work of General Dynamics/Convair on
superinsulation research. Residual gaseous conduction slid not
comply with textbook equations. Predictions by usual rarefied gas
conduction equations gave values 5. 4% low for LN2 and 25 0jo high
for LH in :special tests. A computer prop rain is presented' which
optimizes the insulation systems for conditions of ground, boost,
and space. A complete dcvclopnzent program ,%,as carried out which
resulted ir. self-- evacuated mult-ilayered insulation panels.
	
x	 '
yw	 An interesting innovation ,-,,,as the fusion welding of sca ls b ctv,'cc!n
Mylar,iaactal lamina-Les. These joints proved to have 5000 psi sheave
stronorth at roon-i temperaturc. Another innovation was flocked
	
-	 x
alurninized Nlylar ^,hich tivas tested and found to be a ^^ood insulator
resilient and outgassed quickly.	 The effective the renal conductivities
of these 'materials we rc on the' order of 10	 BTU/lzr it	 Vapor
cooling of shields was also analyzed, 	 (NBS-101)
S-113	 Nir.ndor f, 0916	 presents a very extensive report on self-evacuating,
multilayer insulation.	 Property data surveys and experimental
tests led to the selection of the various components. 	 Alunninired
Mylar was selected on the basis of permeability tests for the vacuum
casing material,	 This was bonded with Narmco 73•:3/7139 adliosive.
The multilayer materials were double aluminized Niylar separated
by 0, 02 'in. thick sheets of open cell polyurethane foam. 	 The open cell
foam was determined to be a good holding agent for the frozen CO2
c ryopumping mate. rial,
Cryopumping tests under vibration were made to evaluate the
holding ability Of the spacer material and the ultimate cryopumping ^E
pressure,	 This was .
 about 4. 7 microns when the insulation blankets
were surrounded by atmospheric pressure.
	 The }scat leak for the
total syste=m under simulated space environment conditions was it
0. 86 BTU/hr ft	 Test failures prevented the determination of the i
atmospheric condition thermal. performance.
	 (NBS-58)
Wood (1967) describes research on the Centaur insulation which
is outside the hydrogen tank, the S--IV and S-IV • B inside the tank, and
the S-II stage insulation is again outside,
	 1
Centaur insulation can be jettisoned.' "Aii insulation which is not
jettisoned would have to have an insulation performance index bctv^ecn
0.05 and 0. 12 to be as efficient as the Centaur insulation, rr
The S-IV and IV B have fiberglass reinforced polyurethane foam
bonded inside the tank -,xrith an epo ;y resin coated fibe gla 3s barrier.
-
138	 .
This performance is about 1 12 that or Centaur, The iibo:• i=1::ss honey-
comb filled with polyurethane foa_rn porforzms tine sal'.10 -as the S--Y\' B.
An improved system for S-11 %will consist of a fiberglass ho:,oycor„13
outer layer which serves as a purge cl,a:,l,el for tire.•
 :^i)• l:s:• lro:rc•^^co:,,b
inner'layer. This has a performance indox of 0. 18 m-hich is said to
be better than any Imown insulation exclusive of superi.iisulation, (NBS- 79)
Y1
iy
.. ..... ... 	
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S-115
	
	
Nored (1966) presented a general revic«r
 of cryogenic
technology. A general discussion of foairns, po"t. , ders, fil,crs
and multilayer insulation was given.
Typical 'curves of thermal conductivity as a Linct ion of
internal gas pressure were shown. Silver coatinh \ ,., as reported
to reduce the thermal conductivity of multilayer systems to O' Vo
of the aluminized version.
Velcro fasteners (mats of stiff plastic hooks pressed into
mats of nylon loops) were described for installing removable
blankets of super insulation.
	 (NITS- 57)
S-116
Via.)
Burge (1968) r^!portcd on the thermal performance of full
sired LT-12 and LN G flight simulation tanks using -R C type :shroud
mounted insulation. The tankage was mounted within a shroud and
installed in a vacuum chamber which was capable of simulating spacc,
environment pressures, temperatures and radiation.
	
I'
The tames were mounted on fiberglass rods. The insulation
	 .
consisted of 11 layers of doubly aluminized 1/ 7. mil Mylar alter-nate(A
f
with 10 layers of dimpled (Dimplar) sheets. Eight blankets were
fabricated and attached to the shroud using twenty 1/4 by 1.1 /4 in long;
t
teflon studs. Joints were interwoven and taped with 6 in. wida strip:s.
Therfi-iocoupl.es v,, ere used on the supports andother penctratic,11
to compute their contribution to the measured bdil off. Original tests
vo-rificd the'theorctical performance predictions. 1-lut, after thle
r	
^	
_
systcrn had been opened for various modi ficztions, cons;('-c,,ble
pfi	
insolation dc .gradation resulted. The rlleasurod 1-4 ozit. 11 c.1k ilcreasvd
7 fold. Apparently, v, , ork-r-nen had dan-iaoed
	
insul;%tioii an(I
moisture had penetrated it causing a 20^ '^^ 'Loss of the aluminum
coating. Thus,, the primary advantage to shrot , d	 %vas not
proven, i. e.
 rnaintaiznabilit j_ V. 'as not nccoss.,Lrily hn j3x-o%, c.-d. (DDC- 42)
S-117	 Conn(.--Ily (196?.) presented a pro g ress report on cn%-,ironniental
testin n, of a 7, 000 gallon flight type li quid hydrogen tank. The
report summarized the structural design and mentioned its insulation
systern-.
Formed searnents of fiberglass
	 bonded to the titanium0	 0
0n
	 tank using Sta-Bond 511-A adhesive..- The fiberglass was chosen
to w'ithstand aerodvnamic lo-ads and heating. Poured foam insulation
wasused in the re g ions of complicated geometry. No test data was
given. (DDC-5
S-118	 Dahlin (1966) presented the results of flat plate tests to evaluatc
0	 - insulatio	 -195bonding and scaling technie-ues for cork	 n (Sheller TIJ -3)A.
In all cases the cork was bonded to aluminum.
A mounting system of 13 studs for each 4 square feet of specirnen
was tried but excessive cracking resulted after thermal Cycling.
Vztc-Scal 1912 adhesive proved to be the most successful "Cork to
alun-iinurn bonding agent.
.\Mylar and Alun-iinized Mylar scal bags sf).owcd somc- leaka"(1
as indicatod by the arnount of cryopurnpin
.
,Y. A, Zero Perm I arn 1 na tcd
Tbag v.thich %. f as bonded "i:ith vac-•fire;:? :^.":c?
	 :x 	 .'	 ;, w	 ^ 	 0.	 r
T
t
scaler material .vhcrj applied over -^^+	 sr;	 a:^ • (i	 L.: ^ • t:« i i eiC"
	
:",4A.. s. a : a n,`,o	 l^t sr^ t\:'^
which cork 	 y	 .- .a ppeared in the	 apparently ..•c^.c,
	
.•r;•0.n;:;:rs^:;^;,.	 .
thus,	 the outer seal design controls tl:c c•ffL C t
	 of c crl3	 io;y.
Insulation applied internally sho%.
, ed extensive=
 d^•^:.r
t
A
A LH?
 to room temperature conciuctivc.ly •
 of . tjl- 1	 `	 rTtl^	 a4 <<t^
found for 3, 3/4
	 inch
	 layers of seaIcd corn.
S-119	 Isenberg	 1963)	 presented a general revie %.t of t} y c heat tranr
mechanisms and their associated mathematical z .odcls for various i
insulations.	 13 vaeuated and gas filled niult.ilay"cr,	 foam •-ind powder
insulations were discussed.
a
oz
The mathematical models presented were composed of linear
^S
combinations of simple one dimensional, radiative,	 solid conductive, z
and gas conductance expressions.
One interesting point was made regarding the minirnti;i» spicing }'=
f or radiative shields.	 The shields should be separated by distances
greater than the radiat ion mean free path to avoid quantum heat.
tral'.sfcr effects.	 This criteria sets the shield spacing at greater
than 20 and 150 microns for room and liquid hydrogen temperatures ^{I
r.es	 ectivel. .	 DDC-1=_
5-120
	
Iscn1)cr	 {1.963}	 presciatcd a general rcviev,, of insulation	 systems
y
for external application.	 S^iper nsulation	 c^^s c^:^^tc cI pot:^c c r,	 g^:
t-
filled powder, foam, and honeycomb rc.in orc(A foams
r
r'1'hc: requircz.^ent5 for ^^^:cut^m^rz^:ii::^•::.::nc^, ut::•:;i:':.:
	
i;ci ::ir
tight seals were outlined for each, system. The con-ibin.,it ion of
environment and mission requirements suggests tho impo rt, nc 'L , o f
low heat capacity and good re-radiative properties to permit rapid
cooldow n of the insulation for filling and to dissipate launch heating.
A typical outer skin terzperature of LI '-'Or	 reported for the launch
phase.
A.foam type insulation with reinforcing of phenolic class fiber
honeycomb was selected for further study. Adding; the honcycol:^13
raised the basic foam conductivity by 24 0/6 as measured in a calorimeter.
i
The insulation system was installed by bonding'the honeycomb t,
core panels'to thin forined metal shells to take advantage of high
temperature Curing vhich were subsequently welded to the tank. L• xtra
panels of insulation were there bonded over the weld joints.
Total hemispheric emissivities	 reported for v irious radiation
'
	
	
shield materials at room temperature including aluminum, stainless
steel, -co.pper, nickel, gold, and silver. Typical densities and
conductivities were reported for various foams, corks and super-
insulation under atmospheric external pressure and a mean ternperattire	 r
of -25 OF. (DDC-15), i
S-121
	
	 McGrego r (1.967 reported on a detailed analytical and cxperirnc;izt.a
investigation, of the effects of frost ,
 formation on the heat tr. nsfer to
a c,ryogcnic container, A set of integral boundary layer equations
•
Nvere solved to dieter-m Line the heat transfcr in turbulent free convection
14	 t
S-122	 Yuhas>,) studied the bor.c?inn p r opertios of
and the forr:-i,sbiiity- of :::ylar hor.c:yco:::'ta.
	 ^;o c .:t.. ter
	 i als
information was given but lie concludes th^:t 7ir,t:ici t^ =^c` ;ic?i:^ •
 :i^ ^s
are stronger and pore flexible than tape type I)oilclS..
He notes that :•.iylar honeycomb can be compr e.sscd to 50°;, of
its room temperature height with essentially 100;, dii:zerz5ional
recovery. Blankets were formed to mild contours using vacuum
.:	 pressure in molds at 400F.
	 D'DC-23
S-123	 Hertz (1962) reported on tests made to ev^:luatc bonding
systems for external foam and honeycomb-foam insulations. A
5 ft. long by 1 ft. in diameter ),Iuminun-i cylinder \x. , as used for the
thermal and; pressure cycling tests.
Polyurethane foam panels (? 1b/ft 3 12cichold 8625-8605) were
bonded to the aluminum using: Epon 828/Versan 1 125 in fiberglass
cloth, Coast Pro Seal 777, Hexcel 1252, I-lexcel 1219 and Silastic 1-10.	
'r
Twenty thermal cycles to LH Z temperature were made for each
f	 '
agent. Only the Epon/Versamid and Coast Pro Seel survived these
tests without major failure.
.The ur,etha'ne filled honcycon-ib was i-nachined and bondecl to
the same apparatus usi.n; AF- 41  (epoxy -nylon unsupported tape)
adhcsivc. The c:,-terior was covered with Y plys o. 17,pon 828-951,
-	
z
hardener impregnated 181 fiberglass. The cylinder was pressuri c d
to 1020 psi(y with liquid nitro-cn.' The honeycomb and bonding' v^c:rc	 1
not damaged but the fiberglass seal failed dui: to stress cracking.
PREC UITG PAGE ' BLANKNOT r Lts...:-
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The honeycomb system was also applied to the inside wall,and
pressurized to 35 psi.. Thi s system showed excessive thermal
cracking both in the seal and the foam. (DDC-12)
S-124	 Marion (1967. presented a comprehensive cost analysis
technique and applied it to six typical external insulation systems
on a comparative basis. Absolute magnitude costs were not considered .
but estimates of the differences between systems formed the basis
for comparison..
A figure of merit was used to evaluate the cost per pound of
payload for each system. Typically, development cost was the largest
contributor with manufacturing cost an order of magnitude 1 ess.
CIO	 Each insulation. was designed to provide the same space performance
to provide a means of comparison without optimizing cryogen therzno-
dynamics etc. Costs considered include, payload weight loss,
'development, capital. equipment required, manufacturing, launch coat,
r.!
I
z
r
reliability and material costs. The basis for estimating these was
given including actual material costs.
The six systems studied included continuous, shingled and shroud
mounted superinsiulations both with and without purging. The importand
design parameters were discussed. It was noted that water vapor
will destroy, aluminum reflective films in 12 to 24 hours. Typical
"performance curves were shown for ground and space environments
F
for each system.
	
r	 ,
	
`	 la
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Complete results were given as a function of desired systom
thermal performance. Calculati ns were made to show the sensi-
tivity of the analysis to initial assumptions; these results show
that the relative cost ranking of the materials did not change as
various components of the cost estimate were changed systematically.
(i. c, if one cost was assumed to be a much different percent ag e of
the total system cost.) In all cases the system with the lowest
_	 thermal conductivity, a cryopumped substrate with 50 layers of
NRC, always was the cheapest system in terms of payload in orbit
regardless of insulation cost. ( NBS-80).
S-lZ5
	
	 Higgins (1967) presented a comprehensive study of liquid
hydrogen insulation systems for hypersonic cruise and reentry
VI,
vehicles. Surface termper^atures up to ZOOOF are expected so
ceramic foam and various cooling systems were selected and des'-
cribed. Superinsulation was selected for the low temperature portion
of the insulation system.
Extensive data was presented for a number of super insulations..
Several spacer materials were examined for use with aluminized
jWlar radiation shields, (foam, glass paper, crinkled polyester :film,
glass fabric, silk netting, nylon netting, and vinyl coated fiber glass
• screen.) Thermal conductivity, as a function of spacer material,
external pressure, cold ax-i.d }tot wall temperatures and internal
G
pressure, were reported. The cold wall temperature had little e liec't.
:i
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while the conductivity was proportional to the third power of the hot
wall temperature.
The effects of pump-down perforations was discussed.
	
10';fo opening
decreased the side wall pumpout time by 3 orders of ma ,riiitude but
r.
increased the effective, conductivity by 5 .fold.
	 About 2b10 openings appeared
to be a good compromise with larger individual holes minimiv.ing the. ther-
mal degradation, (1/16 inch holes produced a conductivity 60% higher
•
than the same area in 1/4 inch holes. }	 Crinkled insulations had less
I
degradation due to perforations than flat layered insulations.
Load compression strength, coefficient of linear exp ansion, conduc:tivit -p	 g	 ^	 p	 ^	 Y s,^
vs. mean-temperature and density were reported for 14 thermoplastic,
thermosetting and Teflon foams.
	 Freon blown polyurethane foam had the ^I
z
lowest conductivity.
	 (NB S -86)
i-126
	 Heathman (1968) has reported an analysis of a high temperature-cryo-^ 1
genic insulatiion systems of ceramic foam for hypersonic cruise vehicles.
This is a more comprehensive treatment of the work reported in NBS- 103(S -76)
and includes coKisiderable structural design information.
3
3.:,5 lb/ft
	 microquartz was used in a helium enviaronznent. 	 Blanket
148-	 ,
w ION I II I III
it
4
were made up by enclosing the felt like nsaterial in
'a	 qutri . cloo)
using quartz thread. 	 The blanke t s were 1 aced to tz.ountinez^.t'J' s u:,
quartz or wire thread.	 Conductivity was measured betwoen LH
	
at 'd
80OR giving .
 values of 0.04 and 0. 0,85 I3/hr ft R for helium ,U-nospheres
of 8 and 760 mm Hg,	 respectively.
A number of mission performance studies were presented.
	 Some
properties of slush hydrogen were given.
	 (NnS-114)
S-127 Cryogenic storage systems for the extended space missions of the
future will require more fluid capacity than current systen)s, and thus
new design and development techniques will need to be evaluated.
This work investigates high performance external insulation
systems for use on flight weight cryogenic gas storage systems.	 "Exter- i
nal insulation" 'in this study means anything added to a cryogenic storage
f
system for the purpose of thermally protecting it from its environment,-
This definitions excludes the vacuum	 annulus of a dcwar.	 The fluid:
stored are hydrogen and oxygen.
The purpose of this wort: is to: (a) perform a literature search on all
of the available material concerning external insulation studies and/or
evaluation; (b) provide a complete bibliography of the material researched
{
in (a) above; (c) furnish a _synopsis for each of the most useful references
contain ,d in. the bibliography; (d) categorize the results of this work to f:	 ^
'	 149
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facilitate evaluation and assessment;() assess ^ti^hich concepts, have
the best thermal characteristics,
	 applicability
	 t-naint.zinability, and
reliability; (f) select five concepts as being the most promising, W
evaluate these five concepts and choose three for extensive study; and
perform a parametric study of the three remaining.
External insulation systems have been studied quite extensively
in the past few years.
	 However, there is no single source which evalu-
ates these various studies and assesses the relative merits and/or
deficiencies of each concept.
	 This study is meant to bring together all
of the available information in a single source manual and provide the
,I
basis for determining the areas in which future dove:opment should be
' 1
undertaken.
This work is being perform }d during the period March 2, 1970 to
March 1, 1971.	 The Technical Contract Monitor is Mr, M. L. Davis,
Power Generation Branch.
	 (TCM-13)
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0 S-128	 Coston (1967) p resented an analytic and experimental study of a
multilayer insulation systei-n.
	 A purged fiberglass sublayer was mounted
on a cylindrical tank for performance testing. Dexiglass, spaced double-
aluminized Mylar was attached to the purge bag with Vcicro fasteners.
Installed conductivities of 5. 2 x 10 Y5 to 8.6 x 10 - 5B/hr. ft. R were i-neasured;
this compares.to 3, 6 x 10 -5 B/hr ft R measured in a flat plate calorimeter.
The investigation included an empirical study of penetration effects. It
was concluded that insulating spacers should be used to minimize parent
insulation temperature profile disturbances. Conductivities of spaced insu-
lation and NRC (unspaced) were measured for heat flow parallel to the layers
as a function of mean temperature giving . 02 and . 025B/hr. ft. R respectively.
The latter material apparently exhibited some radiation tunneling. The thin'
deposits of aluminum had a conductivity with a .linear temperature dependence.
Both outgassing data and diffusion coefficients were measured.
was reported in raw form but could be useful.	 (NBS -115)1
o-129
	
	
Barry (1967) presented a • brief discussion of a manned Mars mission.
The various trajectory and orbit parameters and vehicle requirements were
outlined. Adiabatic vehicle surface temperatures were calculated for E;,rth,
orbit, Mars transfer and Mars orbit. These values arc 3708,, 242IR and 100
..2.	 to 3008 respectively. The Mars orbit temperatures decrease with increasing
altitude and solar orientation of the spacecraft. 	 (NBS-113;
151
	S-130	 Allesina (1968) presented the conceptual. rationale for nz:king econornic
F	
'.t
comparisons of various space systems and components. Insulations %vore
discussed in a rather general way illustrating their position ih, the overall
concept. (NBS-102)
	
S-131	 Vance (1967) presented a very general .review of cryogenic.
 technology in
the aerospace field including superinsulation, refrigeration and cryo-evacuation.
(NBS-97)
	
S-132	 Price (1967) presented a detail discussion of NRC-2 insulation lay up
techniques for an 8 foot tank. A tank was actually insulated for a future
test sequence; the detail procedure for installation was described, step-by-
step.
f
t
The lacy up scheme consists of a top cap, bottom cap and 6 "orange peel"
}}
segments for the vertical runs. Complete thicknesses were bench assembled
	
i
and taped together for handling purposes. Vertical sections were hung from
three nylon studs which contributed an equivalent heat leak of one square foot
of insulation. From the equator of the tank downward, Dacron thread was
	 ^	 1
.
	l
laced through the insulation and buttons were tied in place to minimize con%press-
ive loading. The .
 bottom cover was held by a Dacron net. All joints were
interleaved and taped where necessary. Penetrations were wrapped •.•,rith ins ^-
lation and interleaved with special insulation washer material at the tank
wall. (DDC -22)
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S-133	 Dabjack (1967) presented an ex.te4Si% • e study of 1r,tkEtilay,a r i	 0,-n
systems for Mars mission spacecraft thermal control. Ap1)ro\ ir< a:rly
25 candidate radiation barrierr materials were considered. To.s t s Nve rc
performed to evaluate absorptivity, emissivity, w.!ight loss and there -al
conductivity. Materials were subjected to typical decontamination pro-
,,ceedures.	 Insulation .blankets were fabricated and the effects of r.-Ipid do-
pressurization were evaluated.
Decontamination precedures require heat cycling and exposure to wet
ethylene oxide. Each candidate material was exposed to this environnient
•	 i
and the resultant effects on thermal and bonding properties were measured.
ALUMINIZED MATERIALS DID NOT SURVIVE THESE TESTS. Gold coat-
ing appears to be much more suitable.
Extensive thermal conductivity, absorptivity, and emissivity data was
reported for room to LN2 temperatures. Effects, of space environmental
radiation on the optical properties of shield materials was reported; no
	
	
##
k
greatly significant effects were noted. Decompression tests were reported for 	 1
several size pannels supported by nylon studs and stitching. The effects of	 t
layer density, seams, joints and constrictions were noted.
The final design, assembly and installation philosophy was presented.
P
(NBS - g 3)
S-134	 BerdeU-nan (1 0 65' presented an analytical technique for deternnining therrria
stresses in cca nposite wall taiil o agc 	 The problei-n of thermal expansion i.
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rstresses in a foam insulation bonded to a rr eta l hydrogen tank for use in
a hypersonic cruise vehicle was treated.
The technique for computing both hoop and axial stresses involved
successive interations using a virtual displacement technique. Each mernbor
is allowed to expand freely to an equilibrium size at the new temperature;
a new system geometry is assumed and loads are calculated to deform the
system to the new geometry. Since there are no net external forces on
the composite, the calculated loads must cancel when the proper final
geometry has been assumed. The iteration continues by adjusting the gcoin -,e4
try until the forces cancel overall; then the internal stresses can be cornputeld.
Variable properties were easily included in the calculation.
	 (NASA-15)
S-135
	
	 Hammond (1966) presented an early progress report on the Saturn S-11.
helium purged polyurethane filled honeycomb insulation. This work was
reported in more detail and summarized in NBS-96 and NBS-107. (NBS-43)
S-136	 Orr (1961) presented a simple theoretical method for optimizing insulation
thicknesses. The propellant fraction is maximized at constant deliverable
cryogen to find a relationship between boil off and insulation parameters for
various space storage times. The'resu Itant. equation is an algebraic quadratic
which must be solved numerically.	 (NBS - 3)
ny
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Rollers (1969) reported on an extensive tlicoretical and experin ental
study of external insulation usage for synchronous orbit and Mars missions.
Simulated space tankage was insulated using normal sliop techniques and
tested in a space simulator.
	 Installed .i.nsulation performed to within a
factor of two of the calorimeter values, (2 x 10 -5 B/hr, ft F).
Seven types of insulation were investigated to determine repeatability
v	 in performance as affected by shop ,type installation. NRC-2 unspaced
insulation was chosen for its low K-p
	 product and the ability to control
density M* echanically. Spaced insulations would wrinkle duri.n4 normal
handling, causing a variance in layer ' density of as much as 100°io. Foam
spacer materials were more repeatable but adequate radiation layer den-
O %^ '
	 sities could no ,,
 be achieved.
Pump down tests showed that two 4 foot wide interleaved paeinels of 50
layers of NRC -2 would not evacuate below 10 -2 mmHg in 12 hours at
r
I
i
f
I ^ -
room temperature. This could be improved significantly by a 24 hour
vacuum bake-out at 225F. When the pannels were exposed to L N 2 temper-
atures at one wall l0 4 mmHg was reached in .3 hours without excessive
ballooning during rapid pump down; but bake-out was not considered to be
manditory.`
Blankets were installed on the tank in 50 inch square pannel.s of 40 layer-
of NRC. Nylon monofilament threads on lu inch centers were sewn through ^	 1
the insu stioa and looped through adhesive patches on the outer layer. Til e
t
thread was attached to "Velcro loop pil ,'I patches which were bonded ,to
the tank using Narmco 7343 adhesive. Blankets were ,jointed by► inter-
leaving 10 layer groups with corresponding layers of adjacent' panels.
The insulation was removed and reinstalled several tit-nes without app;iront
damage.
Fiberglass composite rods were selected
.
 to support the tank because
of a low conductivity to strength ratio. Tests indicated that radiation shield-
ing was required for the support rods.
Space chamber tests indicated that one "g" loading on. the insulation,
when the cylindrical tank was mounted horizontally resulted in 'a Z fold
degradation of performance compared to zero "g" results, (i. e.
 a long
vertical tank where the "g" force; did not compress the insulation). (NASA -31)*
S-138
	
	 Wilkins (1961) presented a general review of hydrogen storage * technology
dnd the effects of orth-pares hydrogen conversion in the liq.uid. Evacuated
powder a^^d multilayer insulations were considered for a double walled storhge
vessel. Nitrogen shielding and vapor cooling were also considered.
S-139
4
t
Calculation procedures for boil off with the various thermal protection
p
systems including the effects of ortho-para 'concentrations for the_ two forms
of hydrogen were given. (NBS-7)
"
Larry (1966) presented a theoretical study of shadow shielding for lun' a
r
15
r{r
and Mars missions. Shielding with external insulation was con pared
to foam or superinsulatior►
 atone. Calculations showed no significant
(D­ z
savings over superinsulation alone for the lunar mission becausc of the
.albedo'effects on the non-solar side of the vehicle. The Nfars mission:
study showed a significant improvement when superinsulation was shielded
and the vehicle sun oriented.
Shadow shields would be made in the four,, of a collapsable bag which
would be inflated by gas pressure:
	 G. T. Sclrjeldahl Co's 0. 00075 inch
thick Mylar aluminized on both sides would be used. A cold stiffening
elastomer such as a vinyl-base lacquer coating would be applied to pro-
vide rigidity for low-g loading. The shield would be jettisoned before
high thrust maneuvers and another deployed. A cola- absorptance of +0.11
and a total emittance of 0, 025 were reported for the aluminized Mylar.
(NASA-10)
S-140
	
	 Boensch (1968) discussed the structural design of hypersonic cruise
vehicles. ' The recommended insulation of removable Microquartz blankets
sandwiched between layers of wire cloth was mentioned.	 (NASA -1)
i
S-141	 Cody (1966) presented a theoretical and experimental study of shingle
F
t	 e	 l	 Ee multila r insuation.	 mphasis was . lased on the helium purging,yp 	 Y-	 P	 P	 P  g ►
evacuation, leafage and outoassing characteristics., Predict -ions of the
r
interstitial gas pressures were made using estimated: diffusion, out;;assing
r	
_n ..g 	 a 
} _??tir.	 and sublimation coefficients.	 Details of the calculations and results
were given. Very small outgassing rates prohibited a vacuun-i of less
than 10 mmHg. These results were compared to 145 inch'diameter	 i
tank•tests.
Insulation was made up of the battens of 48 layers of NRC -2 which
were attached to the tank at their innermost end with a metallic pin.	 A
0
s'
f ,
The tankage tests showed that as pressures may va ry b two orders 	 ^`g	 g	 P	 Y	 Y Y
of magnitude along the insulation for the ninety hour vacuum test. Thermal: 	
r{
performance wa.-, about 3 times that predicted. This was attributed to the
variation of installed insulation thickness combining with outgassing to per-
mit considerable gaseous conduction.	 _	 f
Small scale evacuation tests of the purged insulation indicated that cone.
3
siaerable water' vapor was evolved at 10 m mHg even tho u gh pur ge gasesP	 g	 1 8 8 {
contained only 50 parts per million at room temperature. A 250 oF helium
purge test resulted in a significant decrease in water outgassing and attend-
4^:
ant increase in evacuation rates_.	 (NBS -6
purge bag was installed over the system with purge inlets located at the
existingpenetrations. Vent lines were provided for space evacuation
lines were valved off for ground ,
 hold.
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	 Collorn (1968) presented a description of localized scpaxaters for super.
5.+,+=a iS. ti5'K.i :•+;.n1lr a:;63:i1^v: 5fi MLN)FswLt+..1M},. .T.^at^.''!Qe`^	 Ir""	 L..fY4sYJ:!A Sb .'^C'Y•.i.'1 `'•F{.j' iC}uw.S `	 w..YY:#M` ^ .._.:+.'itlll:> rLl'i` 'if':iT.lT14W. Y'4'.1....viP.w3frZ.w:..:. !i1'.^Y'	 'YMra'-'iJ.Li	 -	 -	 ....L.L..Ar.K.w..dF.FY )4.sK..wcGlv(iYt.1R
insulations,	 (Patent applied for).	 Dacron flocking was bonded to single
aluminized Mylar using Narmco 7343 adhesive to provide radiation shield
separation.	 The "dots" were spaced in a triangular pattern and were
about 0.040 inches high to facilitate evacuation.
Small scale tests indicated a thickness recovery of 80 to 90 1,'o after
a 6 "g" acceleration lead was applied. 	 Tests to determine effective
i
emissivity as a function of -"flock" spacing showed a 30% increase for
3/4 inch spacing and a 10010 increase over no £locking for 1/4 inch spacing
-5
of the supports.
	
Thermal conductivities of the order of 3 x 10 	 B/hr, ft. 11	 E
were measured.
1The spacer was applied in tufts by covering the entire surface with
' 1
adhesive. and using substrate vibration to orient the fibers to assure the
proper spacing and orientation.	 (NASA d2)
S-143 Cochran (1966)	 presented an experimental investigation of acro-
r
dynamic loading on an external scaled foam insulation.	 The sealed £oat'n
withstood a typical Centaur vehicle launch environment of Mach 1 to 3. 5
t 4
`.
with surface
	
temperatures up to 650°F for period s up to two hours.	 Un-
sealed foam of the ' sam' e composition suffered considerable degrcdation.
The sealed insulation was made up of pane is	 of 2 lb. /ft. 3 freon-blowa
.
rr
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r r;	polyurethane foam. Layers of 0. 4 inch
in a covering of 'N}rlar-aluminum- N•iylar
-inch think).	 Panels were .adhesave ,ly bo
thick foam w ; ro cnc:apsul:tted
laminate, (eacli layer was 0.0005
nded to the rnodol tank with ti n
8 inch square glue line grid pattern.
	 Joints were filled with ;.trips of
foam and covering material.	 The entire panel system was covered %&,ith
glass cloth and wrapped with pretensioned fiberglass filaments for insulation 	 9
support and environmental protection.
	 (NBS -49)
S-144 Christensen (1959) presented a theoretical model for licat transfer
through -radiation shields with a solar radiation source. Heat flux was
presented parametrically to.show the effects of outer surface absorptivity
and emissivity, number of .shields, shield emissivity, and solar radiant 	 j
r
intensity.
The best commercially avalable outer coating (at that tine) was "white
enamel paint which has an absorptivityt ernmisivity ratio of .25. 	 It was
suggested that shields be spaced on cylindrical tanks by mounting intension
between rings at Dither end of the tanks. 	 (DDC-4)	 !r
	
S-145
	 Lindquist (1968) presented the results of an extensive experimental
	
.	
F
and theoretical stud' of foam spaced, shingle type, purged, multilayer
•	 ^- d`
insulation. Ou t- gassing, as transittance, purge aS and tir `o um ing	 ^^ g	 P3 g	 F	 Y p	 P. g	 ► `'`
were studied as a function of spacers and external seals.
Several foam and ryton spacer geometries were investigated. A composite:
V3
spacer of solid polyurethane foam (. 02 inch thick, I-
	 /f t. ' ) sazzdwiched
between two additional layers of foann with 1 -1/4 inch squa re holes on
2 inch centers was selected to maximize bas transmittance and In'ininii•r_c.•
conductivity. (The system proved to give the same performance at lass
cost than foam strips. } A laminate of NAylar-aluminum - aluminum=Mylar
was selected to seal the surface exposed to the atmosphere while aluminized
IV1 y lar sealed the internal surfaces. f
The panels were attached to themselves and the tank with an application
of Goodyear G-2.07 contact adhesive primer coat and Na rmco 73.13/7139
adhesive. Johns Manville Co. BFF three inch wide pressure: sensitive
tape was used to ensure vacuum tight external joints.
Compressive strength of the shingles was greater than 20 psi. Out
gassing tests indicated a need for a hydrogen getter to maintain low internal
pressures; 0. 5 grams of Union Carbide palladium oxide was selected. The
-8 2
outer seal has a permeability of less than 4 x 10
	 atmcchc/scc. ft.  atm
-6
and the innd seal showed 5 x 10	 both at room temperature. Several
purge gases were investibatcd; CO 2
 was selected because of its low vapor
pressure..
,A.,pproximatcly 40 hours were required to reach acceptable vacuums.
Preliminary tests have shown that a single ,
 layer of Perforated ho;neycorn
161
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can decrease the pump down time 15 fol^ %% , ithout degrading the other
insulation properties. An. evacuated conductivity of 1. •1 9 1 10 131hr. ft. R i
was measured; nonevacuated performance was degraded 15 fold. A purged
storage life of 30 days without significant thermal degradation %vas
achieved. Preconditioning the insulation at 200°F for 24 hours was very
helpful in reducing pump down time.
External purge bags were investigated and discarded because of re-
•	 liability, weight and cost .
i
	Extensive data and detail theoretical techniques were presented for 	 f
conductivity with internal and external pressures, transient outgassing
and pump down, basic gas transmittance and actual tank insulation schemes,	 ! ^!
Data was derived from both flat and tank installed samples. 	 (NBS-118)
5.146	 Reed (1965) reported on  theoretical method of optimizing 'the number
of layers of NRC-2 shingles required to' minimize weight penalties. 	 Both
f
normal and lateral heat conduction were considered. Insulation, weight,
cool down requirements and steady state boil off were considered. 	 54
layers of insulation provided the 'optimum. performance for a 30 day storage
pe'riod for a 105 inch diameter tank.
i
r
Methods of rupturing the purge bag to provide evacuation were considered.
t
It was concluded that ,^ lar purge bag eel ty pe, joints, '	 tail,^	 y	 .^ g	 g p	 y^ ^ 3	 joined with 12J
f
16Z	 r	 !
r^I
Sclijeldahl GT-100 -T ape .woutd.provide a.predi^ uible releases duo to
differential pressures.
	 A second pneumatic type "opener" witli springy;
loadinj_.to ' ensure maintenance of the opening was also described. 	 (NBS--10)
S-147
	
	
Romero (1967) presented a semi-active insulation system for use on the
moon or other long cyclic heat flux environments.
.	
.
The lunar night temperatures reacli ZOOR which is below liquid oxygen
temperatures; therefore, the scheme permits bail off gas or 3uxilary gas
in the insulation during the night to cool 'and/or subcool the oxygen. The
insulation is vented to space before the daytime radiation impinges. Sever-a
hours are required to complete the evacuation. -If pressure rise in the , tank
is permitted during the day, calculations showed that this storage mode could
operate subcritically indefinitely.
	 (NASA-4)
S -.148
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Carstens (1965) presented a theoretical comparison of the storability 	 r
and weight-performance factors associated with four candidate rocket fuel
combinations for earth orbit and lunar storage missions. Hydrogen /oxygen,
hydrazine/fluorine, hydrazine/nitrogen tetroxidc, and diborane/oxygen
difloride were. considered. Vented, non-vented, and refrigerated storagei
modes were considered for the cryogens. Su:perinsulation, foarij and powder
insulations were-studied.	 r
The analysis i c' ludes' an opti- :ization of insulation ; hi;ukncssl based on
1
	
.	
1163
.	 ", 	 _4.
weight petlalty, for each storage mode. The fuels the'rizselves were.
0
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compared on a weight required for a specified rnzission, after storage,
using LSP for the basis.
For the cryogens, non-vented storage was optimum for short missions
The H2 IF2 system proved to be the most effective for storage tunes up
to 2, weeks.	 For longer missiens,B 2 H6 /OF2 ;showed a slight advantage.
were given.	 (NASA-11)
Cos-ton (1467) ' presented an experimental determination of the effective
conauctivity of a.multilayer insulation in the direction parallel to the layers
The insulation consisted of 6. 35 x 10
.6
 rrmeter IvVlar with two layers of
_5
approximately 400.
 A aluminurn on each surface	 7. 11 x 10 meter
Dexiglass spacers were' used. .
The material was packed to 3230 layers/meter it a calorimeter and
conductivity measurements were made for mean temperatures varying from
50 to ZZ5K.	 The mean affective conductivity vs ari.thrncti6 mean temperaWre
 
5
was curve: fit to the data; 1{-11. 4^ x :0 ^+10. 0Z x 10 T(watt/MK).
. 1G
with refrigeration superior for the longer rnissions.
	 Superinsulation was
required to be competitive with the storable fuels.
Details of the insulation optimization scheme, space environment, and
calculation of surface temperatures considering all sources of radiation
i
{Lr.^w"'biearn*Jic.4n^ra^ .. 	 .
Considering the electron mean f •re path, the fih-n thickness and
room temperature bulk material conductivities, the alunnirum lavers
must he the overriding conductor in the systern. Normally, aluminun-k's
conductivity peaks at low ten-,^crature due tcs mean free path effects,
Since the film thickness 'is of the order of the room temperature mean free
path (which increases with decreasing terr.perature), the mean free path
effects do not produce a temperature dependence.	 (NASA-3)
upon the assumption that solid conduction increases linearly -,%,ith
packing, density; i.e. total insulation thickness was held cons.ant «'l.ile
the num. be•r of radiation shields was increased. (NBS-1•1)
S-151
	
	 •. Isakson (1955) presented a study of externally mounted liquid hydro-
gcn tanks for aircraft application. A general review of the properties
of 10 foams was given. Materials include cellulose acetate, epon
resin, polystyrene, phenolic resin, and isocyanatc resin.
3
Densities varied from 2 -to 20 lb. /ft. with compressive strengths
varying from 7 to 190 psi, increasing with density. Thermal expansion
coefficients of approximately 2 x 10" 5 /F were reported.	 Room temp-
.	 erature conductivities ra!ige from 0. 01.6 to .025 3fhr. tt. R, increasing
with density. (DDC-13)
S-152 Johns,o X1.64) presented an extensive review of theoretical heat
transfer models for ga's filled powders,' The theories were discussed
and compared -to experimental data for carbon black-silica powdcr mixtures
filled with helium, neon and nitrogen at atmospheric pressures.
'article sizes were chosen to limit gaseous conduction in the transition
region between continuum and free mol-c-cular flow regimes.
A model was developed for the heat flow. Gas conductivity, gas-solid
interactions, and conductivity in absorbed gas layers were assumed to a :t
in parallel"
166
	
.
11
YFor a mean ternperature of -?.00F, conductivities of 0. 0005,
.y
0. 01 0
 0. 012 and Q. 025 B/hr. ft. F were measured for evacuated, nitrogen,
neon and helium fills, respectively. Comparison of the data and the
models,,
 using experltremally d(Aarn-.tn•ed adsorbu(j pliaAo trunrifol.
properties, resulted in'good correlation for the mean temperatures invest-3
igated ( -100 to -200F) and powder bed densities from 6 to 22 lb. /ft.
Analysis' of the correlations indicate that gaseous conduction is the
predominant effect and transfer from gas to solid to gas was relatively
unimportant. The adsorbed gas phase may contribute up to 50°,o of the
total transfer and solid conduction and contact resistance contributions
were overshadowed by the adsorbed phase.
The effects of particle aggregation were also discussed. It was noted
that the responsible Van der Waals forces become more significant as
particle size is decreased. (DDC-17)
S-153
	
	 Carr (1967) presented the results of an environmental simulation and a
lifetime in orbit t t f ill d
	 td	 t d K	 t	 i'es or a Grin a go coa c	 ap on insu at, ion,
	 ^	 ,
The insulation, mounted on a 14 inch long cylindrical tank, was subjected.i i
.8	 f
to 10 torr vacuum at a mean temperature of -120 0F for 60 days.- Then
	 i
it was subjected to a typical liquid rocket vibration environmen t.
The thermal performance, 0. 35 watts/ft. for 19 layers of insulation,
rI
.	 t	 _
The Kapton layers %.ve re pe rforate4 with 9, 1/8 inch divan-ic o r,
holes per square foot. The blankets were attached to tho tazik using; nylon
studs (Tinger Fa steners made by General Electric Co. ) and split nylon
washers. The fasteners were attached to the tank using Velcro nylon hook
and pile tape, (Velcro Corp. ) and the blanket joints were 4aped with ad-
hesive backed Kapton tape, (Technical F"lourocarbons Eng. , Inc.
	 The
gold coated Kapton was provided by National Metalizing.
	 (NASA-21)
S-154	 Gosch (1965) presented mission studies fora hypersonic hydrogen fueled
aircraft.. The performance calculations assumedd, a micro-quartz helium	 /
purged external insulation. Its thermal conductivity was reported to be
0. 0213/hr. ft. R a-t 104R and . 03 at 500R.
	 (DDC-25)
S-155
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Hacker ( 1965) described an external sealed foam type insulation. Freon,	 11(=
bl'own polyurethane foam ,
 with an apparent conductivity of 0. O11 B/hr, ft. R,
2 lb. /ft. 3 density, and 0. 3B/lb. R specific heat, was the basic insulation.
	
,}
0.'0005 inch aluminum foil sandwiched between. 0. 005 inch layers of
Mylar was bonded to either side of the foam with polyester adhesive to Seal
I
h	 r'	 h,	 r	 r t e mate ial. This sealant layer has no measurable permeability and adds
to the panel rigidit ' for handling.
Panel edges were covered with vacuum formed "'Ytar channel sections
and the butt joints sealed %,vUh a tape form of the sealing rmatcrial, The
.,
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panels were bonded to the tank to prevent gas trapping an d leakage.
A' 0. •003 inch thick style 106 • fiberglass cloth imprcgnated'^vit.h
Dow Corning Silicone A-9000 adhestive was wrapped over the panels
to provide protection from the launch environment.
	 The entire in-
sulation system was wrapped with fiberglass roving applied by a fila-
fnent winding machine.	 The wrap is designed to compress the insu-
• lation to a load of '2 lb. /in
	
material provides the basic
structural support.
NBS reports 20 through 25 present a detail discussion of this in-'
ii
i
sulation.
	 (NBS -26)
11
S-156 Heidelberg (1965) -presented the results of flat plate calorimeter
thermal conductivity measurements for the foam insulation described in
T
-
l	 F
NBS -26
A meanoverall conductivity of 0. 0128/hr. ft. R was measured at the i
mean temperature of 282R.
	 No difference in conductivity was noted when1	 y	 y n	 tc,	 w	 ^..
the panel was evacuated by cryopumping instead of inechanically.
	 An,
•
{
t
a
increase in compressive loading from 2 (design point) to 15 pounds per
square inch, did not affect the cond4ctivity measurements.
	 A test to determine
panel joint efficiency was not conclusive.
	
(1,41^S-20)
16 9
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	 Dengler (1965) studied oxygen impact sensitivity of the foam insulation
described in NBS -26.
,.The basic foam showed essentially no reaction in the.presence of
liquid oxygen. The composite of foam with a •hiylar-aluminum--^'4ylar
seal attached with Vitel PE207 (Goodyear `fire and Rubber Co. ) adhesive
showed some mild reaction in 1/4 of the tests. The occurance of
reaction could not be corretated with any of the test parameters. •
Foam permeability tests were made to evaluate the possibility of air
saturation over a large area when a localized seal failure occurs. The
permeability was found to be 0. 36 cc air/cc foam/hr, /ATM at room
rs
temperature. This value is so small that cryopumping will be localized
in the immediate vicinity of a seal leak. Therefore, the probability of
any accident is minimized. (NBS-21)
Y
S • 158
	 Perkins (1965) presented the results of subscale tankage tests performr.d:
--
on the foam insulation described in NBS -26.	 i
Pi
Thermal conductivity measurements showed a degradation of about 10°^o a
r.
•	
-fir	
^
compared to flat plate calorimeter values, (NBS-20). The conductivity was
insensitive to panel bonding, edge seals and protuberances.
Panel bonding by use of full adhesive coverage or edge plus grid pattorn
I
''
	 b
bonding were equally effective in previ^ntion of cryopumping.
Launch pres •sur,c decay and heating tests were conducted. , The insu-
lotion was able to withstand these environments without thermal perfor-
mance degrcdation. The environment included temperatures to 615F with
dynamic pressures to 9.52 lb/ft2
 and velocities to Mach 2. (N13S-22)
i
P 
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S-159	 Perkins (1965) presented the detail design, fabrication and installation,
procedures for the foam insulation described in N13S-26.
Narmco 7343/7139 resin mixture was used to bond the various co.-nponents
together and the entire blanket to, the aluminum tank. The aluminun-I wa's
prepared for bonding by cleaning with toluene and scrubbing with methyle-
thyl ketone. A prime coat of Vtcl PE 207 resin was used on the al uminui-n.
Holes were cut in the panels to accomodate protrusions. Vacuum formed
S Iiylar-aluminum-Mylar sealing material. was used to seal tl,ic blankets around
	
V
the holes. The holes, were then filled by foaming polyurethane in place.
	
7
Where-ever possible, the entire protuberance was scaled by a patch of the
sealing material.
The outer wrap was made of eight-strand epoxy-preimpregnated S/HTS
fiberglass roving. A room temperature curing, tcmperaturc--resistant,
t
si.locone resin was used to bond tF,-- windings 'Co the insulatioq^ and itself-
Pretension was selected to assure the insxa ation integrity after`tx-^Countinf;
	
^,1
for thermal shrinkage and the compressive loading on the foam. (i^rTf;S-_,^f'_,,
17
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QCalvert (1965) presented a detailed description of t\,:o t, ro,ind liold
tests performed on a full size Centaur tank insulated with the foam described in
N13S -26
Two ground hold boil off tests were conducted 3 .1 days .apart. The
first test lasted 25 - hours and the second 11 hours. The tank ends were not
insulated with the foam panels so the conductivity data (-,ti°itli end leaks sub-
tracted out) represents the cylindrical portion' including. various protrus-
ions.
A conductivity of 0. 008 .B/hr, ft. R was measured for a mean tetnperature
of 2000R. This value is 30 to 40 percent lower than values measured in
subscale tests. °rhe difference was attributed to fewer panel joints per
unit area in the large tank layup.
Conductivities measured in the second test were only 4 percent hither
than the original values. A number of blisters and cracked fosse areas
t 	 '
f
l .
	 developed in the insulation during warm up after each test.	 Generally thesc
. `	 areas were localized and near a protuberance. They apparently did riot
affect performance significantly as shown by the agreement between the l
'two tests.
	
A detail description of the damaged areas v,°as given. 	 (NL'S;-"74)
S-161	 Esgar (1965) presented a concise summar y of the foam insulation do velop-
t
mert work and testing which was described in do tail in NBS-20, 21, 22, 23, 24 .
.	
and NBS 26.
	 ('NIBS-25;
1'7 Z
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S-16Z	 Evenson (1962) presented the results of an experin;enital .study of
adhesives for bonding polyurethane filled phenolic honeycon.b to aluminum tanks.
Nine adhesive materials were applied and subjected to twenty thermal cycles
(Pc rp, room to licluld hydro g atl tompdrutuvos. Tho 4 I OAAV1 wt;fi 4yeled to
900 psi twenty times to stress the bonds at hydrogen temperature.
E;pon 828-Versamid 125 (Shell Chem. Co. - General Mills) irnprognated
fiberglass mat, Lefkoweld 109 (Leffingwell Chem Co.) , FAt1000 (Bloom-
ingdale Rubber Co. ), AF-41 (Minnesota Minning and Manufacturing Co.) an, d.
Proseal 777 (Coast Pro-Seal and Manufacturing Co. ) adhesives successfully
survived the testing.
	 The first two were recommended because the latter
three require long and/or high temperature curing cycles.
CIF^ID-1^
	
Hcxcel 1219 and 1252, Dpon 828 v Hardner 951, and Silastic 140 (low
Corning Chemical CO. all failed in the bond line during thermal cycling.
(DDC-9.)
Sp163
	 NASA (1967) Contains .reports NBS- 92, 93, 94, 95 and NASA-23, 24.
This composite report presents the results of the MSFC insulation studies up
through 1967. (NBS - 91)
If
S 16 .
	
	 Gilstad ( 1 967) reviewed the general requirements for Insulations	 t
which will be used in manned missions ir, the 70 1 s. The requirements for
developing a reliable superinsulation capable of storing cryogens in .space for
I
12 months were described.
V	
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Gilst<ad notes that full scale te l: tin	 ? andfot^ fl.gt^t l estinq will
I
be required to fully demonstrate the perforniance of supe rinsulatio;is.
He notes that McGill University is/was • studying the meteoroid protect-
ion problem.	 (NBS-92)
S-165 Hyde (1967) presented a review of the theoretical and experirnent,al
studies of a multilayer (NRC-2) shingle insulated 105 inch diameter
tank.
	 All the information presented	 here has been published elsewhere r
(See NBS-118) and summaries are includedin this report. He does point out: that
scale-up of subscale and calorimeter data can result in 60 percent-.
1
errors.
	 This report is included in NBS-91. 	 (NBS-93)
S-166 Nevins (1967) discussed a number of mechanical superinsulation
.attachment schemes.
	 Various samples were subjected to dynamic mechan-
ical loading to simulate flight environments.
	 5 schemes were investigated.'
One type incorporated a loose fitting rope to which the insulation battens
F,
were clipped using a spring type clamp; this attachment required very
careful design to survive.
	 ; Tension hands over the blanket or interwoven
with the layers were successful in purged insulation applications
	 Fins
holding shingled battens were adequate for a purged condition.
	 Button. and
--
string lacing was teste d successfully for a purged configuration,.
t
An extensive series of permeability tests were madc oa 30 metal-plastic
174
mums W-7imOT-V
„.	 laminates to evaluate their applicability for vacuum scaling , i% fokir
layer laminate of 0.5 mil Mylar, 2-0.35 mil aluminums and 0.5 mil
Mylar proved to have the lowest permeability. A sublayer of "two- way
stretch nylon” provided resistance to creasing and consequent Icaka1,ce
Actual tank tests indicated that seams are quite unreliable and that small
leaks are'very difficult to find. Therefore, evacuated insulation was not
	
4
considered to be a6 promising as purged instillation where lea}cagc is not
so critical. (NASA-24)
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S-167	 Yates (1967) described the manufacturing and installation ()i butte. I l7ur Oti 0
,hinl;le type insulation and a continuous wrap evacuated insulationl.
	 'I'llc ti06110,L
type insulation proved to'be easier to handle and insUill; also, the purge b.et^ &,i;i
much more reliable than a vacuum bag.
The shingle insulation was made up of b battens of 8 layers of N1:C
-
aluminized Mylar. The battens were cut to various lerngths to produce a shiogle
effect. All the sheets were bonded together at one end %ti, itli thermoplastic
adhesive on 19 inch intervals.	 Small holes were punched through the'bonded
area for installation on aluminum pins bonded to the tank with N.A P MCO 7 3 ,1 3
adhesive.	 An "E-ring" retainer was used.' Excess material on curved surf ice:i
w
was tucked, folded and taped. Battens were taped to lower shingles at their
outer extremities. The purge jacket was made of 5 mil Iviylar. Curved
sections were vacuum .formed and joined with contact adhesive. YI recut. battens
were installed aroui, d penetrations and interleaved with penetration i'nsulati6n.
Preformed vacuum jacket transition pieces were bonded to the main jac'lcct and
to purge • maraifolds at the penetration. This installation was straight forward
and posed no particular handling problems. Satisfactory performance was achi4oved
but, it was considerably less than expected.
Linde SI-62 ( aluminum foil and glass fiberl apex) was select' ci for a contin-
uous vacuum insulation lay up. Al.urnin urn foil tension bands were bonded to 04
tank-wall cylindrical sections. Insulation ,vas wrap p^ed -si,multaneously with die
tension Viands to provide lager support. Holes for penetrations had to bC Cut on
each revolution, this cau$ea considerable delay.	 The tension band
was bonded to the last insulation layer at its outer extremity. The tank
ends were insulated .
 with.interleaved and taped discs of SY-62.
	 Penetrations
were insulated with helically wrapped material and interleaved with the tank.
insulation. The vacuum bag was made of 1 mil M'ylar - .8 mil lead v
 1 mil
r 	
M/ rlar laminate sheet. Curved parts were vacuum formed. Joints were
made with a portable heat scales. This material was.quite sensitive to hand-
ling damage. 0. 5 torr was achieved in the vacuum bag. No performance
tests had been made for this insulation.
	 (NASA-23)
S-168
I Oi-Nll
1
Stuckey (1967) summarized the performance of two foam spaced superinsulations
with a rriicromcteroid bumper layer. 30 mil thick polyurethane foam was used
for the spacers; it was spot bonded to each reflective layer using quick drying
adhesive. For tanks less than 120 inches in diameter, 1/2 inch wide alumini•r.ed
'Myr lar ribbon filament was'w' ound over the spacer for each reflective layer.
On larger tanks, the same materials were' made into panels from flat sheets and
3
bonded to the tank.	 Both systems weigh at-,out 2 lb. /ft.
	
30 inch diameter
Calorimeter conductivity measurements showed conductivities of 4 x 10 -5
and 6 x 10 +5 B/hr, ft. R.Helium parge ground hold tests gave conductivities of
about . 045B/hr. ft. R.
The micrometeorc d protection system uses the energy absorption ca,p.abilities
of the insulation in conjunction with ar, outer layer. of 1 mil 181 fiberglass clod:
F_
impregnated with polyurethane resin.
	 For 10 '.- to 10	 g particlesi
I mpacting a,t-a velocity of 30, 000 ft/sec, an optimum insulation th.ickness of
Z ' inches was required to absorb the energy. The preconstructed bumper
layer was installed in two pieces using pressure sensitive tape.
Aerodynaiyi ic heating tests (up to 450 0) resulted in degradation of the
outermost 2 or 3 Ndylar layers. It was recommended that aluz-ninized Kapton
be used in the "outer layers because of its greater thermal .
 capability.	 (N BS -9 -1
S-169	 Wood (1967) reviewed briefly, the MSFC plains for continuing insulation
developi'llent studies for long term, space storage. This will require better
thermal performance at lower. densities. This needs to be demonstrated by
tankage tests as opposed to calorimeter data. (NBS -95 )
If
S-170 Colaluca (1963) reported the thermal conductivity of 70 layers of evacuated
SI-62 insulation on a cylindrical tank. The insulation was wrapped continuously
If
on the cylinder. Individual interleaved gores were used on the tank heads. it
These were secured with cellophane tape. A vacuum bag of I mil alL111-1-knum
sandwiched between"2-1/2 mil NL Aylar sheets was applied in. the same `pattern
and sealed with contact adliesive.
Conductivity as a function of ex .ternal pressure was measured.	 V^l lues
varied from about 10 B/hr, f'(.-. R for I at;mosphcre loading to 9 x 10- 5 B/hr. ft. PN
at a b 'out 10 
.. 3 
atzmosphcres external load, Vic lower value w;--, s about 4 Lill
I 
71CS
17 8
@@y r 
1 0
rthat expected for an idealized insulation , 	 'Phis difference was attributed to
gas conduction in the insulation where the pressure was 0. 5 n.icron 11g. (NASA-17)
S-171.
	
	 Leonhard (1967) presented a description of an extensive insulation develop
ment program. The insulation utilizes layers of double aluminized Mylar
separated by . 040 inch thick tufts of dacron fibers. The tufts were bonded
to the mylar. with Narmco 7343 adhesive. The tufts were positioned and aligned
by use of a vibration technique. The insulation was purged.
The insulation was installed in blankets with their joints scaled with tape.
Fiberglass retainer pins are used at both ends of the cylindrical section.
Both the end gores. and side wall blankets were attached to the pins. Fiber.
141,	 glass washers and dacron thread were used to retain the layup. The outer
surface is treated with a dacron layer to provide a purging barrier. Dacron is
used throughout because of its low outga,ssinb coefficient.
15 layers of "superflock" had a heat transfer coefficient of 0. 2 to
0. 32 B/hr. ft. which is superior to NRC--2, (approximately 20°jo on a weight
basis.) ,
 Depressurization tests showed that 103 microns of internal pressure
could be reached in 140 seconds. At that pressure level gaseous Conduction
was eliminated and free molecular t;°on.sfer existed.
The study ittcluelcd extensive evacuation tests and analysis, Outga ssinl;
coefficients and diffwg ion parameters were discussed extensively. Computer
programs for calculating pressure decay were developed and are docurncn.ted in
the report.
Extensive theoretical and experimental thermal data were pre: -_cited to
show the effects of emissivity, spacer properties, nu1l1ber of shields,	 gas
pressures and temperature. The report includes extensive data on shield
reflectivity as a function of radiation wave length, shield te,nperaturc, and
type and size of the spacing tufts.
	 (DDC-19)
S••17?. Lindquist (1969) presented a comprehensive review of a superin.sulation-
development program including basic and tankage data, installation procedures,
and design drawings.
	 Evacuated aluminum foil - 106 Dexiglas paper lan;inaate
	 ff
•	 f
was used in the insulation design.
	 Outgassing, permeability, and conductivity
t
n
data were presented for 21 films, laminates and adhesives for use in design
trade-off studies.
Insulation was applied to cylindrical tank sections in a continuous wrap
with aluminum bands used to support the material. and, control its density.
F	
.
Circular discs were used on the tank heads; these were interleaved and tt,ped i}
to their respective cylindrical , layers.	 Layers had to be cut individually to
z
accomodate penetrations.
A flexible vacuum jacket was made from a laminate of l r'niI ;•:ylar - 0, 8 nii1 J
dead R 1 Yxiil Mylar.	 This -material has permeabilityof 5 x 1" ' li ft. 3 /ft	 ATM
f3
_ which was repeatable aster various flee: tests. 	 Curved parts were i-radc by vwcuuYn
,
forming.
	 Joints were nmadc with Schjeldahl GT-2001 adhesive and licat scaled.
l `r
DuPont Adiprene L-100 adhesive w;, used for joining to a luniinuiZa,
	 9
Armstrong A-12 adhesive was used to repair minute vacuum: leaks. pene-
trations-Were covered with rigid metal jackets joined to the flc'\ible
jacket by o-ring seals.
Extensive data on outgassing and vacuum' conductance were reviewed and
presented to evaluate pump-down characteristics and procedures.
	 It was
recommended that all materials be pre-processed at 300°F for
	
30 hours and
that the entire system be maintained at 200°F during evacuation: 	 Both theory j,.
and test demonstrated a 50 hour pumping duration to achieve 100 »iicrons lig on a
• is
105 inch diameter tank.	 A molecular sieve
	 letter was ei-nployed also, j
Perforations in the shield near the purr)-out ports were required 'to achieve this a
performance.
Thermal tests sinnulating the space environment resulted in effective
., 5
conductivities of 7. 3 x 10	 B/hr. ft. R as compared to predicted values based on #	 '
_5
calorimeter data o of 3. 5 x 10	 Ground hold tests showed a conductivity of t
70 x 10 -5B/hr. ft. R or about'one and one half times the predicted value.
They, note that aluminized plastic shields would reduce system weight.
Also, preevacuated systems are limited to usage on small tanks because
1
of the complexity of sealing
	
they require.	 (1^TASA^36)
1.
S-•173 Bullard (1969)
	
presented an interim report on cryogenic tank .support
' studies.	 The final report covering this work is presented in NASA^37Q The report
summarized an analytic 'study of 12.1 support concepts and . i ncludes data for multialc
interfa:cc structures (stacked washers),. Various rnission studies wee c pr.esentc d.
r	
.	
_	
..
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5-174 Bullard (1969) presented the results of a thcoretic.-^I (secs NASA- ,140 ,
and experimental investigation of 6 cryogenic tarn support concepts..
1. Fiberglass tube support,
2. •Titaniurn strut with stacked washers in series,
3.	 Ball and socket titanium support which can be partially disconnected
(the socket expanded to minimize contact) for low "G" loading
r •pe riods,
4.	 A vent gas cooled titanium tube support,
5,	 continuous thin wall fiberglass cone,
6.	 continuous fiberglass honeycomb cone.
The supports were designed for a 5, 500 lb tank with 5. 7 g acceleration and
6 g vibration.
.
yk
•
ffi
Detail temperature profile and conductance•data -were given for LH
	 and I;r
LN	 cold texmperatures.
	 These data compared favorably to the predictions.
Conductivities were reported as a function of temperature.
The ball-socket joint proved to be 5010 less efficient than predicted due
S
to uncertainties in contact areas.
	 The washer system using stainless steel ?i
dn	 pr ove ^.
	 c
ompo ents 	 e	 cry sensitive to mean temperature; the tlicrn)lt	 b^,o
i
s	 .
resistance dropped an order of magnitude at rooirZ tcn,pexaturc coinparcd to
•LN2
 ternporature,
k^ Overall,	 the filarnent-
	 ound fiberglass tube strut offers the most potentialg	 P
•
from, considerations of weiglit, Cheri-nal performance, simplicity, and
versatility.	 At a temperature of 2508 its conductivity was 0. Z*B /Ii r. ft, 1:,
(NASA-37)
S_175
	
Boeing (1967) presdnted the results of an experimental study of pump down
• rates for purged multilayer insulations.
	 Nylon tulle (net), Fortr:el scrim
(a polyester) and , 045 inch thick mylar honeycomb spacers were tested witli
inch diameter perforations on 0. 03 inch centers in thc.rnylar will optiIzlize
pump down time.
Six material preconditions were tried
f
1. room temperature. nitrogen purge,
	 I
Z. room temperature, helium purge,
3. 200°F nitrogen purge,
	 !	 'a
4. 200°F helium purge,
5. 2509F vacuum and nitrogen backfill,
	
! .
.	
t{'
6. 250°F vacuum and helium backfill.
In all cases helium purging was preferable to nitrogen. The Fortrel
scrim and honeycomb materials could be pumped to 10 4 torr in one hour with
room temperature purging and in 7 minutes after the hot purge. Pressures
differentials across these insulations were insignificant. The Nylon produced
very lout; evacuation times for room temperature preconditioning because of i-ts
	 }
affinity for water vapor.! I'ressure time curves were given for each test. (DDC-Z4)
183	 (	
1.
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-176 Laser (1964) presented a compilation o
.
f thermophysical property, data of
insu lating materials for both low and high temperature application. DataU-i
is presented as a function of temperature. The data includes: therinal
conductivity, diffusivity, compressive strength, density, melting point,
continuous service• temperature, typical available for rn and modulus of c la s Li C -
,ity 	It also includes a summary of test methods used to measure these
properties.	 (DDC .2 0)
5-177 Heathman (1.966) presented 'a preliminary report on the design and testing
of insulation for a hypersonic cruise vehicle. Preliminary design of tankage
and a Microquartz high' temperature insulation system was described. Various
mission studies were presented. The final phases of this inves tiga Lion. we re	 H
,reported in NBS-103 and NBS- -114. (DDC-11)
	
S-178	 Sterbentz (1966) presented a complete documentation of the technical
studie's, data, and design incorporated infothe superinsulation system sumn-jal, -
ized in NBS-64.
Complete compilations of gas flow, temperature profiles, pe rmea bili ties,
diffusion coefficicnts,. and thermal conductivities are presented as a funclion of
design parameters, (shingle thickness and length, blanket density, support
•methods, joint desigh, oper--:)-tim- Y tem.Dcra-tures, etc.	 Prediction methods
were described and compared to test data. Detail installation
,
 techniques and
184
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drawings were included.	 (NBS-631 )	 (See S-190 also).
S-179 Bell (1962) provided a general review of foam and fiberglass insulation
systeriis and technology which existed in 1962. Some data on conductivity,
pump down time, and thermal contraction were given. (DDC-1)
	
-1130	 Crawford(1966) resented the results of external insulation system torts►(	 ) p	 )
perfc:imcd on 5 types of superinsulation. Each insulation was rnountt^d on a
cylindrical tank and subjected to ground hold simulation, combined •mechanical
and acoustical excitation, acceleration, boost pressure-time history, and space
simulation.
NRC-2 type insulation was easy to install in blankets which can be folded and
reinstalled without damage. Tears were easily repaired with clear Mylar
	
I'
adhesive tape. Blankets were installed with overlapping edges and secured by
t
clamping (plastic) to a Dacron' rope. The standard material survived the ground
hold and mechanical tests. Its space performance was unacceptable due to
r
excessive outgassing and high gaseous flow impedance.
	 I
NRC -2 perforated by drilling with thin wall stainless steel tubing (at 550	 (
rpm, 90 layers can be cut at once) was rriounted, over a scaled honeycomb subs, 	 x
t
stratc. The substrate cracked and lost its seal due to differential Uicrn;al
contraction. Space performance was hindered by the large; area of perforaLion.s,
185
7 rn,
ti
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o0. 5% perforated,	 2:10	 helium purged 1NRC without. substrate pro ed'to bo
the most efficient insulation tested.	 It was easy to handle but the installed
layer den ' ity was hard to,control.
	
It could be humped to 10
	 in •1 to
5 hours.	 Its apparent conductivity to hydrogen ten;perature in the space
environment was about an order of magnitude better than the others tested,
(4. 7	 x 10-5 B/hr. ft. R).
A pre-evacuated Linde SI-62 system was attached in the same fashion as the
C
NR!C-2,	 The material was much more susceptible to handling damage,
	
Dobecicniuli
Metalam PZ 5526 { Mylar - aluminum/aluminum - rlylar) laminate proved to be
the best vacuum jacket.	 A substrate of two -way stretch nylon cloth bonded to the
i
jacket improved resistance to flexure damage.
	 Joints were bonded and doubled
t, 	 I
^r. with Goodyear G-207 adhesive and Dobeckmun 32899 tape.	 Two to three houi`s
'r
of pumping were required to achieve 150 microns without preconditioning.
4
Also,,	 after external pressure removal, 2 - 1/2 hours were required for 80%
recover y 	 ^	 ^of insulation he ight.	 A leak tight seal never was achieved so the i
x
measured thermal performance was very poor.
l
The last insulation studied was a purged, dimpled, aluminum coated, phenolic
impregnated, fiberglass cloth, (5 mils thick).	 The insulation was mounted on a4
nylon, studs screwed onto aluminum studs which. were bonded to the tank.	 This
scheme greatly enhanced evacuation but suffered from excessive conduction,
Its conductivity vas an order of magnitude greater than the1RG-2. It was
felt that further development of the concept could greatly in prove 'its pc rf^. m
ante. (NDSp108) 1
_
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Kerlin (1966) presented a test plan for evaluating; nuclear radiation
effects on typical superinsulation materials including t,:.pcs; adilesiVeS, radiation
barriers and spacing; materials. This report discusses the test plain and the
selection of materials for the; tests based upon their known non-radiation insulation
properties. (NBS-75)
9
^^18z
	
Bush (1965) presented a study of Linde and NRC type. insulations. The
4
report includes a decision making; scheme for corriparing; insulations. Typical
idealized design criteron were forrnulated to provide a design base.
i`
The general properties of Linde and NRC insulations were described in-
cluding NRC data on joint heat leaks for inter lea%, ed
 and a Polled type jo-Int.
Typical, heat leak for a rolled joint is 0. 0225 B/h.r. ' /foot of length.	 The general	 i
properties of Mar.shicld insulation (aluminum coated, dimpled, 5 mil fiberglass)
3
was also described, it weighs z to 5 lb. /ft.
	 A theoretical analysis of the
Marshicid 'insulation was given, it indicwtes that performance improvements over
Linde and NRC may,
 be achieved as a result of greater installed height and 	 }
improved penetration treatment. Various scaled substrate for prevention of
cryopumping were described also.
A method of calculating an optimum insuI.ation design for a given mission in
	 ^ t
terms of weight penalty was presented in deLail.
Typical installation and theoretical performance information was given. for
wr
a
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spherical and cylindrical tanks v, , ith NRC-2 over a sealed hotieycon)b substrate,
I- z purged NRC-2, He purged 1`larshield, prewe:vacuated N R'C- 61 and Lind.: S;..
Gcn.erally purged NRCi.nsulation was installed with nylon rope to which the,
blankets
,
 were attached. The edges were interlcav4d in grou .I?s of ton layers.
Evacuated NRC was considered in several individually sealed Blankets which
were bonded to a substrate. The joints were made by rolling the halves to=
gcther and taping. A spaced, evacuated, NRC was also considered ( fiber-
glass cloth spacers used in the lower 1/3 of the layers) to itznprove groLtnd 'mold
characteristics. ' This approximately doubled the space heat leak and halved
I CA.
{
the ground hold heat leak. This material as well as the Linde would be
supported by the rope-clamp system. The Viarshicld would be mounted in panels
on bonded pins.
A rather complete insulation rating system was devised to include not only
the thcrmophysical data but also reliability, manufacturing problems, service,
and development required. Based upon a point rating system, the scaled honey
comb substrate and passive NRC was judged to be.the Lest insulation studied
due to "recent success" in bonding; honeycomb and the inherctzt. reliability and
simplicity of the system. Second and third rated were NRC-2 and Marsltiield j
purged insulations. These were selected over the va.cuuni types because: of th
t
unreliability associated with vacuunn bags
D,-t,-ii l.,cat transfer calculation procedures were reported for opLimizing
insulation and supports.	 Also,, the interzaal. radiation iri pipes was treaLed.
(NASA-34)	
`
	-183	 Carr (1964) presented the results of space sir-nularion test inado can
a spherical tank. Solar radiation, albedo and Lartn reflected radiation were
simulated in a vacuum, chamber.
The insulation was made up of 210 layers of NRC-2; installation proceduros
were not described. The test results shoe: a def;rcdation from calorimeter
based predictions of 5010 when installed on.a four foot diarneter. sphere.
This discrepency was blamed upon the insulation mounting; studs and degradation
at the penetrations.
It was concluded that the insulation system'would be adequate for one year
oxygen mission (10-2 0 1/o boil off in 4 foot sphere) but would be unacceptable
for long term hydrogen storage. (NBS-18)
	
S-184	 Knoll (1968) presented a general discussion and analysis of shadow shield
performance. E-.per.ia-nents were performed to verify the analysis and deter-
mind the shield-structural support interaction effects.
	
Effects of emissivity, shield spacing;, radiation source temperature, and
	 z
shield support properties were presented parametrically. The importance of
a
	obtaining low emissivity surfaces for the supports was noted. Also, thermal
	 }
4
shorting o£ . th.e supports to ,the shield can enhance: the performance by trading -
linear conductive transfer for the non-linear radiative flux.
The tests indicated flood correlation with analytic prediction methods. '(NASA-18J
x
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Ql l^ -185	 Allgfeier (1968) presented a description of the f^:el cell, 111ttabolic
oxygen, and dilutent gas requirements for 6 to 2 .1 month spaco missions.
Storage tanks similar to those used in Gemini, Apollo and Advanced Apollo
. systems were considered.
It was concluded that these double wall design concepts can not perforn-)
adequately without lowering he environmental temperatures.g	 F
Design curves were presented to show the fluid and heat leak requirenictits,
and tank sizes for various mission lengths and/or number of men p_Articipating.
a.
Curves of tank area'and weight were given for various Lank. L/D and pressures.,
It was recornmended that refrigeration be studied for the' logger mission.
(NASA-19)
i
S-186
	 Cerquettini (1969) described the procedure for applying the polyurctlianc" 	
i
foam Saturn S-II insulation.
	 !
An e Fox - lienolic rimer coatin g M602 rimer from Pittsburglate1 Y P	 P	 ^(	 P	 h	 .
Glass Co.') is baked on at 290 0F., Then an air •dry%r.g primer (prii-ner M of the
Furane Plastic Co.) is painted over the first coat. + A-250A urethane foam
(NOPCO Chernical Co. is spray ►ed directly over tl-c primer	 The foam dries
in a few .minutes. If the foaming operation is stopped, tl.,c edge is coated
?	 with NAT\MCO 7343 adhesive to seal it and to provide; a new starting point.
A Chemt-+Seal Corp. polyurethane resin-is applied over the foam to provide a
fungus and moisture harrier. This material can be machined at lo%v speeds.
(NASA-32)
187	 Knobbout (1969) presented sorne basic material properties, for
oxide film and foai ;.	 hiechanical properties, therrr,al expansion, diffu:;iun
coefficient and bonding agents were reported.
Sheet material had a yield stress 'of about 800 Kg/cn-i at root» temperatures
it increased to 1100 at 20K. The foam had a yield stress of about 2118/cr»2.
Both the film and foam had thermal expansion coefficients of about •1. 7 x 10 .51K.
The water diffusion coefficient was an order of magnitude greater than
Mylar (7. 3 . g/m 2 24hr. cny Hg). The oxygen diffusion coefficient was 3 orders
of ma.gnitudc greater than Mylar (250 x IO -IOcm 3 /cm 2.sccc cm1-1g}.
No satisfactory adhesive had been found for the temperature range of 20K
to .00K.
(j
This material is of interest because it can withstand'higher temperatures tliaI-L
most polymers such as polyesters. (NASA- 35)
S-188
	 NASA, (1966) presented a description of a double layered, scaled,' honeycomb Gt
►°'^,	 insulation. The inner sealed core is made of Mylar and sealed with iNlylar
film and polyurethane adhesive at the cold wa11. Its outer scal'is an aluminui n 
,
fil-nz bonded with a modified epoxy adhesive. This layer cryopu.mps'.
. 
	1
An outer sealed and perforated phenolic hon.cycomb_is bonded: on with cpo..y-J'
	
l
phenolic adhesive. Th-is layer's outer seal is an epoxy phenolic bonded alummu`rn 	 1
film. Heliurxz purge gas is introduced to eliminate air diffusion_ to the lo wer in
sulation and the cold wa 11. (N`BS-70)
I91
l9
l
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	 Rotter (1965) presented an econoz ,^ic study of insulation for
	
t
:1 70, 000 and 575, 000 gallon liquid hydrogen earth stor' S 4 dcwaz•. The
tanks were double walled. 	 Perlite po%:, der and superi.nsulat.ion \vere
compared.
The basis for comparison included direct material and installation
cost, daily LH2
 loss, cooldown loss, maintenance, facility time loss
for warmup and cooldown, and any safety derived from insulation protect-
ing the pressure vessel from external forces.
In a five year life time, superi.nsulation proved to be nzore cost
effective.	 Linde type insulation with a flat plate conductivity of 2 x 10 -5 .
M	 B/h ito JR was considered.
 Its iristalled conductivity was aSSUn']ed 'v
be 10 x4 B/hr ft R. Installed cost for the 370, 000 gal tank was reported to
be $16, 000 per, inch of thickness. *The 575, 000 gal tank insulation
was $22, 000 per inch of thickness.
	 (NASA -29)
r.
	0	 Lockheed (1964) presented the results of an extensive superinsulaLion
G
development and evaluation program. Conductivities, diffusion- coefficients
Pump out data, and flight load simulation were studied. Five insulation
configuarations ,vex'° considered. 'Those can be summarized as blankets
of Linde type spaced materials and unspac; d N Gs2 type material; install
l
ed on a sealed foam substrate. Both types were purged. Blankets we re
s
192
No R
r.
held together by a 4 to 8 inch spaced nylon thread weave with
plastic buttons. Shingles were taped to the substrate \vh ch wzis
attached to the tank with Velcro fasteners. A 2 mil Aclar - bag was
used to contain' the helium purge has.
Flat plate tests of the system (including joints etc. ) gave evacuated
conductivitie 's of 3 x 10 -5 B/hr ft R for the Linde blanket :;.ock up and
7 x 10 -5 B/hr ft R for 28 inch long NRC type shingles at a n.ean tei-11perature
of 3308.	 Installed conductivities -,were approximately 10 x 10 5 and 12 x 10 5
B/hr ft R respectively.	 These values were not appreciably degraded by
acoustic, virbration and • "g" loading simulations.
	
Conductivities parallel
to the layers was also given.
Gas flow parallel to-the insulation layers was measured. 70 layers
	 is
i
per inch of spaced insulation had a permeability of 10_ 7ft2 and a free ;»olec-	 !
ulcer. diffusion coefficient of . 36 ft2 /sec.	 Pump down tests on this
insulation installed on a 36 inch tank indicated that 2 hours were required
to reach'a stable pressure.
Purge tests indicated, that about 6 puree space volumes of hclum were
required to reduce the air fraction to 0. 001. 	 #
Light aluminur-n foil was degraded with exposure directly, to ,a 150
'db acoustic' field.
	 (NBS -56)
1
f	
-
S-191,
	
Love (1960) presented a revie.., of the Beat load environment for a
lunar mission. Several insulations were revic.. , cd.	 Typical conductivity
values were used to compute paran-ccric mission capabilities. Various
thermodynamic operating modes were discussed and related to performance
S-192
	
Gorhzrr. (1966) presented a discussion of the manufacturing and install-
ation methods for "super floc" superinsulation. 	 The instulation is rr.adc of
1/4 mil doubly al.urninized Ivlylar spaced with tufts of dacron thread bot>,dc-:
to its surface. The tufts are positioned on the uncured epoxy ccaLed
mylar using a vibration technique.
Y
	
	 Perforations were made in the mylar to facilitate pump out. A 1000°!
punch was used.
This insulation concept is described in much greater depth in
DDC- 19 (S-171)	 (NBS-117)
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MATERIALS/CONCEPTS CATEGORIES
For a complete description of these categories,
	 see Section
^1.	 • 1 ,	 page 28.,
Briefly,	 the cone is: .
PUBLICATION CATEGORIES
EI:	 External Insulation Technology
TB:	 Technological Base'
RV:	 Revie t
AT:
	
Analytical TeclvYiqucs
PR:	 Properties of Materials, Relevant: Tests, and Techniques
PA:	 Patent j
MATERIAL CATEGORIES
SI:	 Super Insulation j
MC:	 Multilaye r C'ompos,ite s
`K: -
	
Cork 1
FM:
	
Foam
HC:	 Honeycomb (nearly all are foram-filleci)
CA:	 Composites - abgre^ates
•
IN:
	
Internal
.
-TECHNIQUES OR APPLICATIONS
	
An (.x) appears in the appropriate 1t^
Column.	 They are:
Shroud Mount
Vapor Cooled or Refrigerated
Continuous Wrap
Blankets, Panels, Shingles
Pumped, Evacuated, or Cryopumped 3y
Z. Purged or Gas--xillcd
Perforations, Pu:mp Channels
M/C -G--	 ,
IN	 _	 .-_
f.
t.
LCWN^Ik.^LJLS/AITLICAI IONS
0
ZA
Gray (1960)
NBS-I TB HC x
S-34
Love (1960)
NBS-2 AT SI x x Ix
S-35
Olivier (1961)
NBS-4 AT SI x x
S-36
Clark (1962)
NBS-5 AT MC x
S-37
Franier (1961)
NBS-6 AT SI x x x
S-38
Merrill (1962)
NBS-8 AT MC x x
S-39
Lindquist (1962)
NBS-9 EI SI X x
S-14 0
Spieth (1958)
NBS-10	 - RV NIAFS-41
Hnilicka (1963)
NBS-11 RV SI x
S-42
Perkins (1964)
NBS-13 ET SI x x
S-43
J
Jolinson (1963)
N13 S - 15 AT CA
S -44
Haskins (10)62)
NBS-16 TB IF M x x x
S-15
P
V	 k.W	 1*14, 'A^
Swalley (1964)
NBS-17 E. I Si x x
S-46
Van Vlict (1965)
NBS-27 AT MC x x
S-47
Key (1964)
NBS-28 TB HC x x
S-91
Taylor (1966)
NBS-30 TB .1-1C
S-48
Cohen (1965)
NBS-31 EI Si x x x
$-49
Parmley (1966)
NBS-32 TB SI x x x
S-50
McIntire (1948)
NBS-33 RV FM x
S-51
Dawson (1965)
NBS-34 PA IN'
S-52
Getty (1966)
NBS-35 TB
S-53
Nast (1966)
NBS-36 TB S, x x
S-54
He rtz (1966)
NBS-37 T'13 CA x
S-55
Anderson (1965)
NBS -*38 AT SI x xS-90
011114
T It- I i.\ I C' L; L S 	 IN It: A I I O-NS
,v
rS
.0
13.
Z>	 IV
40	 zS
v
^yr.
0
I^1
Littio (1962)
NBS-39 TB SI X x x
S-56
Nast (1966)
NBS-41 AT SI X X X
S-57
Allcn.(1963)
NL'S-45 PA FM X XS-58 i
Hnllcka. (1966) ..
NBS-47 PA Si x
S-59
Tazi.cl (1966)
NBS -40r' TB F M X X x
S-6o
Nast (1967) ^ -
NBS-50 EI Si X X X
5-61
Thomas (1967)
NBS-51 PR SI X X X, x
S -62
Smith (19 67 ) _	 ..
NBS,-52 TB FM X
S- 63
Cohen (1966)
NBS -53 El Si x X
S-64
Nelson
 (1966)
NBS-54 TB SI x X X
S-GG
Faddoul (1968)
NBS-98 TB Si X X
S-7
Parxzz],Cy (1966)
i^;	 5	 6 0 P.A. SI X x
1
I
I	
^7
1> 1
0^
w	
„ M-41w,
Folkman (1968)
1AT
i
I
NBS-100
l	 - l
SI X X X X X
Hammond (1968) i
NBS-104 AT HC X
S-77
McLaubhlan(1968)
NBS -10 6 EI Si X X }; X
S-8
Hammond (1968)
NBS-107 AT HC X x
S-78
Perkins (1968)
NBS-110 PA FM X X a
S-5 I
S.c}Zwciklc (1969)
NBS-111 RV SI X X
S-79 i
Johnson (1968)
NBS-119 AT SI X
S-22 t
Faddoul (1967)
NBS-120 EI SI x X x };
S-92
Wilson (1960
NBS -121 AT FM X x
S-80
Tawil (1969)
NBS-126 El SI X x
rX X
S-81
Dunning (1968) (
TCM-1 AT i N/ 1-i x x
t	 Forge (1968)
TC\'i-2 ter{ FM xS•-94
y'
4
I;Yc a rin g
 
(19 6 5) I •--
._.v
-----^
TCM-3 T B IN x
Di ,wring (1965)
TCM-4 RV IN X
S-96
Dearing (1966)
• TCM-5 RV IN x5-97
(1969)
TCM - 6 TB CA XS - 9 8
McLaughlan(1967)
TCM-7 EI Si x x x 'X
Saucier (1969)
TCM-8
S-100
AT NOA. X
Saucier (1967)
TCM-9 EI SI x X X
S- 101
Roberson (1969)
TCM-10
	
. EI SI x x x
S-102
(1969)
TCM-11 PR C1 X
S-103
Coston (19$6)
DDC-? TB SL x x x
S-104 w^
IJ_aclson (1966)
NAS--7
S-105
AT MC-
^
x x x
'N=%iddleton (1964)
J
INAS--1 2 ^r^ xC x
S--106
^
I
i
p
a^
i
I
F"
TFL1-ItiIal1ES/A11PLI CAT ION
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• Ishabhoff (1964)
NAS-16 TB 'SI h X - x
S-107
Burge (1969) l
SIE-1 AT NIA x X x
S-17
McKellar. (1969)
SIE-2 TB CA X
S-18
DeW itt (1969)
SIE -3 EI SI X x
.S-19 I
Loukota (1969)
CIE -4 EI S I n !^
S-20	 I
Wood (1968)
	 -
SIE-5 TB SI X X
S-21
Zimmerman (168)
SIE-6 AT SI X a
S-22
•
Nevins (1967)
I
SIE -7 EI S1 x X
S-23
Achhammer (168)
SIE -8 PR CA };
S-24
.(196.8)Hinckley
I
SIE -9 AT SI x X x h
5-25
Br ocean (1969)
[	 SIE -10 AT SI h }
I
(
I
Buzkley (1969)
SIE-11
	 - T1 MG x
S-2
I	 .
{
?1
{
z
a
TECH NIQL1ESJAPPLILAYIONS
Phillips (1970)
SIE -12 T B F-IC x
S-28
Leonard (1969)
SIE -13 AT CA x X
S-29
Yates (1969)
SIL: -14 EI SI x x
S-30
Lindquist (1968)
51E-15 TB SI X }:
S-31.
Lindquist (1969)
SIE -ld E1 + SI }; !	 x X
S-32
Burge (1968)
SIE -17 EI SI X X
S-33
Burkely (1966)
NBS-59 EI HC h X X X X
S-9
Glaser (1969)
NBS-125 EI SI X x X
S-10
Rawuka (1966)
NBS-44 IIV FM }x X X
S-11 fff
Glaser (1967) 1
NBS 84 RBI A-). h	 fi x x X x x X h h5-12
Bonneville' 	 ('6)
NDS-19 AT _SI X ?t x h
Perkins (1969)
NBS -7 3
1" E SI
r} I
h	 4
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Dixxon (1968)	 art
NBS-127	 I IN FM x x
S-15
Dixon (1968) Part
NBS-1.09
	
II EI SI X X
5-16
Sumner (1969)
NBS-123 El FM x X
5-82
Obercling (1964) I
NBS-78 AT SI X X x
S-83
Sterbentz (1966) j
NBS-64 EI SX X X x X
S-85
Rittenhouse ( 165)
NBS-62 TB SI x x X.S -86
Apisa (1966)
NBS-67 El SI x x
S-87
Ander son*(1966)
NBS -42 EI SI X X X
x x
S-89
Glc^^nser (1962)
NBS-122 PR FM >r hS-84
Burkinshaw (1968)
NBS-87 PR Fti1 x X
S-110
NASA Tech. Brie'
NBS--71
	 (1966)	 ^ PA CA x 1;5-88
Caron (1968)
-NBS-112 AT Sx X x
Et f
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Nakagawa(1968)
INBS-89
S-108
EI si x
Nicndorf (1966)
NBS-58 E
 si X x X x
S-113
Clay (1965)
NBS-101
S-11z
Ei si x x x x
Crawford (1967)
NBS-90
S-111
Ei si x x
Wood (1961) i	 .v
NBS-79
S-114
RV FM x X, x
Hou d:(1966)
NIBS-57 X
S-115 RV FM
Burgc (1968)
DDC..2
S-116 EI SI X x x X
Connelly (1962
D,DG-5
S-117 RV CA
X
.Dahlin (1961)
DDC-8
S-118 TB CK
Isenberg (1963)
DDC-14
S-119 RV SII
Isenberg (19.63)
DDC-15
S-120 PR SI
McG regor (1967)
DDC-2-1
S .121 A T NI
Yuhas (1965)
x
DDC-23
S-122
Hertz (1962)
TB HC x
DDC-12
S-123 TB HC
x
Marion (19 67
NBS-180
S-124 AT I Sr
x
Higgins (1967)
NBS-86	 -
S-I25 PR ST
X X x
I-Icathman (1968)
INTBS-114
S-126 TB EM
x x
Flyn.a_(1970)
T-C. IM - 13
x X1 x x x x X
ES/""'-%PPL'1C A T IONS
zl^
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11	 1 IN	 1 1	
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Gm^a
Colton( 1967)
NBS-113
S-128 ^'El Si ^r
Barry (1967)
NBS-113
S-129 TB N/A
Al.lesina (1968)
NBS-102
S-1.30 T B N__^•
Vance (1967)
NBS 97
S.-131 RV ST X X
Pri cc (1967
DDC 22
S-132 E! I N/Aj r I i I	 I_
Bub,jack	 1967) ,
NBS 8 3
-133 PR SI
r r
\
-
,
Berdelman (196.)
NASA 15
- 134	 .	 I AT FM '
Hammond 19 6
NBS 4 3
6,5 - 135 TB HC
Orr ( 196 1)
BS 3
3 -136 A T NIA
Rosers
	
(19.69.).
ASA 31
-137 Ei Si hr h^ X ;'.'
W ilkins (19 61)
'N'13S
	 7
Barry (1966)
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t^
fl
if
a^
f
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fa
im/C C 12
G^Ii ECH tiII ES/ A f f 'Ll C AT lONS
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Boensch (1968)
NASA 1
S-140 PR CA ,^ ^-
cody ( 1 966)
NBS 68
S-141 EI SI [
Collom (1968)
NASA
S-142 TB SI ( (	 x' x x x
Cochran (1966)
NBS 49
S-143 TB FM
Christensen 1195}^
DDC 4
S-144
Litz d quint
	 1968
AT SI^
NBS 118
S-145 zI SI }: x X x
Reed (1965)
NBS 40
S-146 AT SI hr ^.1
Romero (:967)
NASA 4'
S-147 TB I SI X x x
Carstens( 196 5).
NASA 11
S=148 AT SI
x
Coston (1967).
NASA 3 J
('
S-1 ,19 TB S I
IMinges ,196 3 )
1
NIBS 14
S -1,}0 RV .pit
Isal;.son (19
DDC --13
5 -1	 l Pl',r,l E
'
i
^z
s'
I
E
r%
r
t
;^^f ^ C C ^- 15	 I
I3 nn
Johnson (,964)
DDC-17
S-1 )2 ( AT CA ^.
Carr (1967)
NASA - 2 1
S-153 EI SI
x. X X x
Gos ch
DDC=25 .
S-1.•. 4 TB MC X
Hacker	 96
NBS -26
S F^155 E.1 F i	
X
I)Ir-rcidelber5 (1965 1)
NBS--20 f `
S-156 TB FM
Dcnglex	 1965
NBS-21
S-157 TB FM
X h,
Perkins (1965)
NBS-.22
S.-158 TB FM ': X }f
Perkins CT965 r"
NBS-23
S•-159 El FM
X X h,u
Calvert (1965)
NBS -24
S -160 El FM" X X l
Esgar (1965)
NBS a.25
TB ` FM x x
Evenson ( 1 962) ^
DDC-- !
S -162 PR HG ,.
T^ -, S A ^ i. ;^ U
NBS .-..91
1
F !
S•-163 RV 51 1
TEC H.'^ I OU	 A PPL ICA T It.) NS
0
16•	
^'
0 0
N:4
G e
Gilstad (1967)'
NBS-92
S•164 RV SI
X
Hyde (1967).
NBS-93
s.•165 EI Si
Nevins (1967)
NASA-24
6-166
a es	 967)
D. I Si x x ► 	 x Xl'
NASA-23
S-167
Stuckey (1967)
EI
^
Si
^^^ ^ ^ ^ •
	
^ ,
!,,TBS-94
5-168 El ISI x
Wood (1967)
NBS-95
5-169 RV S1
Cola'luca
NASA-17
S-170 El S1
Lcon-hard (1967)
DDC-19
S-171 EI Si
Lindquist (1969)
NASA-36.
S-172 El Si x
Bullard (1969j
NASA - 34
S-173 A T MC
Bullard (1969)
NA S A - 3 7
S-174
B Ocing	 1967)
DDC-24
TB MC
5-175 TB S1
x 'X
ji
DDC-20
S-176 PR SI
Hcaf;liinan
	 1966 -'
DDC-11
S -177 PR MC
r
r
Stcr•bentz (1966)
NBS-63
S-178 EI SI
Bell (1962)
it
DDC•-1
S-179 RV FTvi
Crawford (1966)
NBS-108
S-180 EI SI
Kerlin, (1966)
NBS-75
S-181 RV SI
Bush (1965)
NASA-30
IXS-182 TI3 SI ^ X. X x x
X
Carr(1964)
NBS-18
S-183 EI SI x
Knoll (.1968)
NASA-18
S-184	 TB SI hr
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NASA-19
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`- ^--^---
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S-18 5	 ITV S
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NASA-3z
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NASA-35
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13. 0 ASSESSMENT C:"I T E GOI.IF_S
in the conduct of this program, apj')rZ0 :iTY! tcly .140 le,-td.•> \vc'.rc`
found in the literature. , About 220 of these \\ , ere o:f st:fficienL i,:L rest
and relevance to warrant acquiring reprints or liard copies. Af ter
examining the actual reports themselves, about 192 synopses \t, ere prmq)ar^^d.
After cataloging was accomplished, it became cost-ef"octive to cat-clog  and
abstract the technologies themselves that were apparent from the search
and synopses. The result of this con, hmsation is the Asses.s rnont C:itoi,orios
that follow.
The effect is to provide an index and abstract of the technological lase
deerned pertinent and applicable to the intent and scope of this
.
 program, in
addition to an index and abstract of the literature itself.
13.1 INSULATION `1,ECIINOLOGY CATEGORIES
^.	 The first step was to identify the major insulation Schemes i:hat
had been found in the literature search. Af ter this is done, one then groupa
all of the articles and reports under that particular technology and prepares
a-synopsis of that technology as a whole from all of the articles that contributc. :.'
.
to it.	 The insulation technologies identified (Assessment Categories), and }
treated in this way, arc;
1 Cork Insulatipn, Exterior
2. Honeycomb External Irxsulation, , Evacuated, Purged and
Eoain Filled.
3. Foarn External Ins ulation-•Y"I olyurothano	 Sty7'ofoai:z, Polyvinyl
Chlor We
.
i
_ A f—	 1
a
t.
I'.
if
f;
is
F
;
ii
r4. Continuous VIrapped, Spaccd, Evacuated \.U1LAj)1e R" t-fleCtive
Shield External Insulation
5. l d1tiple Reflective Layer, External Insulation in Discrete
Panels or Blankets, 'urged or Evacuated
6. Multiple Reflecti-. • e Layer, Spaced External Insulation Panels on
a Purged Fiberglass Substrate
7. Cryopumped Multiple Polyurethane FoaIZ; SI)aCCd I:L'f1CCti%'C
Shields in a Shing le Configuration Mounted Externally
8. Purged Multiple Reflective Shields in a Shingle Configuration
Mounted Externally
9. Purged Multiple Reflective Shields in Shingle Configuration
Mounted on a Pur ged`Fiberglass• Substrate Dtterrial to the Tank
10. Purged External Reflective Layer Insulation in Panels with
Special High Flow Spacers
.	 t
11. Internally Mounted Polyurethane: Toani Insulation
12. ,Helium Purged Micro-Quartz High Ternperature Cryogcnic
Insulation
13. Shroud Mounted Insulation
	
i{
Within each Assessment Category, fifteen different cl7aractexistics	 F	 l
or properties were described whereve3r possible.
They are,
1.' Density
2. Effective thermal conductivity	 y
i
3. Porosity
4. Absorptivity, including any sealing requires its
5.- B\adiant heat transfer-properties
6. Environmental compatibility, including fluid compatibility
and susceptibility to ground-hold, boost, and spaceflight
environments.	 AC-2
x
_,<.	 V0110110 P"
I7. Mechanical properties, includ ,.ng any SLIP-DOrt
8. Useful Life
9. Bondina methods, including any prob1c.n-.s assocmt(^d with bondingC^
Forming methods, including.any problei-n-s associated with
forming.
1 1: • Reusability
12. Ground hold requirements
13. Approximate cost
14, Availability, e.g. major .manufacturers
15. Notes: any other property or information considered necessary
and/or helpful. in assessing possible 'Uses of an external insulation
1,4
5 AM
Z^
scheme.
The pu.rpose of this Section is to pull together all of the informatio'll
available in the Synopses for tI eII - purposes of assessing the information,
enabling pattern recognition, and providing a systematic basis for choosing
It
A
7
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ASSESS.viE\T C:aEOORY
CORK INSULATION,
	 E}XT:ER10R
REFERENCES TCM-6	 TC.M-11	 NBS-1	 NBS-S
S-98	 S-103	 S-34	 S-39
NBS-33	 I\1BS-- 76 	DDC-8
S-51	 S-69	 S-118
DENSITY: 6.to 20 lbs/ft3
Cork can be made to any density in this range by con-1press-
ion in manufacture.
	
6lb/ft	 is usually used.
K EFF Density of 6 lbs/ft3
of	 K, B /h r f to R
r
100	 0. 0121
-100	 0. 1.07
^
-300 
	
0. 0125 'tF
POROSITY: No data available
SEALING AND
ABSORPTIVITY: Spray surface with Adiperenc L315 polyurethane 5 to ,G	 .
10 mil. thick.
	
Bo ad "Zero-Perm," laminated bag to ;?
cork using Dupont 46971 to attach.
	 Tape joints with
pressure sensitive tape.
f fiI
^. RADIANT C
PROPERTIES: Optically thick.
1=
ENVIRONMENTAL
, !1
COMPATI.31LITY Resists	 ablatAlon; ca n withstand 8500  if , , arnish coated.
MECH. PROPS. AND
SUPPORT
R EQUIREMENTS: Tensile strength
-
Arun,strong: 16 psi at ro6m tGtziZe rature.
S
r r;.
AC-4	 {
14
_
• c, .....	 ... 1 00 1 101, 3y.
Sheller TB 935: 30 psi.
Strength increases approxlrl;ately 6x at hydro.%^on
tempe rcatures .
LIFE:
	 Absorbs 10T& of its'v, , cisht in %, ,tor in - 1 days at 150 F acid.
r
	
`	 100% humidity.
I	 BONDING:	 Cork to cork:, i T^arrnco 7 344
Cork to "Zero-Perm" film., Vac Seal Type 1912
Cork to aluminum, Epon 82.0 in-:pregnated, with 181 fiberglass
layer.
^	 Mylar, to Mylar for s^31, use DuPont _1109 71
FORMING:	 Pliable and can be hot molded.
	 j
t
RI USABILITY:	 May withstand're -entry but would need refurbishing if not	 ^{
protected.
K
GROUND HOLD	 u
REQUIREMENTS:
	
	
May Tided purse equipment to keep water vapor OLIt of the	 4 ,
material and to lirnit air cryopumpins.
APPROX. COST:
	 Probably the least expensive insulating ma t& rial and
easiest to install.	 l
AVAILABILITY & 
t
MANUFACTURER: Armstrong and Sheller' manufacture cork. See AC-40
for a listing of manufacturers and addresses where they
are available.
iY
AS5ESStiiE.^` T	 CATi-GOi:Y
1-10NEYCOMB EXTERNAL INSULATION,
EVACUATED, PURGED, AND FO AM F ILLIED
REFERENCES. NBS-1	 NBS-16
	 IBS-28	 IBS-30
i
S-34	 S-45	 5-91	 S-•18
NBS -76	 NBS -96	 NBS -104	 NBS -107 r
S-69	 S-73	 S-77	 S-78
NBS-70	 NBS-59
S-188	 S-9
DENSITY: Core,
	
2, 2 lbs/ft 3; foazr, 2 to 4 lbs/ft 3;overall, about
2 to 3lbs/ft3.
K EFF: Fill	 B/h r fto R	 T, °F
Freon	 0.013
	
-200
`' Air	 0.0375	 -L00 -	 .7
a
Vacuum	 0.0092	 -280 T
Vacuum alone
	 0. 01
	- 250
He lium
	
K of Helium	 --
1/2 Vacuum and
	 0.0092	 -180
1/2 foam
POROSITY: 10"10 cc He/cc
	
material/C"ml-i,g Ares. /Sec for ,typical
f barriers.
	 For typical sealants, air penetrates closed
`	
..r:
foam urethane
YRADIANT
PROPERTIES:	 Foam is opticrai1v "ti2ick"1 ..adi,atio., C0 n ductivity at
T -100 F is:
'
 K 4 0- T m 3g ^.
 0.'00115 B /h-r ft.oR
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAPABILITY:	 0.0015-inch aluminum foil outer surface will proLL-ct
for launch loads. 3-ply glass cloth cured in cpo:^y
resin core or outer layer degrades at about 8500F.
MECH. PROPS.
AND SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS:
	
	 Polyurethane foam loses strength at low ten°.per;atLlI'C ,
Phenolic fiberglass core has a tensile strength of 9 410 psi
at room ternperature and 600 psi at h •,ydrog011 teW;pC1-Z1 .urt-s.
Shear strength is about 80"/o of the tensile :;trengt.h. Therm al
expansion coefficient is about 5 x that of alurninUIT1.1
LIFE: Foam-filled degradcs 4 0/0 in 50 boom due to hydrogen
permeability, if exposed to hydrogen has.
i
Epon 820 filled with glass cloth to match thermal expansion
of aluminum; or Blooi-ningdale Rubber Co. 1-17.12 .1 for bond-
ing core. Epon 820, alurninurn to alutninum bond tensile
strength is 6, 200 psi for air blasted surfaces.
Foam filled after honeycomb applied.
REUSABILITY:	 May develop lcaks upon themnal cycling. Must be covered
by other material for re-entry.
GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS:	 Vacuum or purging requi:rcd. Needs l;routzd equipment to
maintain vacuum or He gas purf c supply.	 Ports
of manifolds will have to be disconnected and scaled i^(^foy-c"
F	 launch'. Some h.oczeycombs are p(--i-nnancnfi.iy sealed with
either vacuum or gas in, t.hern these are eery suscrptablc to
damage. Air and moisture nau5t be omitted.
is
AC-7
t
APPROX. COST:	 Somewhat more c%pensivc; :iian cork or foam..
AVAILABILITY
MANUFACTURER:	 Hetcel Corporation Mc Ulufacu:rOS hc,nc • }'cc^rl'b. Soo AC-40
'for a listing of manufacturers and aciciresses vvli t-rte thoV
are available.
May use vacuum foam filled layer noar tank and He hL1111
filled £oarr. over-lave. to insure no cryoj)Ut1^p^nq of .zir.
Very sensitive system with respect to air cryopurrping
and explosion hazards.
i
i
j
i;t
1:=
ii
r
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r
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FOAM rXTEIRNAL INSULATION
POL,YUI2IaTHA.i^F, ST1'P^Jt Gr^^i,	 I'C1L.Y\r 1 \YL CliLG1:1,DI
J.?E:FEREIN10ES:	 NPS-11 _tiiBS-14 NBS•-Z0 BS-21
S-1 z2 S-150 S-156 5--157
NESS-22 NBS-23 NBS-2.1 N13S
5-158 S-159 S-160 S- 161
NBS-26 NBS-28 NBS-33 N13S-43 j
5-155 S-91 5-51 S-135'
NBS-. 45
—
NBS-48 NBS-.19 NBS-52
E
S - 58 5-60 S-143 S-63
NBS-76 NBS -86 NBS-99 NBS-10-1
5 - 69 S-125 S-Ira S-77
NBS-110 NBS — tLl NBS -15 NBS --)2
S-5 5-80 S--134 5-186 ► .
NASA-35 DDC-5 DDC••9 DDC-12 j
S-187 S.-117 5-162 S	 123
DDC-13 DDC-14 DDC-15 'A CM-2
S-151 S-119 S-120 S- 9 1
. TCM-3 TCM-4 TCM-5
S-95 S-96 S-97
" DENSITY:
	 Minin7urn,foam_ density of 2 1b/ft3 gives tile'bcst properties.
It may be made licavi:er. All data below is for 2 lb/ft3.
EFL':	 P rcon filled foams, varies an B TTJ/ft. hr. R for room
temperature to liquid hyd-o8er temperatures.
Potyureth	 ti c: 0. 008 to 0. 012 for coi--,prc;5 s	 v r p^• c, ;^^z~c s fr{^r:^ }F`
0 to 15 psip j caloriir>cter values degrade 10% it 	 tun}c mountitj{ . if
A C
IN MINIM 11101 , 11 WIN'
Air or warm scaling: sand%vich of 0.0005 ini:lz \Iyl.lr
-0. 0005 aluminum foil -0. 0005 Mylar has no measurable
permeability.
Cold seal for LIST or LH7 tezr.perattirc typc Y 151. fiber»
glass cloth impregnated with 70"/o by weig h epoxy resin
and coated with 6 coats of polyurethane resin.
Room temperature moisture and fungus barrier: Clio m-
seal Corp. polyurethanc resin.
For sprayed on polyurethanc, locations whorc the o;)oration
is stopped and restarted must be coated with Narmco 73.13
adhesive.
Polyvinyl Chloride outgasses excessively.
Foam is optically "thick"; radiation conductivity at
T	 -100 is:
K 4(; -T 3
 m`^ 0.0015 B/hr fis R
Y.^
4
RADIATION
PROPERTIES:
S tyrofoan—, : 0. 023, addition of -i lui: roan: l)Ow do r reduces
K by l:i^?
Polyvinyl Chloride: 0. 015
POROSITY:	 All foan,
 s: pci-rr..eability	 0. 36 cc Air `cc Iir AT .\
SEALING AND
ABSORPTIVITY:	 All foams:
t
1
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAPABILITY:
	
'All foams:_
The Mylar-aluminum-lMylar scaling,
 layer will survive
392I' in a vacuuz^z.	 For launch environment:
	
covering,
of style 106 fiber g lass 'impregnated wi th Dow r.o3-tzxn,;
Silicone A-4000 and wound with cpo;:y impregnated S/h TS
fiberglass roving withstand 615F at :Mach 2 a'n.d a dynamic
pressure of 952 lb/ft2.
MECH. PROPS,
AND SUPPORT
f	 z^EQUIRFMENT:;: 	 Supported as described in bondiizp and cnviro n-iental 	 ,!
Capability.	
x.
}7e2r71a 1. 	 CO;;.	 :^,r.tiu:. for all	 fo.irns	 •r^10:1)	 tO 
f liquid ;.yr cirogcn tcrnpez-ature.
7. 7 x 10 w Sin /irt.
. Polyurctlxanc at liquidhydrogen t^^rr;per.ttrlrc^
ultic-nate tensile strength	 160 lb; irl`''
ultimate compressive strength 	 160 lb/in`
Polyvinyl. Chloride at room tempc!ratuL'e:
ultimate tensile str cngth	 6011>/i1 7
ultimate compressive strength 	 90 lb/in-
'	 LIFE: All Foair.s:
' For raw foam, air displaces 5070 of the frcon filling
in 10, 000 hours of shelf life.
	
Raw £aan-i degrades	 to
performance 50c/o in 50 hours, Wtlen exposed to cold
hydrogen gas.	 Foam with scaling layers has shov.rti
no thermal degradation in (;round hold tests run 3.1
days appart.
BONDING: Polyure thane :
Foam to aluminum:
el. ?1i Use either full area bonding or^ a grid of
bond lines.	 Clean alUlYlinum with toluene
'	 followed by mcthylethyl ketone.
Use Vitel PE207 primer, (Goodyear time
and Rubber.
P41vT 82E - Vcrsars-rid IZ5 in fiberglass rnat
(Shell Chemical Co.	 General Mills)
wi th r porn ternpe raturc cure.
y
,Lefkoweld 109 (Leflingwcll Chemical Co.)
with room temperature curd.
FM-1000 (Bloomingdale Rubber Co. j	 with
high temperature cure (Z5 OF)
.
Bond rrrylar »aluminum	 mylar scaling; ja.ckct
to foam v-. J ith Vi.tel PEZ0 7 pr. .n;er.
For sprayin	 on a 1urni lur-►r, >~sc
:1 , tsburg-Plate Glass Co.	 :: 60 L
cpax4-,-p-	 r-^olic primer cu r ed at 290 ',
r
AC-1l
a^
ORMING:
I
than ap 1i . air drying1' :
	 l",i^ t'{^ ► se
primer M
Polyvinyl Chloride:
Bond to alun-iinum v. , ith polyurethane adhesivvr
NO in' formation is vaila-ble for s.yroioarn.
N ,fay be blown vp ith frc;on 11 or co?.
Sonic low speed machining is possible.
h4ay be molded during its -111ant1facturc.
Can be sprayed on.
The	 soal Mayor is
vacuum ,formed to compound curve shapes.
Only polyurethane foam data is available.
The foam bonded.by the above rnethods and sealed with mylar-
aluminum-mylar and an external fiberglass support survived
20 cooldowns to LH ' ternperature and 20 tank preisuri:. ► t.ions
to 90.0 lb/inL . In ground hold tests 3 .1 days appart, some
cracking was noted but no significant there-,.al degradation
occurred. Sprayed foam has been flown. oil the Saturn V .
It is doubtfull that this material can survive re - entry witho ti
additional protectio~..
t
REUSABILITY:
GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS	 There appears to be no special requirernents except that it
is susceptable to mechanical damage.
C OS T':	 Relatively inexpensive compared to superins Lila tion but
more expensive than cork.
AVAILABILITY &	 t
MANUFACTURE:
	
Polyvinyl Chloride: KleacclL_G-300
i'	 Polyurethane: Reichold 8025-8605
(T eichold Chemical Co.)
NOPCO Chemical Co. ,B-250A'
Manufactures addresses are ^Z vcn on AC-40 where available.
NOTES: Damage to polyurethane scaling surfaces may create an
explosion hazard due to ai.ir cryopumping and oxygen,
fract^onization	 This h=zaz'd Sias bcc studied n ncl i
classi,`.ied as moderate, (i. c. about '1 '4 of the s^arnples tesLcd
resulted in a reaction but this takes the combined prc .sencc c)
a lame leak and a rathcr stron g irnpact.}{Ganzrn),-, irradiation of 3 x 10 crgs/gr,(c) aces not thcrnna_lly
degrade polyurethane foam.
- N T C AT E G 0 1" YASSESSNII
CONTINUOUS !TRAPPED, SPACED, %'A C U ATE- D,
MULTIPLE REFLECTIVE SHIELD EXTERNAL INSULATION
REFERENCES:' NBS -6
	 NBS -9 N BS-13
 NBS-171
is
S-38	 S-40 S-412 5-46
NBS-31	 NBS-38 NBS -•1 1 NBS-50
S-49	 S-90 S-57 S-61
NBS-53	 NBS -54 NBS-65 NBS-60'
s-64	 S-66 S-1 S-1
NBS -74	 NBS -77' NBS-80 NBS-89
S-3 5-124 S-108 ii
ix
NBS-94	 NBS-999 NBS-100 41\1 BS - I 19
S-168	 S-75 S-7 S-2
NBS-126
	 NASA-17 NASA-23 NASA-2.1
5-81	 S-170 S-167 S-166 tr
NASA-30	 NASA-36 DDC-7 i 4
S-182	 S•172 S-104
DENSITY: Dexiglass spaced Linde SI-62 weighs 4.21 lb/ft3
(Aluminum foil shields)
KEFF: Linde SI-62:
	 cylinder ,. wrapped and intorleavcd with
d'iscs cover i ng heads and evacuated:
K	 7 to 10 X - 10-4 B/hr fto R with external ati-nospheric
pressure
K	 4 to 9 X 10 -:) B/hr fto R v) i th 10	 3 or less ATM
external pressure
POROSITY: Vacuum jacket permcabilit-y:
I mil Ivfylar-O. 8 veil lead-1 mil .,.iy1a).-	 5 X 10 -10 ft3/ft 2 AT 1 14
1r
i
wiylar ^• a!ur::nuizz foi
	 l ;lr (1 ::)il
each) - ' 10 X 10- 9
 fc';'iL'°
n	 3
50 layers of AIu:-nini - ed Nlylar -
	 ON 10 - ' 'fi' ; fi - A'I`M
136 layers of Aluminized 11ylax
	 72) X 10 -W ft 3 ,'ft' AT.\i
Diffusion coefficient parallel to layers, layer density 11ad
no effect.
.dexiglass spaced aluminized ,Sylar - 0. 3 ft"/Suc
dexi£;lass spaced aluminum foil - 1..35 f•t.'" /-ec
unspaced criz:klcd aluminized \4ylar - 3. 73 ft` I's ec
5,:h
App.roxirnately 50 hour pump down after ')00 0F. 11cHuM.
preconditioning
SEALING AND
AB83ORPTIVITY:
	 Two types of v acuum seal have been used successfully.
Dobecknna;n. M:etalam PZ 5526 0. 5 rnil. \,lylar - 0. 35 inil
aluminum foil - 0. 35 i-r:il aluminum foil - 0. 5 n;il 1\4y1ar
supported by two-way stretch nylon net. This n%atc:rial
can withstand ZOO 0C• in a vacuum without appreciable
degradation.
I. mil
 Mylar - 0. 8 mil lead - 1 mil Mylar vacuum formed
with Schjeldahl GT-200 adhesive sealed joints.
Linde SI-62 needs several pump out ports and a 3000I'
30.11our preconditioning and a 200 0F. pump down bake.
Molecular sieve getter is also recommended.
RADIANT
PROPERTIES:
	 Aluminum foil emissivity 0. 025
Dexiglass paper assumed transpa x-cnt. Wk,.
ENVIRONMENTAL
CAPABILITY:	 Tension band and wrapped insulation schem,c can survive
	 s'
launch mechanical loads, 	 ^Y
Aluminum foil degrades when subjected to direct sound
field of 150 db..	 5
Y
Nlicrometcrite shield of polyurethane adhesive imprcVnatc;d
15 mil 181 fiberglass ovcrlayer with 2 inches of insulation
, t	 c 1 	 S to1) i.. ^'L .,. (: ps . t	 1es.	 T h i s 'i a.c. :1 .. i. ,; is `^'iM 1;a ', a 't 11 C: ;'1 O'^I .	 i.
•	 r
MECI-1. PROPS. AND
SUPPORT
REQUIREI'vIENTS: 	 Use aluminum foil tension bands bonded tO thC t.ttzk, ^1'r:ippc•cl
within the layered insulr.ttion, anti bonded to thy • insulation
outer surface provides layer density cont rol
 ;&ndl support, for
incrUal launch loa^dzi.
110 layer per iridl insulation returns to-742"O of its instaillod height
after being exposed to 1 atmospheric exterz)-al load :end then
exposed to a vacuum.
1	 ^:
LIFE: ,
	Must be instalied permanently and must be evacuated brcausO
it can not be exposed to excessive air and moisture. No. 	 l
other information' is available.
BONDING:	 For Mylar-`"Lead-Mylar vacuum seal; use . S^ clij^^ld:_Flrl C'1.`.-200
adl-icsive and heat sealing for joints. Small vacuum Ic aks }
can be repaired with Armstrong A-12 adhesive. Mylar-Altz-
rninum foil-Aluminum, foil-Mylar bags car. be
 seailod with	 4
Goodyear G-207 adhesive and Dobcckrnan 32599 tape. No
other details available.
t
FORMING:	 Continuously wrapped (both spacer and shields) on cylindrical
sections along with the aluminum foil tension strap Sul)pc>rtti.
Tank beads are insulated with interleaved and taped discs.
Penetration cut-outs must 'be made on each revolu,tiorr. •v;,cuur» k_
barrier is vacuum formed and bonded together. Rigid mgtal
	
F
transitions from penetrations to the vacuum jacket are bonder-1
on using Dupont Adi prene L-100 ;adhesive, (for 2%4yI,ar^-It ad-.Myla r).
Perforations in the 4fylai: are . required to achieve reasonable
pump down time. Penetrations should be insulated iron-i the
insulation, by material with a conductivity less than 0. 008 B /heft`} T2, {
REUSA.BILIT:.": .	Should be capable of a number of cool down cycles if the
vacuum bag is not damaged. It probab ly c a rt not withsticnd	 f
direct aerodynamic heating and, loads for r•ithcr launch or
	 l
reentry..
{
GROUND HOLD
	
k
y  
	
z	 F .	 purge	 p	 ;REQUII^E^IE1\T `X'S:	 Generally needs^00 	 heliur-rm ^ur^e after installed to c.•ri»it
pu rip down. It. requires 70 hours of pumping to roach 100
?microns internal pressure. Unless leaks can be entirely
c;lirriinated ?
 continuous pump ing, =ail: lac r.ccured
	
AC 15
	
;
AVAILAL'ILITY &
MANUFACTURER:
NOTES:
x
One of the t::ost expe:sive syster ns co:• L' rt'd it+ th S ronOrC.
Vacuum maint-Zlinence and. protuberance- it:stall;itloll c:iii:cllitic
make this more expensive than 010 Co11t111110U \Vr;Ila c 011CClA
would suggest.
LINDE (UNION CARBIDE),see AC- 10 for a listing of rn;1,nuN
facturers addresses were a,.,ailable.
Mylar burns freely but I'apton does not.; th refore I<.apton
(heav'er) might replace the outer lvlylar layers. Also aluniini-Acd
Mylar degrades when sterilized with ^. , et ethylene oxide
(.1967). Gold coating was ,
 not affected by sterilization.
Pre-evacuated systems arc not recommended for umks with
diameters greater than 105 inches because of leakap and
handling problems.
The alurrlinuln foil used here suffers mechanical damage whon
	 <;
exposed directly to 150 db. acoustic noise.
A. number of other spacer, materials have been im estigated
.	 ft?r_ the laboratory,
'i
t
COST:
:^'y..
rd:e^.u.[:u. .as...+..:i1	 il.ai_.tt....n^,:.G...S.t'::isLew'wti;'i1^J1.'a.:,4.N;.::::]vaisY.h•vw^.,i..13'.s.i+..:.^_.;,aw.,.....aY1-+:.._e/..^..ir,.ACS:...a.i..:n....a-v......a.i...>u..^......uu.r.J.u-....,d-.._e.._^s..._...rA.ts..+9....a,f..wu._...Y.....,....i,.........._r..apaw!..+t..-:.u`.^.^...C^.ww:J^Y
Y
'	 ASSESS`fEN'1 CATEGORY
MULTIPLE REFLECTIVE LAVER, EXTERNAL INSUr .A.TIO IN
• DISCRETE: PANELS OR BLA\K:=.TS, PURGED OIL I^^':^CLi:^"I'i:I7
REFERENCES: I`V.l_'iS-12	 NBS -• 12	 NBS-50	 N13S -:^b
S-107	 S-89
	 S-6i	 S-190
NBS-57	 NBS-63	 NL'S-67	 NBS-80f S-1 15 '	 S-178
	 S-87	 S-12.1
NBS-83	 NBS-8.1	 NBS- 9 0	 N BS *-9.1
S-133	 S-12	 S-111	 S -168
NBS-101	 NBS -1 12	 NASA-36	 NASA W2.1
r
S-112	 S-109	 S-107	 S-166
i{
NASA-30	 NASA-31	 DDC -2	 DDC-J'
S-182	 S-137	 S-116
	 S-132
S YE -/
^ S-25
DENSITY.- SI-62 Linde dexiglass spaced aluir.inum. foil - -1. 2- lb/ft3
^ f
30 mil polyurethane foam spaced aluminized 1-fylar 2 lb/ft`' !'
NRC (National Research Co.) 1/4 mil aluminiv.od (40O'(} 1ti}
Mylar weighs 30% of same vacuum perfori-n,ance Linde i"
ins-ulation
I{EFF: . 'rape joined foam spaced aluminized Myla	 1-1c purgod ',round hold
045 B/hr ftoR
evacuated - 6 X110 -5
 B/hr ftoR
•	
F
Linde SI-62 intcrlcav l d blan cts .., ith thread and butte,»
4
sup orts and evacuated .vitli no external load - 9
	 10 -	L/I^r10..	 B/hr ftoR for jr ound hold.	 Nylon. r: c t, spacers provide
slightly lower conductivity.
NRC-=2	 r',	 40 laye  intorieavcd blankets, 	 evacuated (5 %X 10 -5 to r1
-4_X 10 -5 L11.,r fto p
Ground hold, He pu2• f::d	 He conductivity (about . 045 13/hr, ftol,')
Ideal conductivity
	
2 X lo" P, /11.
	 ftoi;
rollcd and to ,cd joints 0. 02?5 B/Iir ft°R length
rolled and sI a ,,c'd
 joirit degrades 0'1'o of a square- foist
licat 1ca1: per foot of lc ngul
_
I.•..y.: "-i;....i.r.^. ,,._	 a.:.. _	 't L-,:'.t	 .:.M.:.:-'"..L:c'v:u` 	 .c. s..:^«:. 	 -lwzf. :;.ti	 ♦. 	 .r .._LCti	 -..	 ..	 _c...._	 waw.uC...=..,.....«4i....,i w....«r....tW..w•,_.....r,m»a 	 .	 a	 _.	 $
•
•	 l
•	 A
^	 t
POROSITY. Sec	 continuous	 ^vrappc^d	 (:Zi.ltiplc	 s }.i^ I^l :i : , c• , +i:1^ • (1t	 t:tblc•.
SEALING AND
Y	 ABSORPTIVITY: NRC requires 0. 50o perforations to ptini) to 10 -
 ` torr in
4 hours due to outf risin g 	2 .1 hour _225 () F.
	 ht,-hi m-1
 
purt,e is
recommended.	 Va CUL11-1 formed 5 n-,il Mylar, Alc:ar rand
impref;nated fiberl_, lass ha%'c bee n used for a pUrj,0 b: ► ,r,
succc:stsfully	 for NI\C	 01'	 01v
	
£C^a!"21 	 a1):tCecl r^ 1 ltl111(1 i.:i • Cl 	 ^^}r l:t Y'.
• See continuous multiple shield assessm.czit t.:sble for spaced
insulation vacuum jacket reduire:l1encs
Aluminum laminates 1 , u% ! e been fusion welded into vacuum
tight joints
RADIANT
PROPERTIES- Emissivitics
Aluminum foil - 0.025
,.Aluminumized Mylar - 0.025 to 0.0-17
'Silver Mylar - 0, 011 to 0. 017
Gold Mylar - 0.017
ENVIRONMENTAL I
CAPABILITY:
	 - Button and thread sewn blankets and bonded foam blankets
attached with Velcro fastiners and stud mounted NRC both
withstand in'crtial launch loads.
	 A ll the blanket, design.; %%,ill
probably need aerodynamic protection for launch an 	 reentry
environments.
	 Micrometeoritc protection is probably r'ccluirc•d.
MECH. PROPS.
AND•SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS: Evacuated, dexialass spaced (Linde) insulation talcs
	 2 hours
H to recover 80% of its installed height after remc^^^inf; t 11c
I	 ,
external atlimospheric load.
NRC insulation may be mounted on nylon studs in an ;adliesiv<;
reinforced "spot" at an upper point of the tank.	 The lower
parts of the blankets are held in a nylon nct attachted to
s tuds.
Also;	 Velcro fasteners scwi	 to t }1C	 .nsul^^t ial"e and f^ ondc d to
.' the tank with NAfiIviC073 43
 adhesive; are tz,scci vJt}1 :--ach of
th y, inS Ulatioris.
The NRC and Linde also have hcen clamped to a nylon rope:
netting to support pit.
J
AC-18
•.T:..+.:^K..:r * a„'..tL:^ •rk^-%-'.+r'... :.: :Y.a.p_»wa.,: :^L.<-c...GUw`x.a.sr. +w,..asa..t,^Ge .:^. .^.^ v^..t...:...+.... aa.•,.,:v, =-- . .. w..^.,.,- .^ ,^ .^.w.o.w..-.w...sc:«_v .;i..:a^:...._:.r..,.:.:::^.a .w'.u..:t„'v..:..c,:.x:^.w:..sr.n., -ac,^:.^...»:,.wsi.. nw. ew .Y+
VI14 511%T1/e C;1c1USC5 tl c: material ill :L i)l;: g ill Ia:l	 wvl1ic111
` 	 llas a rnctal c C la..rm UL 010 top \.!.1C.11 is	 F, a haI.ti,vr.
LIFTS: Readily removable for rep air. PLlrs 1 c^ b;i ^s fo 's^I C. a t lci`	 Y	 p	 L
I Loam spiked are nqt as casi.ly dan-a ped as a \';1CUL1I::
jac'Ket. In a dry aunosphere there is no & ,Q::,lotion v:ith
time. NRC has successfully endured a 1 year slicif life
without special precuutions.
BONDING:
	
	 Velcro fasteners and nylon studs bonded to a1LIMillUM ^1^it11
NARGO73-3 adhesive. For vacuum bad,joints, sC,e
continuous multiple shield assessment table. No details wvore
given for purge bags.
FORMING:
REUSABILITY:
GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS:
Generally, panels are filled, cut, and interleaved in
bunches of 10 insulation layers. Indivi(Wal Bayer interleaving
is passible but requires more installation. effort without
appreciable performance gailzs.
NRC type insulation, wllicii can be folded easily, lists been
joined by rolling two blankets together and securing with
tape or snaps.
Penetrations can be precut. Vacuum insulatioFls L1s01b0ncied
preformed metal seals at penetrations. Purled insulations
use vacuurrl formed k onded Mylar at ) Cnet.1•atiol1s.
Penetrations should be insulated from the i-nult.ilayer in: ulatio
by material with a conductlivity less than 0. 008 B f hr ft0R.
t
Perforations in 90 layers of NR C: a ltlrn ini zed My la r rna y be
made with a sharpened stainless steel tube rotated at 550 rpirl.
Should be capable of a number of cool down cycles provided
the vacuum bag or purge bag. * is not damaged. Purge bai,;s are
much p ore reliable than vacuum bans. Somc additional
aerodynamic environmental protection	 b' rekquirv.d for•	--
launch and re(-.,ntry.
0
Generally a 250 , F. heli L11-11 purge is required after installation
to limit outgassing, la ppro^ , irnatr_ly 10 s;r sLen) volurnesi of
helium are required to reduce air a-nd moisture to an acceptrible
level. After the initial purge, either vacuum (Linde) or 	 rn
temperature purge  (NRC,and I: oan-i spaced) nntist be rnainUxinc_^d
until launch to provide f;roun(l hold performance and 1T > 1ain^ ::c
air and water adsorption.
1
MAPPROXIMATE
COST:	 The blanket system..  should be ch ca per 0:.w. ti v c_oiltinc>uti
wrap superinsulation. Blankets and shini,ic. s should be c on l)E^ti-
tive pricewise but more expCnsive 01;111 fibc^r,;1;i5 ^, ' foam ' and
honeycomb.
AVAILABILITY
MANUFACTURERS: LINDE (UNION •CARBIDE CO.-) ».:ikOs Ole c10-NiVI-IS Spaced
material.. National Research Co. make thV unspaC d lNtl:C
material. See AC-40 for the manufacturi-r's :iddre'sses,
available.
	 '
NOTES:,
	
	 Blankets provide a ready means for cic•i-»ouritinq insulst.iori
for tank and/or insulation'repair. See also, the notes nivoil
in the continuous wrapped i-nultiple shield a isesSment. La blc.
Crinkling the Mylar on the spaced configurations may reduco
the conductivity by a factor of three.
Aluminized Mylar burns and is susept;1b1C to de gradatioll wholl
exposed to water and /or decontamination procedures.
:1 SSirSS:.:i^,'T C_'T E 
	O.: `:'
MULTIPLE
-
RE F LECTIV E- ^^ ^.	 ;1w •: F	S	 A T	 I	 St. 1,	 T10LA VIE :	 }_:,	 1:.	 T
' PA.\ELS CJ:\. 1 PURE ED r ILERGL.=.SS
' Note: (Linde de xi glas s space d al mi'linuln foil. is Oic basil	 ;i^:1Cc' a11tiUl:Iti^;n
its dct^i.il blanket properties may be found in thy: blanket, u.s.ses.•mellt
able.)'
REFERENCES:: NBS -36
.
	N13S - 5 6,	 NIT
	 - 67.	 NBS -63
S-54	 S-190	 S-86	 S-178
NBS -64	 NBS -8-1	 NDS -99
	
NBS -I l 5
S-85	 S-12	 S-75	 5-128
DENSITY: Not available:
	 0. 4 inch fiber	 lass (about Qi. 5 lb/ft 3 ) plts5
36 layers of dexiglass spaced aluminum foil.
	 }
KE1~ F: 5.2 x 10	 5 B/izr ftoR (1. 5 tithes predicted) in C %*,acur'Ited
state.
	
Less than helium, conductivity	 (. 0
. 15 13/hr ft")R)	
I`• for ;round. ,bold„
POROSITY: Not available
SEALING AND
ABSORPTIVITY: Use a heat sealed Alcor purge bag on the fi:bert;lass sub,,.t.rcito
Approximately 5 volumes of helium purge are r,erluirCd to
achieve an equilibr ,iuln (low) air concentration.
	 No purgc; or
vacuum is used on the multilayer insulation.
RADIANT
PROPERTIES: See multiple layer blanket assessment table.F
•
.ENVIRONMENTAL, t
,.. CAPABILITY: Sec .multiple layer blanket assessment fable.
MECH. PROPS
AND SUPPORT
REQUIRE fE\j'[': Bond fil^er^lass to tank	 Fasten s
	
per tz
	 ula.t ozz Iz r^nl^af^s to
substrate purge bag %w ith Velcro fasteners.
W.
4i"
V
LIFE:	 The superinsulation is not protected b" , .1 bao soIN
susccptable to mechanical damage. Otz thy Otl:^ r l::tiici,
the purge bad -is protected by rcpiG^c^ obit•, z:^t ltil;iyctr
blankets. Shelf life does iZOt appear lin7itcyd.
BONDING:	 Bond fiberglass to tank rising LeflKowold 109/1—M52 epoxy, 1.1 ii((I
Velcro fa stunu rs to Alcor purge bag and insul ation with
NARMCO73.13/7193.
FORMING:	 Prcas'scmblc insui,.ztion blankc: is by quilting \vith nylon
` Y	
thread with button rc tainers. Bond to Velcro fastoners undo•:•
heavily stitched areas.
REUSABILITY: Should survive nurnberous cool downs but will require;
acrodynarr:ic• envirotnmc:ltal protection for launch and
reentry.
'GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS:	 The sublayer *of fibergl.asss must be purged. 'Phis sy: t.( • tn	 ►lot
as prone to damage as the other superinsulaticins since no
outer purge. or vacuum bag is' requi.red. It must be. protectedr	
from excessive amounts of moisture due to adsorption
characteristics.
APPROXIMATE
COST:
	 About the same as the plain purged rnultilayer blankets.
Greater than foam, cork and honeycon)b.
AVAILABILITY Ec
MANUFACTURER: LINDE (UNION CARBIDE) make this superinsulaLion.
1
NOTES:
See AC-40for manufacturer's addresses where available-.
This insulation provides a compromisc between ground hold
insulations lcork foam etc ) a'nd tht u r ied oa Lv •:cu stcd
,	 p	 g	 ^	 t
superinsulations.
r
yj
ASSESSMEN T G..`r~GOr; ^' t
CRYOPUMLPED 4iU.LTIPLE POLYURE1T1-1:?:fit: FOAM SPAC1 D
REFIJECTIaE SHIELDS IN ri SH INGLE CONFIGURATION MIOUN'ri lli::^:'I'I I:NAL LY
REFERENCES:
	 NBS -► 32 NBS - 14 NBS •-78 Nlaw -60
S	 0 S-57 S -1 1 3 S-67
NBS-73 NBS-84 NBS-85 NBS- 9 3
S-14 S-12 S -6 S -1G5
NBS-98 NBS-112 NBS-118 NBS-.120
S-74 S-109 S-145 .S-92
NASA-23
S-11x7
L,
i
I
yyM1^^
C- N-
DENSITY:
	 CO2 filled foam spacer is 0. 02 inches in tliicicness and
weighs 2 lb/ft 3 , 18 layers of double alt1:-1zifiiZOd hlyl r 	 (2
and spacer with jacket and i-nounts wcy igl^s 0. 3 .1 lb/ft",
KEFF:	 Evacuated shing1c'- conductivity; (calorii-p eter dat:1^
oLength, :nchcs
	
11 B /lzr ft R
-5
	
8	 32 X 10
	
12	 12 X 10`5
	 Ii
	
20	 10 X 1 1) E
	
28
	 7.5 X 10 - 7
28 inch long installed shingles in a vacuum - 1.49 X 10`'x'
B/hr ftoR.
28 inch lone installed shingles under atmospheric load
2.24 X 10 -f B/hr ftoR
28 inch long installed shingles with mechanical evactiatior
r 	 'instead: of cryopumping vAth no load - ?. 51 X 10
	 B/1',r ft`,P,
May i n, prove conductivity by providing 5z-hall lateral r-ip in
the aluminized surface to -mi-nimize conduction along, t17c;
i'C)t1C :.'1 Y;	 P c rmertb:l=.t;, L)f sv it. l::t^; »S,itt`:•:i;l;, ;iG .'^^t^:l: r t'r^Zpi•?•;?t^tz'c.A
under 1. atrnosphc re lo; d, cc 1 14c"s C.: c f 4"
Nlylar-Alurninum foil - Alun:inu11z foil.•-^;^ lar l^irz^iru tc^
(1 mil each)	 X 10-8
Mylar-Lead foil-Mylar lainina to - 2 N 10 ­ 9 
Aluminized Mylar - 5 X 10-6
SEALIING AND
	
ABSORPTIVITY:	 Seal with 4 ply aluminized Mlylar bonded r. • itll 1':'^l:^iCO73•?:3/713^?
adhesive or Mylar-Aluminurn foil-AlUrninurn foil-Mylar bonded,
.,I
with Johns Manville Co. BFF pressure sensitive tape. Also,
may use Mylar-Lead-lMylar. For lo%v temper blure side
aluminized Iviylar is sufficient.
9	 I
Recommend MMylar be preconditioned at 2OO ()F. for 2 .1 Hours
to decrease outgassing..
Outgassing rates in vacuum at room ternpera Lire, (1-1 O,L	 I
N'2, CO), microliter/sec ft2
•	 i
I
Polyurethane open foam 0. 1
1
	
`	 Aluminize'd Mylar 2. 5
Water vapor comes off at'10` 3 mm Hg.
Recommend 0. 5 grams of Union Carbide palladium oxide g	 1.
in each shingle.
Vacuum seal may be on individual shingles for ease in.
installation and handling or an overall. bag q-iay be used.
Individual bags are scaled with pressure sensitive talc
between shingles,'
hADL4il^T
PROPERTIES:
	
E nissivity.
Double alurnini.zed Mylar 0. 03 at roor, ternperaturz;
0. 018 at Liar , tcrnperaturc
-Thin foai-n appears to be transparent.
r
V_ `tiVIiiOI T N,1 :,NTTAL.
C=a PABIL (TIES:
	
Positive support for launcli acceleration leads but probably{
•	 t	 .
r
needs protec%2 •.'e co`-er for othor l:iunch
conditions, (l:4at, air luad.$). `1'hermltl	 :'::1):i:
dCprCSSUri'zat;.on, % , ibration,	 Lind :1t ^t)tl ;^lC'
loads do not dama ^o tho s ysto.:1. A lun—,inurn toil eict,, •acid;
when directly exposed to 150 tib, noiso 1evo—Is. it inti:,t
maintain an air tight seal for c.r.oand hold. It prob;tbly
requires m.icrometeoritu protection for long missions.
Bond complete shin(,les to aluminu-n-i tank at one ond. 0r
attach with studs at on-ci end using an adhesive reinforced
patch.
Compressive strength of the shingle is 1., •? lb/fl.^
Four layers of aluminized Mylar l)onded sealer pormit.s 30
day storage without thermal degradation,
Local tank leaks result in localized degradation only.	 IvIoi:;ture
de laminates aluminum from the \1 yIar so it .Lust be KCIA dry.
Bond various aluminized Mylar and aluriiinun, foil-Mylar
laminates together usin g_ NA,R10C073-13/7139 acillc.sive.
For bonding to aluminum, a.ir blast the surface- and apply
Goodyear Gd207 primer followed by NARMC073.13/7139
adhesive.
i
For compound corners: cut, fold and tape tilt shingles. iVacuum forming is used on the vacuum seal. IMay be
prebuilt and penetration accoi-nmodations made before tiniC
of i.ns to lla Lion.
Should be capable of many cool down cycles as long as oczt^^r
vacuum jacket is not darnaged. This irlsulatior7 will require
thermal and mechanical protection. for reentry and rnavbe
for launch.	 <
GROUND HOLD
REQUIRE NIENTS:	 Must unsure that no vacuuam leaks are made; by din-laf"i.l 	 t
Requires 3 hours of cryopumping to achieve 5 X 10 - 3 to,; r.
40 hours -are rc-quircd to reach maximum va cuIurn p( rforrr,a nc'C.
This requires a long tani;agc prccooling period. One
layer of p erforated huncycomb in each shinl;lc can reduce: the!
cryopurnping time to about. 3 hours.	 t
.AC-2
k
MECH. PROPS.
AND SUPPOR•p
REQUIRE,
LIFE:
B ONDING:
1
FORMING:
C	
- REUSABILITY:
i,:I'1'IZOXIMATE r
COST 
a
Peefabr lcation anti t:zts y inst al l,	 i]2'ta \'iCC :3	 L Utit ;ll i \':111 E
,k tarle	 over	 tlic
	 bu tt. joi1:t	 U.11]t t5	 O.	 4t}i'si,i:'U0L'tS	 %Yr..i1)	 ,LII)c`w'e=
insulations es; ecially	 \:c re penes r Zi ti0n;	 -,• r	 rs'e,uird
z
M£tlnCc111%Ilce of  the	 \'^1CLI12111	 ba rrier   11 `.a j' hr	 L'N1)	 11til\'^'.
Definitely more expensive Il an foan1s, honoyc onibs :111ci cork.
'AVAILABI'LITY
IM1:NUFAC'i'U	 E12: Insulation material rnanufaciurcr not gik , en-	 Otller i
-material manufacturer's addresses are given 011 AC--}0
where available.
NOTES: Vacuum bag is hard to Iraintain.	 Indi\ • idu	 1 S11i11i;10 b.-A S
proved to be easier to work with than an overnil bag.	 Cro:isc.z
tend to produce, vacuum leaks.
CO 2 fill has a vapor pressure of 10 ``^ orr at ligLUid nitrov,,on
temperatures.
NOTE:	 Typical decontamination procedures (1967) re cult.
in the loss of alu2ninurn from the Nlylar film.	 Cold is not
so susceptable.
Water vapor also delarninates the aluminum fron-1 IMyIar.. i;
Shingles provide relatively unrestricted pu2npout or
c ryopumping paths , t	 '
Mylar burns freely.
}
^-
yam.»
-
s
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AJJ LSSM,ti?' C.-Ii^T:IGO Y
PURGED :MULTIPLE REFLECTIVE Si°ili I_L)S IN A
SHINGLE CONFIGURATION MOUNTED EXTI:R':^ALLY
REFERENCES:
DENS ITY:
KEFF:
POROSITY:
S EA JUNG &
(see Cryopumped shingles) plus:
NBS - 56	 NBS -68	 INBS -93	 NBS -1 1,2'
S -190	 S-141	 S-165	 S-1.15
48 layers of aluminized Mylar weigh 0. 168 lb /ft^
Conductivity to LN2
 temperature is a function of the He
purge gas pressure inside. It varies froi-n appro x.inlat.c,
helium conductivity (. 0 .15 B%hr ft°R) to 3, 5 X 10 -5 13%11r fto1^
in a vacuum.
See purged continuous blanket assessi-rent category.
ABSORPTIVITY:
	 ,Use an open weave fabric for the purge jacket.
	
5 mil
,I
vacuum formed purge jacket is also satisfactory tr
54 inch long layups' require 60 sec to pumpdown %,"ithout a
purge ba g cover,	 actual tank installation requires 5 HoursCD
to pump to 10 »5 torr through pump out' ports which Must be
opened-to space.
	 A pressure difference of 2 orders of
magnitude may exist in. the shingle• during evacua601-L :sec the
cryopumped shingles assessment table for outgassing
information.	 Diffusion coefficient for free molecular fIovf #
um pout is 4.43 ft° sec:.p	 1	 ^
K
A u4 hour 250 0F. helium purge should be used to -reduce outg assin,.
RADIANT
PROPERTIES:
	
Emissivity.
'
Single aluminized .viylar, aluminum, sir
	 0. 03 -.t tact,,
R
temi)crature.
0, 018 at_LN 2
 temperature
No information available for Mylar side.
-
K
AC.,-27
L" ,, VIROMMENTAI-
CA PA I3!LIT IES :
MECH. PROPS.
AND SUPPOP%T
TtEQUIREMENTS :
4
1
N
SCE' Cr 1 G L14-1-i7 • d 	 ^
^
l l^	 ! G	 5t it1:;1C °.s>;{':>>I::C•11t t.:: ^le ( • \'Cc • j)i tl:,liihelium purging during ,g round l,olci c l: I:,,I1 Its ti Yh^° :l ir is .s ,.s,.L.
problem. .
Bond file -18 layers of each shin lc{ t0glk't-'I cr at ono and
on 19 inch centers wit11 thu:'Moplastic :lcillc^r;i^c• . PulYCli
small holes in the bonded areas for a-lul.lilltllzl 1110utltinl,
pins and secure with plastic reta ining wasliers. 130tid
aluminum pins to an alumiz-, um tank using NARMC07 s•13
adhesive.
^I
LIFE: Local tank leaks only degrade the n4a #I erial Ioca11y,	 hi liS l,
be kept dry as moisture delamitlates alunzinul-1l fl-011-1	 01C
Mylar.
BONDING: See cryopumped shingle asses sl-nent: table.
FORMING: See cryopumped shingle assessment Lable.
REUSABILITY: See cryopumped shingle assessment table.
GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS_:
	
A 24 hour 250
o
 F. helium purge is required after instnl.ltion
to minimize absorbed gases which would outr as in S1):1cc'.	 ^r
A continuous helium purge is required to tn initZll •r(!
 
ai r an d
water absorption. At launch, the pui•gr e ports 7»u st be scalvd.
I.
After a vacuum environment is acliieved, the pun-11) out, ports must
be opened.
i..
APPROXIMATE'
 
c	 ;
COST:.	 This should be clicaper than cryopumped shinf;les because
the purge bag is not nearly as .susceptable to signific ltrt '	 l
damage as the va.cuuli^ barrier. Leakage sllouid be C 'i C•r
to detect with a purge _ bag also. Its installation is easier
than continuous or blanket superinsulation* becau,4( p:-cltrusiv,i:•;
can be'accommodated before installation. It will be more
expensive to manufacture than foam, honcyc.on-fl) or cork. 	 4S
A VAILABILITY &-
1vl.^ NUFACTUREI	 National Research Corp. makes thc. al:ui7 -tinizcd .Ml yl, tr. S(IC
AC - 40 for the addresses of the various, i-nanufac .urers.
A
`
AC-Z8
r'I'ne %'aCUL.11'I leas has a consic` rablv I• C';I::1^.11tti • :ll:el
handling advantaai: over =f acLI LIITI b::iIS taut I • z^csclil • c• ^ All
active vent part for space <rvacLlation.
As in the cryopumped case, that
	 Mi 'I it
degrades when subjected to stcrli •r_ins,= proced' ures (19 67)
and/or=rater vapor.
V"	 DOTES .
Shingles provide relatively unrestricted pumpout or
cryopumping passages."
Mylar burns freely.
GY.
ASSESS-NI EIN.T' CATEGORY
PURGED MULTIPLE ::EFL IECT!VE S1-iTEL,DS 1N SI-lI1GL1 3
CONFIGUR ^T1QN ti1UU`.r TED ON APliI:GED F113ERC,I_A5S
SUBSTRATE EXTERNAL, TO THE TANK
REFS—RENCES :	 (See cryopumped shingles) plus:
NBS - 5 0	 NBS -b 3	 N13S -6..1
S—bl	 S-178	 S-85
DENSITY:
	
	 Fiberglass substrate 1. 5 inches thick \. , oighs 0.5 lb/ft3
and the single alurninized N-Tylar shingles weigh I. 1 il-)/O
for 40 layers/inch.
KEF :'
	
	 For liquid hydrogen temperatures and %acutiM surrounclill.,N:
Shingles - 12 X 10 -5 (1. 4 X 10 - ^ theorci;ically)
Substrate	 32 X 10' 5	.
In the ground hold condition NZ and I-1'e gas conductivities
apply, respectively.
POROSITY:	 Not given
SEALING &
ABSORPTIVITY:
	
	
Inner fiberglass insulation is purged -.Iith hClit11-n ;1nd Se.iled
with Mylar or a lviylar-Dacron-Mylar larninate. Tho outer
nitrogen pursed multilayer is scaled with an Aclar bag.	 ^	 ^
µ
The diffusion coeff*cient parallel to the alurninized Myla r
layers was 4._43 ft /scr_ for free molecular flow ptlmpocit
conditions
RADIANT
PROPERTIES:	 "cc purged nn ltilayer shingle a.ssessnicnt table.
ENVIRONIMENTAL
CAPABILITIES:
	
Sec cr:yopurnpod shingle-asscssment Labic except both. the;
1
Insula tion r l'	 r	 ' ,	 ?	 n .. „y : `. S 1C^:.onS a r e
 J^.:. t^C C^ lv. `^ t7.. ., C. l.11 i., 0 i: : 14:lll:l Li l l I''
the air leakage problem.
Bond aluminized Nlvlar shingles
	
to subStr t'1. •
	 1)111-lye
	 1Mg.
Stitch purge bag and fiberglass subsLraty w Voicz • o f: ► :te'ne`t
which mate with others bonded to the' tank.
No mechanical properties were given.
No information available but should be reasonably iong
since absorbed gases can be purged before launch.
No information given but sere cryopumped single asscssn—ic•lit
table for general methods.
Fiberglass may be bonded to aluminuln with Lcfkov.,old
109 /LIM52 epoxy.
Interleave . and overlap gore shaped shingles dt lank poles.
Probably can not Withstand reentry loads acid may need
launch thermal and pressure protection. Can ,^.,ithst-and
vibration, accelbrI
 tion, purnpdown and acoustics. PUrl;e
-bags are less likely to be damaged than vacuuli,
Needs a helium purge for the fiberglass substrate and
nitrogen purge for the 1-nultilayer shingles. The llchu n
eliminates nitrogen condensation while the nitrogen e lin-lina te.s
oxygen and water penetration.
Shares advantages of other shingle: insulations c - cept two
purge bags must be used and maintained. Probably costs
a little more than the purged shingle insulation and about
the same as the cryopumped shingles.
AVAILABILITY
MANUFACTURER: National Research Corp. makes the aluminized Nlylai%
See AC-40 for the,
 addresses of the various. marlufrzcturers.
NOTES:	 As v,=ith the other alun- ;.tli7cd Nlylar inFulatioz:s, this ,gill
dGgrad(- uncle•
 typical sterilization. methods zinc] e posurc
,to 171.o is u. 1 c o
AC-3r
MECH, PROPS.
ANI T D SUPPORT
-REQUIREMENTS :
LIFE. ;
BONDING:
FORMING:
REUSABILITY:
GROUND HOLD
REQUII;E14E NTS :
APPROXIMATE
COST:
N	 n 	
-Ci; o f
 tv., o -,)Ur g e l^i:l)	 I.:	 ":' 1J t'	 C'1'a:i^	 T::iil'il
	 if	 :Y!
coating could bc a lalicd t0 ;^x• catc'ct
	 ti:t lt::•:z:.t::
	 fr^^:^.
	 I»^^i;-•
turc:.	 This v., ould six-np li y the systvI::
Mylar burns freely.
No data available for Marsliicld. Superflocic us&s Dacron
purge bag and tufts, because of low outgassing character stir 1-.
This material will purnp to 10 3 microns HP in 1-10 se-c:ond s.
No spec ific data is available' for _M rshield. SLII)crfiock 
Dacron spacers on 3/4 inch centers inc7.ease the -hic ld
emissivity! by 30Gra.
SEA. LING &
ABSORPTIVITY:
RADI'A_1,TT
PR OPERTIES:
E NVIR OI\t\tlE.NTA Lf
C:AP.:'^BILITY:
	 No specific iY:rormation giver", but. tip y probably rc-q ire
^.^.,.....'.vsz,:^:+^	 .a::.t=^mi+^•1,...2r.:c.,.::.t.•.L....aual.,.c^::.iis ^cnx^_.:^ '^.^za .•.^.:..s,..: ap.e....•..a^... ... _.a..:,ee - uuz..::Ae: ••	 .. ^.: ...w .. w:_..I,;.:::..t e:.' ,1•-+Ma:. s.A^..v.i..it..'^ir'.r
t`1SS,5^•.`tit^.i\T CATt^CaC)f\Y
PURGi,D E`X,TERNAL 2"-1ULTIPLE REFLECTIVE L.AYI-R 1:\SULA'. IO1	 1:\:
PANELS WITH SPECLL 14.10H FLO -' SPA C:E 1 S
rote: These I. aterials are under devolopnient;
all their properties are no t, kno%vn	 L. )
1
	
R E FERENCES:	 NBS-108	 NASA-.2	 NASA-3a	 DDC,-19
S-180	 S - 111 2	 S-182	 S-171
DENSITY.-	 Marshield: dimpled phenolic imprognated fibL,rgl:t.s:,
5 mil spacers and aluminized Nlylar - 2 to 5 lb /ft'
Superflock: Aluminized 'vlyl.ar spaced by 0. 0-;'inch
high tufts of Dacron thread:
,13.1Liminized Mylar sheets - 1.8 .X 10 - l.b/f t:2
R	 KEFF:	 Mar.shield: Values of about 1 .X 10 -4 B/hr ft  R I,.avc:
been measured but it is expected to achieve about
2 X ' 10- 5 B/hr fto
 R with more devolopm.c,-rit.
'Superflocl:.: 3 X 10 -5
 B/hr ft° P (calorimeter data) for
vacuum conditions. It is believed to have, pot(-tlt.iaily"
20 016 greater effectiveness than NRC-2 (2 } 10'^ under
laboratory conditions)
POROSITY:
	 No data available but should be similar to other a.luminizcd
Mylar purged_ type insulations
PrO,.ectaor_ x.aoizk aczoctynarnic loadl s and hcat.xng and a
rllicroin, eteoritc: shxela probably is req uir ed.
`t
	rl T.J C li , P R O PS	 f t
A l^' D SUPPORT
REQUIr{-^ ;^1i ^;TS:
	 tilarshield: 131a4akets attached wi 1. au:z ok! n}'loo stu gi-, :,nd
retainers.
Superflock: Blankets att:zchod ^: itlz i^oi7^lc^ci fil^t^z°c,l;;ti, stud.,;	 i
and retainers. This n—,a to ria 1 recovers 50 to 90 ;a of
uncon, pros se6. height after loading.
LIFE:	 No data is available. 	 -
'	 1
BONDING:	 Studs bolded to aluminum with NAR.MCO73•13 adhesivco.
Dacron Tufts bonded to reflective layers with N;1RMC.;073.13
adhes ive
FORMING:	 Blankets are pliable. Blankets may be 1)r--,iabl•icat^c:::it1^
appropriate plan shapes and interleaved on installation.
Joints are taped.
i
Dacron tufts are positioned on a frtLsh coated reflective film
by a vibration technique.
Both insulations require purging until l .'lU,il clx to I1Z1I^111^1'l.c^
air'clyopumping.. Positive spacing may improve; thct g1L7;lnd
hold performance.
"These materials will cost somewhat more than conventionaI
blanket' materials because of s peci al manufZ1Cturi11f_" opCz•atiolis
required for the spacing.
AVAILABILITY &
MANUFACTURER:	 General Dynamics is developing Sunerflock. Marshall Space
Fligh Center is developing Marshie Id.
See AC-40 for rna aufacturcr's addresses %vhcre available..
NOTES :
	
These ir, -.ulations permit much more rapid pump dov.,n than
the conventional super nsulations.
^Wrni.nized 2%4ylar burns and is subjecf, t,l dcf;rrzdlation v h('^Z!
o posed to :noisture and /or decontan-iiliatioz procedures*'
3
I:EUSABILIT^.'; No information was given but these sy5tc.nls, will nrobably
require launch and reentry protection. Cooldo %,:-n : ::,lc;llcl
not effect these insulations.
GROUND HOLD
REQUIRL; LENT :
COST:
.	 i	 .
A S SL--!;S E IT T C.=. T SE, G0R Y
11T1ElRNTAI.,LY MOUNTED P0LYUR,ET1 -iANE' 1 . OA.\1 1NSULA T10N
REFERENCES: NBS-5	 ,:13S-3•=	 TC,\	 3
S- 37 	 a-95
TC1 -5
S-97
DENSITY: Fiberglass thread reinforce polyurethane foan:.onc inch
thick - 5. 2 lb/£t3
KIFF: 0.025 P/hr ft° R
	 is
i
POROSITY: Permeability =	 0. 36 cc .Air/cc hr ATIti	
r'.
SEALING AND
ABSORPTIVITY: Seal with layer of 181 fiberglass improgm ted with G1 o'xy
70 0/c by %vcight.
	
Till- has no I1:C: ' ^.lr^^•ti }fit	 l i, y ! ^:C^ )!)rr_ ron,,",	 F
ermcabilit
	 but (Tas at atI -noS h e r ic p ressure ori-neation
degrades the therrzal performace 50°Jo in 50 hours.
RADIANT
PROPERTIES: Foarn* is optically thick. A
ENVIRONMENTAL,
CAPA.+:.iILI	 ES: Being internal, it is protected from ac:rodynarnic loads
and ground hold damage.
	 This material has b(., en £town
` successfully on the Saturn S-V,
MECI-I. PROPS. f
AND SUPPORT 
RE02UIRE^iEN TS: ZUltimate compressive strenJth A 220 lb/in.
Ultin-2atc tensile strength
	 160 1. ID/ in2
Bonded to tank.
LIFE: Storage life is inde fi nite.
	 Vv'hcn in contact ^litl^. pasec-)us.
17-	 <"!t a^IIIOS
	
l f rl% p ressu r e its
	 thC'.1'Tni.il 1)C'rfor--hydrogen 	 p	 1
r
F
manse dcarades 501, in 50 hours.
BONDING: _ Epoxy resin used
FORiviING: Inform:^ ,. tioi't %.vas plot given. b'ut foam is u sua.11y: Y^-^^'a1.Jcd1
during panel manufacture
r^
I
REUSABILITY:
	
	 This insulation has boon used succ • .-;, Sft0 y in :3 'lturn	 17
applications. No stress crackil'10 011 coOld.o%vii 11-.ts bo(-n
v., ould have to be )rotL'C'LL'C1 L110 1 -n.,a l lynoted. The material
for reentry.
GROUND HOLD
REQUIREMENTS:	 None c x c c p t that the hydrogen should not be loadod tot) jo.-Il
..before launch since its va p or do grades the in:;;L11.1t.i0%1.
COST:	 This is one of the least expensive:insulations to
and apply. It is protected from z-neclanical damage but would
be expensive to repair due to access difficulties.
AVAILABILITY
MANUFACTURER: Reichold Chemical Co,
NOPCO Chemical Co.
See AC-40 • for manufacturer's addresses where availzible.
NOTES:	 This insulation is not affected by 1)011 CLI'<Ation-';. 111LOrnal
insulation can, reduce pressurant gas rent.iirernents; b y n-limmlv.mg
cold wall c*orid-rsatlor, in the ulla-ge s pace. 11.1is 1-11.itcrial m'ouldl
-i c.xplosion hazard if used v., i th oxygen.
•
present an
0ASS ESS \11 _-N T CA T_EG OR"Y
HELIUM PURGED &IICRO-QUARTZ HIGH C!"YOGEN I C I	 U I-A T I (.-)N
REFERENCES: TABS-103 NBS -114 IN.-% S A - I	 NASA -7
S-76	 S	 26 S-1-40	 S_10r
DDC- I I	 D D C -2:5)
S- 177	 S_ 1511
DENSITY: 4 1b/ft 3
KEFF: 0. 02 B/hr ftoR at 100R
0,03 B/hr ft0
 R at 500R
'It uses a stainless steel convection barrier in the insulation.
'POROSITY: No info'rmation available
SEALING AND
ABSORPTIVITY:
	 Some means must be pro' vided*r.o contain the purge gas_
Apparently the vehicle structure provides this f."l-netio....
It absorbs water vapor to some Unreport(.-d degri---e.
RADIANT
PROPERTIES: No information available.
E,
 NVIROINMENTAL
CAPABILITY: Can withstand continuous 1, 200 F.
MECH. PROPS,
AND SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS: Mounted on studs with wire lacing.
	 No meclizinical pro-
perty data was reported.
LIFE: It is designed for indefinite usage. iu
FORMING: Micro-quartz "felts'' are sandwiched between two wire
cloths and quilted on .4 inch centers
	 itli %-)ir(: lacing.
-iless steel foil i s	 includA stai
.
i	 cd to break up conv(,ctive
patterns.	 Th^; blankets are butted tooether undc-r com-
pression to accommodate thermal s'ri ,rznl aE,, c,,	 The blankc-ts
are attached t o studs %YLt1	 ,mirc lacincy.LD
E USA BILIT Y: This insulatibn was -designed for us(! in .
 1iypers(jnic a i r c ra f
With an oute-1: protective: 	 it can be r C L I S C 'd i r, d e f i n i L c t YL
71,
AC-37
101 , 1	 I"N I
Rv
•i
CI{OUitiD HOLD
1.)L'N1.,VfEiv`TS. 	 H^1ium ^u:^in
	 -	 r	 -	 ;}'^-	 IQ^	 I	 a g i^ ^^ ^.1' z-_.c. to avo c. •__ c. `^c^l^tIm 1), 11
COST.	 Unknown.
AVAILABILITY AND
MANUFACTUREIR: Unknown.
	 ,
3:'ASSESSMEtiT CATEGORY k
SHLROUD MOU :TF,D INSULATION
Any insulation can be mount,->d on a 	 shroud
rather than on the tank. No spocir:l materials or
installation prccedures are rcquiz•ed.
Four basic acivantt^es oti^er t~^n}: s^;o^:^:ztins; ::Y-c 'accriior.:
No direct conduction from hot surface to tank..
Insulation is not as susceptible to deoradaLion at T)CIlet.r;ition;;
for normally tank mounted hard-ware.
Bonds are made; to a warm surface:.
The tank is readily accessible*.
'there are four major disadvantages: .
Insulation is subject to aerodynamic heating since it is
usually bonded to the outermost v.,all.
For typical 'superinsulations, the shroud wall :Hurt not have
more than 20 to 40% greater area than the tank to achieve com-
parable performance.
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MANUr A CTl. R—ERS' A1 D.-R. t: SSLS
r,.
Armstrong Cork Company
1010 Concord Street
Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604
717-397-0611
Chemiseal Company
9236 Faust
Detroit, Michigan 48228,
313-272-0566
Coast Pro-Seal
P. 0. Box 51748 Terminal Annex
Los Angeles, California 90054
Dow Corning Chemical Company
Plastics Division
1000 Main Street
Midland, Michigan 48640
517-636-1000
Diamond Shamrock Corporation
Napco Chemical Company Division
60 Park Place e
Newark, New Jersey 0710).
:.	 Furane Plastic, Inc.
5121 Sari Ferondo Road
West Los Angeles, California 90039 s
213-245-1151.
ai'	
General Dynamics Corporation
1 Rockefeller Plaza
New York, New York 10020.'
.,	 r
AC-'Y0
__...
	 . .
	
g MON
General 3%,lills,	 Inc.
Chemical Division.
Xanr.akee,	 111.ii-,ois	 6090i	 j
815-9-3 2-675 1 
Goodyear .Tire and Rubber 
1144 East tiiarket Sr,rcet
-Akron, Ohio	 44305
Hexcel Products, Inc.
23 32 Four th at Channing
Berkeley, California	 9.1710
t
Johns Manville, Pe rlite Corporation
Non-Metallic^^incrals and Yndustrir:l Insulation
504--T Railroad	 +•
Joliet,	 Illinois
	
60436
$15-727- 4571
Lef£in well Chemical Comp any 	 l'^ f:117 South Berry
Brea, California	 92621
T
..o..tot....,i..ruany Metal Di:•.s3.o;A
NRC Metal Division
45 Industrial Place
Newton, Massachusetts	 02164
617 - 9 69 -769 0
Pittsburg Plate Glass Company
One Galiway Center
Pittsburg,Pennsyl.vaia a
	
15222
Reichhold Chemicals, Inc.
523 North Broadway
White .Plains, New Yorlc	 10602
7, Shell Ch.emca 1 Corporation
50 West 50th Strec t>r
New Yor'K, Nlew York	 1 0020
Ffy/-W'^,f+
AC,-
rSheller-Ghobe Corporation
Mitchell and Smith Division
8900 Hampton Boulevard
Norfolk,	 Virginia	 23505
Standard Packziging Corporation
200 East 42nd
New York, New York	 10017
Union Carbide Corporation
LL
Chemical and Plastic
2. 70 Park .Avenue
New York, blew York	 10017
212-551-2345
Whittaker Corporation
Narmco Materials Division
600 Victoria Street
Costa Mesa, California 	 92'627
714-5483-1144
